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Simulation and Evaluation of a Simple Adaptive 

Antenna Array for a WCDMA Mobile 

Communication 
 

Idigo V.E, Ifeagwu E.N,Azubogu A.C.O, Akpado K.A., Oguejiofor O.S 

Department of Electronics and Computer Engineering, Nnamdi Azikiwe University Awka 
 

 
Abstract— This paper presents a uniform Linear Array model of 

a simple adaptive   antenna array based on signal-to-interference 

and noise ratio (SINR) maximization. The SINR using the 

adaptive antenna array was investigated for a conventional 

narrowband beam former by varying the number of antenna 

array elements and number of interfering signals or users. The 

results obtained were compared with that of omni-directional 

antenna. The graph obtained from the results showed significant 

improvement in SINR as the number of antenna elements 

increases in the presence of large interferers for odd numbered 

array. 

Keywords-Smartantenna; bandwidth; SINR; adaptive beam 

forming. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The Smart antennas technology is one of the leading 
innovations for achieving highly efficient networks that 
maximize network capacity and improve quality of  service and 
coverage. Smart Antennas are arrays of antenna elements that 
change their antenna pattern dynamically to adjust to the noise, 
interference in the channel and mitigate multipath fading 
effects on the signal of interest[1]. In other words, smart 

antenna has a pattern that is not fixed but adapts to current 
radio conditions ,and nulls out the interferers. Smart antenna 
systems are classified into three levels of intelligence on the 
basis of their transmit strategy [2,3]. 

 Smart antennas provide greater capacity and performance 
benefits than omni-directional antennas because they can be 
used to customize and fine-tune antenna coverage pattern to the 
changing traffic or radio frequency (RF) conditions in a 
wireless communication system like the WCDMA network. 

 Beam forming (BF) in smart antenna technology is a 
process in which each user’s signals is multiplied by complex 
weight vectors that adjust the magnitude and phase of the 
signal from each antenna element [4]. The beam forming 
appropriately combines the signals received by different 
elements of an antenna array to form a single output[5]. Many 
adaptive algorithms have been developed to determine the 
optimal weight vectors of  antenna array elements dynamically, 
based on different performance criteria.  

The weight vectors produce the desired radiation pattern 
that can be changed dynamically.

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND IMPLEMENTATION. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Functional Block Diagram of an Adaptive Antenna System [6] 
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The block diagram of a simple adaptive antenna array is 
shown in Fig.1.The signals induced on an antenna array are 
multiplied by  the adjustable complex weights   

 (w1, w2………..wm) and then combined to form the system 
output using adaptive beam forming algorithm[7]. 

A.  Mean path loss 

The path loss is used to describe the attenuation of radio 
signal as it travels in space[8]. The path loss model to be 
considered here is that of an outdoor environment. 

When there are no obstacles between the BS and MS, the 
propagation characteristics are subject to free space 
propagation. 

In this case, the path loss is given by : 

LPf (dB) = 32.44 + 20 log10fc + 20log10d  (1)                                                                 

Where LPf is the free space path loss, fc is the carriers’ 
frequency in (MHz), d is the distance between the BS and MS 
in (Km). 

In the presence of obstacles the path loss model for urban 
and suburban environment are as follows [9] 

LP(dB)= 69.55 + 26.16log10fc + (44.9-6.55log10hb)+logd-
13.82loghb - □(hm)    (2)                                                       

Where □(hm) is the correlation factor for MS antenna 
height, hb is the height of BS (km). 

The correlation factor □(hm) for MS antenna height is 
evaluated as 

1) for large cities. 
 m) = 8.29[log10(1.54hm)] 2 – 1.1, 

                                        fc ≤ 200 MHz                            

              =3.2 [log10(11.57hm)]2 – 4.97, 

                      fc ≥ 400MHz           (3)              

Where hm is the height of MS. 

2) For small and medium size cities 

10fc – 0.7]hm – [1.56logfc – 0.8]                       
                (4) 

For suburban area: 

Lps = Lp – 2[log10(fc/28)]2 – 5.4          (5)            

For rural area: 

Lp0 = Lp – 4.78(log10fc)
2 + 18.33log10fc – 40.94 [dB]                 

             (6)                                           

 

Figure 2. Path loss vs distance for a typical suburban area (with BS opposite 

B-division police station, awka). 

The path loss in figure 2. is obtained for a suburban 
environment with the BS at B-division Police station opposite 
new state secretariat, Awka. The CDMA operator is Visafone 
Nigeria and the carrier frequency, fc was set at 878.1325MHz 
and reference power level is -30dBm. The height of the base 
station, hb is 120ft (0.03658km) and that of mobile station, hms 
is taken to be 6ft (0.00183km).  

To compute the path loss and the graph of figure 2 Matlab 
was used. The graph shows that path loss increases with 
distance. This path loss would be minimized or completely 
eliminated if adaptive antenna array is deployed at the BS. 

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS. 

A cell model deploying adaptive antenna array at BS is 
presented and received signal at the antenna elements is  
simulated and modeled by considering uniform linear array 
model. A real time measurement of signal strength, distance of 
MS from BS, and AOA of arriving signal from uplink is 
carried out at a test bed belonging to Visafone Nigeria which is 
a CDMA carrier situated at B-division police station, Awka.  

To evaluate the path loss of a typical WCDMA 
environment we deployed sectorized antenna at the BS. The 
results obtained are helpful in the simulation and performance 
analysis of adaptive antenna array. All simulations are done in 
Matlab  

A. Strength and AOA measurement.  

The measurements were carried out using mobile 
monitoring system (MMS) equipment belonging to Nigerian 
Communication Commission, NCC. The signal strength is 
measured using spectrum analyzer and the AOA is seen on the 
visualizer. 
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TABLE 1: SIGNAL STRENGTH (DBM) AND AOA (0) MEASUREMENTS. 

Distance  

(m)  

Signal strength 

 (dBm)  

AOA (
0
) 

100 -35.50 15 

200 -46.29 20 

300 -38.24 28 

400 -30.03 30 

500 33.59 118 

600 42.67 105 

700 -40.00 89 

800 -40.17 74 

The measured results were obtained using base height 
(120ft),power level 

(-30dBm),central frequency(878.1325Hz). 

TABLE 2: SINR WHEN THE NUMBER OF INTERFERERS IS TWO. 

M SINR (d=0.5) SINR (d=0.75) 

1 0.50 0.50 

2 0.10 0.45 

3 159.89 177.05 

4 9.97 838.13 

5 526.11 1899.80 

6 43.81 2310.70 

7 1103.30 1293.50 

8 102.54 160.06 

9 1549.70 1012.30 

10 125.66 1167.40 

11 1421.30 764.61 

12 63.86 100.57 

 

 

Figure 2. SINR vs. No. of antenna elements in the presence of two interferers. 

Figure 2. shows that there is significant improvement in the 
SINR as the inter-element spacing increases between 1-element 
and 6-element array. Better performance is achieved in real 

time with inter-element spacing of 0.5 as seen in figure 2 
when M = 5, 7, 9 or 11. 

TABLE 3: SINR OF OMNI-DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA AND 2-ELEMENT ARRAY. 

No. of interferers SINR for Omni-

directional 

SINR for  

2-array   

2 0.50 0.10 

4 0.25 0.60 

6 0.17 0.81 

8 0.13 0.88 

10 0.10 0.92 

12 0.08 0.94 

 

 

Fig. 3: SINR of Omni-directional antenna and 2-element array. 

Figure 3. shows that adaptive antenna array increases the 
SINR as the number of interferers increases, while the omni-
directional decreases the SINR as the number of interferers 
increases.. 

IV. SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

The graphs obtained for SINR vs. No. of antenna elements 
showed that better performance is achieved as the number of 
antenna elements and interferers increase with inter-element 

spacing of 0.5. The graphs for SINR against the number of 
interferers reveals that  odd numbered arrays give significant 
performance improvement compared to their even numbered 
counterpart for our model.  

Therefore, from the analysis, 9-ary or 11-ary would be the 
best choice for designers . Since our interest is in deploying a 
simple adaptive antenna at BS, 5-element and 7-element arrays 
are ideal for the proposed system as they also showed 
significant improvement in SINR over standard antennas. The 
graphs also reveal over 9 folds SINR for 2-ary against omni-
directional antenna system while higher arrays showed over 
1500 folds in the presence of large interferers 
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V. CONCLUSION 

From the charts, it was observed that the signal-to-
interference and noise ratio depends on the number of antenna 
element, the inter-element spacing between the arrays and the 
number of interferers.  

There was great improvement in the SINR when odd 
numbered elements were used with inter-element spacing of 

d=0.5 in the presence of large interferers. Adaptive antenna as 
observed from our analysis showed greater improvement in the 
SINR over omni-directional antenna in the presence of large 
interferers. 

Finally, improving the interference suppression and noise 
reduction capabilities of any antenna system in the presence of 
large interferers, increases the capacity of that system 
deploying such an antenna. Therefore, adaptive antenna 
proposed here will increase capacity of a WCDMA network. 
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Abstract—Cognitive Radio (CR) networks are emerging as new 

paradigm of communication and channels sharing in multimedia 

and wireless networks. In this paper, we address the problem of 

video transmission over shared CR networks using progressive 

compression source coding associated to fountain codes. We 

consider a TDMA-based transmission where many subscribers 

share the same infrastructure. Each Secondary User (SU) is 

assigned one time slot where he transmits with a certain 

probability. The given model allows each SU to transmit 

opportunistically in the remaining slots. Therefore, packets are 

not only corrupted by reason of Primary traffic interruptions, 

but also we consider losses caused by collisions between several 

SUs due to the Opportunistic Spectrum Sharing. We use a 

redundancy-based model for link maintenance to compensate for 

the loss of spectrum resources caused by the primary traffic 

reclaims. Moreover, we setup up many Secondary User Links to 

mitigate the collision effects. Numerical simulations are 

performed to evaluate the proposed approaches in view of the 

average Goodput. We conduct a stability and performance 

analysis of the system and we highlight the achieved gains when 
using our transmission model. 

Keywords-component; Cognitive Radio network; video 

transmission; TDMA; progressive compression source coding,  LT 

codes; Collision; Goodput. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Mobile and multimedia communications services have 
experienced a great evolution over the last decades. Increasing 
demand for the frequency spectrum resource makes the radio 
spectrum more precious. This finding is reinforced by the 
frequency allocation charts around the world [1]. On the other 
hand, actual observations of the spectrum occupancy taken on 
some bands reveal the low and discontinuous usage of the 
licensed spectrum in time and space [2, 3]. Hence the 
emergence of the Cognitive Radio [4] as a new paradigm to 
find strategies for enhancing and sustaining the growth of 
multimedia and wireless networks with limited spectrum. 

The CR concept has been proposed in the objective of 
improving the spectral resources utilization and management. 
Cognitive devices are allowed to occupy the spectrum that has 
been left vacant by licensed users.  Therefore, every 
telecommunication system will be divided into two networks: a 
primary network called Primary Users (PUs), which owns the 
spectrum license and has full rights on it, and a secondary 

network called Secondary Users (SUs), which is allowed to use 
the primary network's bandwidth in case of PU absence. In 
order to enable the coexistence of both primary and secondary 
networks within the same architecture, regulatory authorities 
[5] aim at exploiting the notions of Negotiated and 
Opportunistic Spectrum Sharing (OSA) for CR networks. 

The OSA [6] is a core technique in Cognitive Radio 
networks to exploit the temporarily unused spectral resources. 
Licensed spectrum bands are continuously sensed to detect the 
unoccupied spectrum hole. From that sensing-derived 
information, Secondary User Links (SULs) are formed from a 
composition of multiple subchannels (SCs) currently not in use 
by licensed users. Subchannels selected to create a SUL should 
be scattered over multiple PU frequencies. The advantages of 
this principle are two fold: (1) it limits performance 
degradation due to the interference caused by primary 
reappearance; (2) it reduces the number of jammed 
subchannels once the primary user appears during the lifetime 
of a SUL. 

In summary, the Cognitive Radio solution is introduced as 
an enabling technology for managing and controlling the 
frequency spectrum allocation. It has gained considerable 
maturity during the last years. This emerging approach not only 
promises great future technological advances and seems to 
meet many needs of today, but also could be exploited for 
enhancing a wide range of legacy technologies in particular 
those frequency-spectrum-based like wireless networks [7]. 

A wireless network refers to, as its name suggests, a 
network in which at least two devices could communicate 
without a wire connection, it is among the largest 
communication technology worldwide. The explosive growth 
of wireless services, as internet and multimedia, has increased 
the need for more quality of service and bandwidth. This 
standard is completely based on the radio frequency resource 
and in fact influenced by the scarcity of radio spectrum. That’s 
way, in many works [8, 9, 10], the Cognitive Radio generates a 
big interest as a key cost-effective solution for the 
underutilization of frequency spectrum in wireless 
communication networks. Cognitive Radio based wireless 
networks promote the objective of supporting large volumes of 
customers, very important for operators and industrials. The 
tricky part is tailoring the legacy wireless services to suit the 
specificities of the CR context, which makes the problem of 
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studying the scalable video transmission over CR networks 
challenging. 

Furthermore, there exist many research efforts on the 
problem of secondary traffic transmission over Cognitive 
Radio networks (Fig. 1). In [11], Kushwaha, Xing, 
Chandramouli and Heffes have studied the transmission of 
multimedia traffic over CR networks, the primary traffic arrival 
was modelled as a Poisson process and Luby Transform (LT) 
code (Fig. 2) [12] has been used as channel correcting code and 
also for some coordination reasons. They have proposed a QoS 
metric to order the available subchannels in the decreasing 
order of their quality to establish the transmission link 
efficiently. They investigate the spectral efficiency of the 
selected SUL in terms of successful transmission probability of 
the required number of packets needed for recovering the 
original multimedia stream. Unfortunately, this study has not 
considered the opportunistic aspect of the network (Fig. 5) 
where many SUs transmit in the same CR network and 
consequently there is an additional packets loss average due to 
collision effects which degrades considerably the spectral 
efficiency of the system. In [13], Cuiran and Chengshu have 
investigated the successful transmission over Cognitive Radio 
networks shared by several SUs (Fig. 1) using the TDMA 
technique. They have assumed a slotted transmission; each SU 
transmits in his assigned slot and can transmit in the other slots 
with certain probability. The results have been presented in 
terms of throughput and energy efficiency. They have 
considered that the only reception failure reason would be 
packet collisions due to time sharing. This study has not taken 
into account the interference effects caused by the primary user 
appearance. The reception failure depends also on the Primary 
traffic type and arrival model which affects the reception of the 
whole transmitted message. In addition, it may happen that the 
SU does not transmit data in his own slot because there may be 
no data to transfer, hence the probability that the secondary 
device transmits in his assigned slot should be, in practice, less 
than one.  

In previous work [14], we have done some contribution on 
the problem of image transmission over lossy networks using 
progressive source coding associated to fountain codes where 
the stream delivery is reinforced by the use of Unequal Error 
Protection based on the block duplication technique. Currently, 
our work is addressing the video transmission problem through 
shared Cognitive Radio networks (Fig. 1). That is, our aim is to 
develop a compression scheme that allows us to generate 
multiple levels of quality using multiple layers simultaneously 
with a network delivery protection model that allows us to 
deliver subsets of layers to a given population of receivers over 
unreliable subchannels. So, the same issue has been already 
treated in [15] by using fountain codes under different 
subchannel selection policies in a fading environment with the 

assumption that the primary traffic arrival follows a Poisson 
process. Herein, we consider the binomial traffics used instead 
of Poisson where there are a finite number of sources. The 
given distribution is associated to the general model for link 
maintenance introduced in [16] (Fig. 3). Some redundancy is 
added to the secondary applications to combat the interruptions 
caused by the primary traffic arrival. After sending the 
message, the used spectrum bands are sensed and the SULs 
will be restructured in case some packets got lost as a 
consequence of the PU appearance. We assume a slotted 
transmission (Fig. 3) and we adopt the TDMA method as a 
network sharing technique. TDMA allows sharing the same CR 
infrastructure among multiple subscribers (SUs). The 
secondary traffic is divided into different time slots (Fig. 5). 
We consider a centralized scheduler that allocates to each 

subscriber  iSU  the time slot i with some probability q . 

Nevertheless, the scheduler tries to maximize the achieved 
secondary Goodput by using the OSA feature of CR networks, 
so iSU is allowed to use opportunistically the other slots, let p

be the probability that this SU transmits in the remaining slots

ij   (Fig. 5). The transmission performance on the proposed 

network model, as the realistic case, is mainly affected by two 
crucial aspects: (1) interferences caused by the primary traffic 
arrival leading to more corrupted secondary packets, and (2) 
packets may collide with one another regarding the fact that 
each SU attempts to transmit in other slots reserved for other 
SUs. In our Cognitive Radio network model, collision is 
defined as the fact that two or more SUs attempt to transmit a 
packet or many packets across the same Secondary User Link 
at the same time. Throughout the paper, we develop a system 
for video transmission based on Joint Source Channel Coding 
approach. More precisely, we propose to combine a 
progressive source coder like Set Partitioning in Hierarchical 
Trees (SPIHT) [17] as the source coding with a fountain code 
[18] like LT (Luby Transform) codes [12] as the channel coder. 
The proposed scheme has already shown his benefits and 
effectiveness in [19]. SPIHT is a high quality source coder 
based on wavelets, it produces a fully progressive code which 
means that if the transmission is stopped at any point, a lower 
bit rate video can still be decompressed and reconstructed. LT 
code [12] (Fig. 2) is used to cope with packet losses caused by 
Primary User interference and other channel conditions. 
Generally, we can also use other fountain codes [18] like raptor 
codes [20]. It has been shown in [11] that the use of fountain 
codes kills two birds with one stone. First of all, it avoids the 
coordination problems between different SCs belonging to the 
same SUL. Second, it acts as an erasure correcting code. Luby 

 

Figure 1. Cognitive Radio network 

 
Figure 2. Tanner Graph of LT codes 
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has used a particularly designed degree distribution for the 
construction of LT codes called the Robust Soliton 

Distribution, it has two parameters: 0c and  1,0 . To reduce 

the collision effects, we propose to set up many Secondary 
User Links during the sensing phase (Fig. 3). In [15], we have 
developed a simple algorithm to establish several SULs having 
the same efficiency. The formed SULs are pairwise disjoint, 
which implies that any subchannel belonging to a given SUL 
can’t be reused for constructing other SULs. The existence of 
many available SULs enables many SUs to transmit in the 
same time slot without perturbing each other; each SU would 
be able to transmit in the same time slot and through a specific 
SUL different from the other subscribers’ paths. We assume 
that collision result in the total communication failure on the 
chosen SUL, so the occurrence of collisions impedes the 
performance of the CR network.  Moreover, we assume that 
there is no algorithm to assign to each new secondary user a 
new secondary user link currently not in use, the existence of 
such algorithms will reduce the collision probability to the 
detriment of increasing costs and time delay. We investigate 
the trade-offs between different system parameter settings and 
the average Goodput of the developed model. We conclude 
that, under some parameter settings, the system continue to 
achieve good performance despite of the presence of primary 
interferences and secondary collisions. The proposed SULs 
redundancy-based approach exhibit good results in 
compensating the performance degradation caused by 
collisions. We emphasize also the importance of finding a 
balance that meets quality and Goodput, which means that 
there is optimal transmission parameters to ensure the expected 
quality with a given over all Goodput. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In 
Section 2 we give a brief summary about the Spectrum Pooling 
concept. We recall the link maintenance model reused in our 
study. In Section 3 we make use of joint Source Compression 
and Channel Coding techniques to combine the advantages of 
both methods. Then, we compute the analytic expression of the 
achieved Goodput which considers both Primary traffic 
interruptions and TDMA collisions. In Section 4 we present the 
numerical results and we show the resulting gains in terms of 
system Goodput, and finally Section 5 draws our conclusions.  

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS 

Here we introduce some concepts that will be used in our 
study. 

A. Spectrum Pooling Concept 

The Spectrum Pooling Concept [21] basically consists of 
selecting several spectral ranges from the primary frequency 
bands to constitute a common pool. The so called COgnitive 
Radio for Virtual Unlicensed Spectrum (CORVUS) [22] is 

based on this approach. The whole frequency spectrum covered 

by the system is divided into N subchannels each of bandwidth

NBW  where the total available system bandwidth is B . The 

dashed frequency bands in Fig. 4 indicate that de PU is 
currently active, consequently this frequency band can not be 
used by any secondary user. The gradient grey color in Fig. 4 
shows the vacant subchannels that are selected to construct a 
Secondary User Link.  

Under the single uniform subchannel selection, an SUL 
should consist of only one subchannel per primary frequency 
band to ensure a low effect of the PU arrival on a SUL, only 
one subchannel need to be vacated in case a PU arrives. 
However, practically, it is expected that in one SUL, more than 
one subchannel per primary frequency band can be allocated 
(Fig. 4). Thus, the subchannels within the same frequency band 
are more likely to be jammed at the same time once the 
primary user appears, this subchannel selection policy is 
recommended for cases with available priori knowledge on 
subchannels state information. 

B. Link maintenance model review for primary traffic 

interruptions 

For the proposed link maintenance model introduced in 
[16] and as shown in Fig. 3, the frame consists of four parts: a 
sensing block sensT , a reporting block controlT , an acquire block

acquireT and a data transmission block dataT .  

In the sensing block, all users conduct local spectrum 
sensing simultaneously. The local sensing results are reported 
and disseminated between different peers through the Group 
Control Channel sequentially in the reporting block. Then 
during the acquire block, new subchannels need to be acquired 
to compensate for the lost ones. Finally, the next stream is 
ready to transmission over the cognitive radio network in a 
delay of dataT . 

The PU appearance is considered the only reason for a 
subchannel to be excluded from the SUL. Consequently, the 

subchannel exclusion probability xp is restricted to the Primary 

User appearance probability ap : 

 ax pp  .  

In the secondary usage scenario, the SU selects a set of 
subchannels from the PU bands. The SU is required to vacate 
the subchannel as soon as the corresponding PU becomes 
active and claims his spectral resource. Therefore, the 
secondary user loses some packets on that subchannel. To 
compensate for that loss, the source packets are encoded with 

LT codes. Let the secondary user has a message m of K packets 

to transmit. The LT decoder needs at least N packets in order to 

 
Figure 3.  Time frame structure 

 

Figure 4. Spectrum Pooling Concept 
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recover the original K packets with probability DEP1 . Then in 
order to compensate for the loss due to PU appearance, we add 
some redundancy, denoted X , which depends on the PU arrival 
probability ap . If the PU arrival is frequent then we need to use 

high value of X . If the PU arrives occasionally then even a 
small X value will be sufficient. The considered link 
maintenance model assumes that one packet is transmitted per 
subchannel. Then, the total number of subchannels used by SU 

is XNS  . This communication will succeed only if at most
X of the subchannels are claimed by their associated licensed 

users. Hence, the message error probability for secondary 
users, which take into consideration only the Primary traffic 
interruptions, is given by: 

   iN
a

iX
a

N

i

err pp
iX

XN
P

















 1

1

.  

Then the total Goodput can be computed as: 

 
dataacquiremcontrolsens

datascerr

TTPTT

TbNP
G






)1(
.  

Where mP is the probability that the SUL has to be 

restructured and is given by: 

   XN
am pP


 11 .  

scb is the bit rate per subchannel. 

III. PROPOSED NETWORK MODEL 

In this section, we propose a solution to video 
communication services in cognitive radio context. For this 
purpose, we give an analytic expression of the Goodput metric 
which quantifies the QoS requirements of the secondary 
transmission. 

A. General Analysis 

Consider a cognitive radio network where a cognitive 
source is sending data to a cognitive destination over a 
spectrum hole unoccupied by licensed users.  

In our study, we focus our attention on delay video 
transmission applications over wireless networks. One or many 
participants are providing access to video application directly 
available to a given population of clients with heterogeneous 
reception bandwidths and quality of service requirements. That 
is, high quality of service is required and higher data rates must 
be supported [23, 24, 25, 26]. 

The video data consists of a group of pictures (GOP). The 
GOP consists of K packets. We assume that the TDMA frame 
consists of M slots each of the same time duration T . 

We introduce the following practical model of TDMA 

scheduling: Each Secondary user iSU always transmits in his 

assigned slot i with probability q and transmits with probability

p in the remaining time slots ( 1M slots). 

At the start of every slot i , a Secondary User Link is 

formed by selecting a set of S subchannels from different PU 

bands of the spectrum pool. Then, iSU starts transmitting his 

GOP packets over this link during the data duration dataT . That 

is, the sensing part is decoupled from the transmission part. So, 

we have datasetup TTT  , where acquirecontrolsenssetup TTTT  . 

The probability of PU appearance for any subchannel is given 

by ap . For simplicity of analysis, ap is assumed to be the same 

for different subchannels.  

Despite of the presence of PUs reclaims and SUs 
concurrency, reliable schemes are required to enable the 
continuous provision of service for the communication among 
the secondary network to some satisfying extent. Hence, 
sophisticated signal processing and coding techniques remains 
the cornerstone of a successful secondary transmission. 

More precisely, in this work we adopt a Joint Source 
Channel Coding method which is among the most appropriate 
ways to communicate multimedia content over a lossy packets 
network. We make use of a progressive encoding system which 
allows transmitting the coded video as a sequence of layers 
over CR networks. The use of progressive amounts of 
redundancy will guarantees a high protection level to the most 
important data i.e. the base layer of the stream. 

In deed, we first form a scalable bit stream FffR 0)( by 

applying SPIHT [17] or any compression scheme on the video 

[27]. We partition the bit stream source into F layers FffL 1)(

indexed in order of decreasing importance; we use the fact that 
a progressive source coder produces an output in which 
information important to video quality is emitted first. We 

denote the boundaries of layer f by bits 1fR and fR such that

FRRR  ...0 10 . Each layer fL is blocked into fK source 

blocks. The use of source coding permits to recover the content 
up to a certain quality commensurate with the number of layers 
received. 

 
Figure 5. Shared Cognitive Radio network based on TDMA technique. 
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Let fQ where Ff 1 be the achieved quality 

corresponding to the layer fL . Regarding the fact that we use a 

progressing source coding, the reception of the layer 1fL

implies the reception of all the subordinate layers fjjL 1)( . 

Stream 1L is the first stream (most important data), and stream

FL is the last stream (least important data). 

We make use of the LT codes (Fig. 2) to protect the video 
traffic against PU interferences. We propose to create one 

fountain code per layer, LT codes is applied on every layer fL

where  Ff ,,1 . Note fN as the number of LT encoded 

packets needed to recover the original fK transmitted packets 

corresponding to the layer fL with probability DEP1 . An 

overhead of %5 is sufficient in order to reconstruct the data at 

the receiver, so: ff KN  05.1 . 

Regarding the fact that fN is the minimal amount of 

encoded packets needed to recover the original video up to the 

quality fQ  , any PU interruptions will immediately cause the 

loss of the layer f and consequently the data of the respective 

enhancement layers are rendered useless. That is, we add some 

amount of redundancy, noted fX , to overcome the corruption 

of data packets du to PU arrival. 

At a specific time slot, several SUs could be actives and 
using this slot for transmission or reception at the same time 
and on the same Secondary User Link. Hence, collisions could 
occur on the network. Collision errors indicate a serious 
performance problem on the CR network. We propose a simple 
way to prevent CR networks from packet collisions [15]. 
During the sensing phase, many Secondary User Links will be 
established, such that each active cognitive user will be 
assigned an SUL different from the others. Therefore, if many 
SUs’ communications coincide at the same time slot, each SU 
has more chance to take a different SUL and consequently the 
risk of collision decreases. 

As a matter of fact, under a targeted level of quality fQ

there are mainly two events that affect the traffic distribution 
on the selected SUL. A secondary user succeeds his 

transmission if (1) for the secondary receiver, at least fN

packets are received successfully from the set of selected 
subchannels S , and (2) if there is no packet collisions due to 

the fact that every iSU could transmit opportunistically on 

other slots not assigned to him. We notice that the last factor is 
quality independent. 

Let u and v be two active secondary users (Fig. 1), the 

objective is to study the Goodput of the communicatio vu 

with the sought quality fQ . We remember that this 

transmission is perturbed by the PU reclaims and the collision 
risks. 

Define '
, ferrP as the message error probability of the 

transmission vu  with the sought quality fQ (Fig. 1). 

In our scheme for secondary use, we define the message 
error probability as the probability that the active cognitive user 

v could not reconstruct the GOP sent by u up to the quality fQ . 

In other words, if (1) fX or more subchannels got jammed due 

to the arrival of PUs, or (2) the transmission vu  is subject to 

collision, the GOP cannot be successfully reconstructed at the 

receiver with the desired quality fQ . 

Then, we compute '
, ferrP as: 

 collisionferrferr PPP  ,
'

, .  

ferrP , is the probability that the active cognitive user v fails to 

receive fN packets over the selected SUL. 

collisionP is the probability that there is other SUs trying to 

access the same SUL as the cognitive user u . 

B. An Analytical Expression for ferrP ,  

Using the expression (2): 

   ifN
a

ifX
a

fN

i
f

ff
ferr pp

iX

XN
P























 1

1

, .  

C. An Analytical Expression for collisionP  

Let i be the time slot assigned to the active cognitive user u

and vDeg defined as the number of neighbors of the active 

cognitive user v (  
41 i

v
iSU in Fig. 1). We remember that q is 

the probability that u transmits in his assigned time slot i and p

the probability that he transmits in the remaining time slots 

ij  (Fig. 5). 

Let collisionnoP be the probability that there is no collisions 

perturbing the transmission vu   . 

collisionnoP  should be derived in the following manner : 

For the time slot i : 

   vDeg
collisionnoi pqP  1, .  

For the remaining time slots ij  , there are two cases: (1) the 

time slot j  coincides with the specific time slot of one of the 

v neighbors, or (2) there is no user belonging to the v  

neighbors which owns the time slot j . 

Hence, 

      1
, 111


 vDegvDeg

collisionnoj pqpppP .  

We should note that when 1q , we obtain the given results 

in [13]. 

Using (7) and (8), the average probability of no collisions 
over the frame and for one Secondary User Link is: 

 

 
     

  1
1

211 



 vDeg

collisionno p
M

qppMpq
P .  
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Because the two events are complementary, we have, 

 collisionnocollision PP 1 .  

Then, from (9) and (10) we obtain, 

 
     

  1
1

211
1





 vDeg

collision p
M

qppMpq
P .  

If we consider several structured SULs which are pairwise 
disjoin as defined in [15], the total average probability of 

collisions over the available Secondary User Links SULN  is:  

 
     

 
sulN

vDeg
collision p

M

qppMpq
P 













1
1

211
1  

From (5), (6) and (12) '
, ferrP is completely defined.  

We extend the general model of link maintenance 
introduced in [16] to take the collision aspect caused by the 
opportunistic transmission into consideration. The total 
achieved Goodput will be given by: 

 
dataacquire

f
mcontrolsens

datascfferr
f

TTPTT

TbNP
G






)1( '
,' .  

  

We recall that   fXfN
a

f
m pP


 11 . f

mP is the probability 

that the SUL has to be maintained. 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section, we present some numerical results to 
reinforce the theoretical aspect previously addressed and to 
outline the achieved gains when using Join Source Channel 
Coding in Cognitive Radio based wireless networks. 

A. General Simulations 

For real video transmission, we consider an MPEG-4 [27] 
LT encoded video stream with a resolution of 720x576 pixels 
and a frame rate of 25 frames/s (DVD quality for example). 
Our purpose is to study the Goodput average of this 
transmission on a Cognitive Radio TDMA-based network 
shared by several Secondary Users. 

For the time frame, we suppose that: 

msTTTT dataacquirecontrolsens 1  

The Robust Soliton distribution used for the LT coding has 

as parameters 1.0c and 5.0 , we consider a decoding error 

probability of %1.0DEP . We assume a BPSK modulation 
with a code rate of 1/2 which means a bit rate of 

skbitbsc /125 per subchannel. 

For the given video transmission, we take a data rate of

Mbit/s 1.66 , LT codes overhead included. The given data rate 
represents the maximum achieved Goodput of this 
transmission. We evaluate the expression (13) by replacing 
variables with the given values to find the minimal number of 

packets N needed to ensure this multimedia transmission (we 

must take 0,
'  f

mferr PP ). Thus, 40fN . 

Fig. 6 depicts the impact of the number of available 

Secondary User Links SULN  on the total achieved Goodput 

plotted against the amount of redundant subchannels X . vDeg

and M values has been fixed respectively at 3 and 5. The 
estimated traffic average on the assigned slot is %90q and in 

the remaining slots is about %30p . As it is seen and 

according to what was expected, the Goodput performs good 
results where increasing the number of available SULs. Indeed, 
at a specific time slot, if there are many available SULs, it is 
very unlikely that two Secondary Users transmits over the same 
SUL and consequently more chance to avoid collisions. It is 
also interesting to note that there is some X value that 
maximizes the achieved Goodput. Adding other SCs to the 
Secondary User Link over this value doesn’t give any 
amelioration; on the contrary, degrades the transmission 
performance. 

For all the following numerical result, the number of 

available Secondary User Links has been fixed to 20 . 

Fig. 7 illustrates the achieved Goodput over Cognitive 
Radio network shared by several SUs using TDMA techniques 
plotted against the number of additional subchannels X  . Here, 
we study the impact of the probability q on the traffic 

transmission performance for a fixed value of %30p . We 

have fixed the following settings 3vDeg and 5M . Thus, 

while decreasing the q value, the proposed network model 

provides better results in terms of Goodput. This is due to the 
fact that when the SU is increasing the traffic transmission on 
his assigned slot, eventual collisions on this slot are more likely 

to happen for a fixed p value. 

In Fig. 8, the computed Goodput is given versus the 
redundancy X ; simulations were run for several p  values for a 

fixed value of %90q .   It can be observed that for low p

values, the Goodput increases. High traffic performance is 

attained where approaching 1.0p and the Goodput approaches 

his maximum value Mbit/s 1.66max fG . It is obvious that where 

decreasing the traffic among the other slots assigned to the 
other SUs, we reduce the chance that our SU interferes with the 
other active cognitive users. There is always an optimal value 

 
Figure 6. Computed Goodput for different values 
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of the added redundancy that realize a trade-off between the 
computed Goodput of the system and the added redundancy. 
On the other hand we notice that there exists an optimal value 

of the probability p which maximizes the system Goodput

 1.0p . 

Fig. 9 represents the Goodput against the redundancy X for 

several values of vDeg . The slots number has been fixed at 5 

and the probabilities p and q has been fixed respectively to 1.0

and 9.0 . The Goodput is improved by decreasing the number of 

neighbors of the active cognitive user v . The reason is obvious, 
more neighbors mean more active SUs which will arouse more 

collisions.  For different values of vDeg there is a local 

maximum of the graph. For low values of vDeg , the Goodput 

comes close to his maximum value. 

Fig. 10 shows the achieved Goodput metric in terms of 

redundancy X for different number of slots M . The vDeg

value has been fixed at 3 and the probabilities p and q has been 

fixed respectively to 1.0 and 9.0 . The proposed model exhibits 
good performance in terms of Goodput while decreasing the 
number of slots M  since fewer slots can be subject to eventual 

collisions. Increasing the number of slots M  enlarge the 
portions of time where different SUs could be active and 
collide with one another. 

Fig. 11 illustrates the obtained Goodput in view of 
redundancy X for several sought qualities. The vDeg value has 

been fixed at 3 and the probabilities p and q has been fixed 

respectively to 1.0 and 9.0 . Where increasing the number of 
transmitted packets, the achieved Goodput increases. 
Nevertheless, we notice that where increasing the packets 
number, the Goodput get away from his local maximum (see 
Fig. 11 and Tab. 1) which outlines the real need for reaching a 
good compromise between the computed Goodput and the 
expected quality. 

B. Analysis and discussions 

The proposed model has many parameters that influence 
the stability of the system such as, inter alia, the average traffic 
on the assigned slot, the average traffic on the remaining slots, 
frame size, neighbors’ number, redundancy and number of 
available Secondary User Links. This is due to the fact that our 
model considers two critical features of the Cognitive Radio 
networks: Primary interruptions and Secondary Opportunistic 
Spectrum Sharing. The last factor was not taken into 

 
Figure 7. Goodput comparison for different values of the probability  

 

 
Figure 8. Goodput comparison for different values of the probability  

 

 
Figure 9. Achieved Goodput comparaison  for different values 

 

Figure 10. Achieved Goodput comparaison  for different values 
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consideration in [16] where the system is only sensitive to the 
amount of added redundancy. It is apparent that studying other 
Cognitive Radio factors will render the system stability more 
complex but also challenging. The system parameters need to 
be accordingly well adjusted. 

The centralized scheduler set the value of slots number M , 
and the network architecture imposes the number of neighbors 

of each SU suDeg . During the sensing phase, the CR system 

determines the vacant subchannels ready for secondary use; 

hence the Secondary Users Links SULN could be established 

using the technique introduced in [15]. The average traffics p

and q and the additional redundancy X values could be 

analytically derived by addressing the Goodput maximization 
problem explored in the previous paragraph.  

It is also shown that depending on the quality that we seek, 
we need to ensure a specific video data rate. Where our video 
transmission is “quality hungry”, we must support higher bit 
rates and then our video transmission parameter settings have 
to be chosen adaptively depending on our system limitation. As 
a matter of fact, where increasing the transmission rate, we 
ameliorate the quality of the received video but more  

TABLE I.   QUALITIES AND MAXIMUM GOODPUTS 

Packets number (sought 

quality) 

Maximum Goodput (Mbit) 

30 1.25 

40 1.66 

50 2.08 

70 3 

subchannels are needed to successfully achieve this 
communication, however if we use less spectral resources, we 
optimize the use of the cognitive resources but the quality of 
the video stream at the consumer is degraded. We stat that 

when increasing the transmitted quality, it does not necessarily 
result in a more reliable transmission. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we consider scalable video transmission over 
Cognitive Radio networks. The primary network has a 
binomial-modeled traffic. We have suggested making use of a 
progressive source coding associated to a fountain code. Then, 
we have evaluated the impact of the primary traffic 
interruptions on the secondary traffic and used a general model 
for collisions to modelize the opportunistic access of secondary 
users to CR network. Further, we have exploited a simple 
duplication-based mechanism for SULs to ameliorate the 
Goodput of the video transmission and make the SUs 
concurrency more infrequent. Our numerical results have been 
presented in terms of computed Goodput of the system. The 
achieved gain, while increasing the SULs number, proves the 
effectiveness of the given solution in terms of QoS 
requirements for video communication in secondary use. The 
paper concludes by emphasizing the importance of finding a 
balance that meets expected quality and achieved Goodput of 
the system. Hence, our video transmission parameters should 
be carefully chosen. 
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Abstract—In the modern mobile communication world the 

congestion control algorithms role is vital to data transmission 

between mobile devices. It provides better and reliable 

communication capabilities in all kinds of networking 

environment. The wireless networking technology and the new 

kind of requirements in communication systems needs some 

extensions to the original design of TCP for on coming technology 

development. This work aims to analyze some TCP congestion 

control algorithms and their performance on Mobile Ad-hoc 

Networks (MANET). More specifically, we describe performance 

behavior of BIC, Vegas and Scalable TCP congestion control 

algorithms. The evaluation is simulated through Network 

Simulator (NS2) and the performance of these algorithms is 

analyzed in the term of efficient data transmission in wireless and 
mobile environment. 

Keywords- TCP Congestion Control Algorithms; MANET; BIC; 

Vegas; Scalable TCP. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Ad hoc network is a temporary network connection for a 
specific purpose (such as transferring data from one computer 
to another) in wireless networks. It is self organizing networks, 
which all end nodes are act as routers or data user. It improves 
the efficiency of fixed and mobile internet access and enables 
new applications for public. A Mobile Ad hoc Networks 
(MANET) consists of a set of mobile hosts within the 
communication range and exchange data among themselves 
without using any pre-existing infrastructure. MANET nodes 
are typically distinguished by their limited power, processing 
and memory resources as well as high degree of mobility. In 
such networks, the wireless mobile nodes may dynamically 
enter the network as well as leave the network. Due to the 
limited transmission range of wireless network nodes, multiple 
hops are usually needed for a node to exchange information to 
other node. 

MANETs uses in the disparate situations such as moving 
battlefield communications to disposable sensors which are 
dropped from high altitude and dispersed on the ground for 
hazardous materials detection. The civilian applications include 
simple scenarios such as people at a conference in a hotel their 
laptops comprise a temporary Ad hoc Networks to more 
complicated scenarios such as highly mobile vehicles on the 
highway which form an Mobile Ad hoc Networks in order to 
provide traffic monitoring system. 

This paper is entirely devoted to evaluating the Control 
Window (cwnd), Round Trip Delay Time (rtt) and Throughput 
using the TCP BIC, Vegas and Scalable TCP congestion 
control algorithms in the wireless networks.  

II. BACKGROUND WORK 

A. Congestion Control in Transmission Control Protocol 

Algorithms 

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) is a set of rules 
(protocol) used along with the Internet Protocol (IP) to send 
data in the form of message units between computers over the 
Internet. It operates at a higher level, concerned only with the 
two end systems. In particular, TCP provides reliable, ordered 
delivery of a stream of bytes from a program on one computer 
to another program on another computer. Among its other 
management tasks, TCP controls segment size, flow control, 
the rate at which data is exchanged, and network traffic 
congestion. 

TCP can support the mechanisms of flow and congestion 
control for reliable data transmission. Due to the unconstrained 
movement of the mobile nodes, TCP is unable to notice 
network congestion or link down to activate related controls on 
the MANET [3]. The standard congestion control mechanism 
of the TCP is not able to handle the special properties of a 
shared wireless multi-hop channel well. In particular, the 
frequent changes of the network topology and the shared nature 
of the wireless channel create some critical issues [7]. 

It provides consistent end-to-end delivery of data over 
wired networks, several recent studies have indicated that TCP 
performance degrades significantly in MANET [10] [11]. In 
[16], TCP-F is proposed to overcome the TCP false reaction 
towards route failures in MANETs. In [17] the simulation 
shows that the route change results in link disconnections, 
which reduces TCP throughput. 

TCP Vegas was the first attempt to depart from the loss-
driven paradigm of the TCP by introducing a mechanism of 
congestion detection before packet losses [12]. 

Using TCP more computers are interconnected to increase 
data transaction between users rapidly. The MIMD and PIPD 
protocols developed and provides better throughput for the 
wireless networks [15], [19] and [20]. 
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So, this experiment on the existing TCP congestion control 
algorithms and its performance on MANET will be very useful 
to design new algorithms and create innovative approach for 
mobile wireless communication in the point of reducing data 
loss during transmission. 

B. Congestion Control Algorithms For Evaluationons 

Congestion is characterized by delay and loss of packets in 
delivery. In TCP, congestion is said to have occurred when the 
sender receives three duplicate acknowledgments (dupacks) or 
when a timeout (packet loss) occurs, resulting in wastage of 
resources. Congestion Control and Congestion Avoidance are 
two known solutions which address the above problem. In 
congestion control [2], system controls the network parameters 
after realizing congestion (reactive); whereas, in congestion 
avoidance, system controls the network parameters before 
congestion (proactive). After the invention of TCP, there is 
numerous congestion control algorithms discovered for 
different purposes. Each of them has unique characteristics [4].  
In [5][6] the simulation result shows the TCP BIC giving good 
throughput for long distance wireless networks, but the TCP 
Vegas giving better result in the overall performance.. 

1) Binary Increase Congestion Control (BIC) 
 BIC-TCP (Binary Increase Control-TCP) incorporated 

binary search increase in the protocol. Binary search increase 
provides reliable feedback on any network congestion and lost 
packets, allowing BIC-TCP to aggressively increase its 
transmission speed toward the maximum allowed by the high-
speed network. Binary Increase congestion Control for TCP 
v2.0 is called as CUBIC and it is a default TCP algorithm in 
Linux. 

2) TCP VEGAS  
Until the mid 1990s, all TCPs set timeouts and measured 

round-trip delays were based upon only the last transmitted 
packet in the transmit buffer. In TCP Vegas, timeouts were set 
and round-trip delays were measured for every packet in the 
transmit buffer. In addition, TCP Vegas uses additive increases 
in the congestion window. 

3) SCALABLE TCP   
Scalable TCP (STCP) involves a simple sender-side 

alteration to the standard TCP congestion window update 
algorithm. It robustly improves performance in high-speed, 
wide-area networks using traditional TCP receivers. Scalable 
TCP updates its congestion window using fixed increase and 
decrease parameters. 

The Scalable TCP window update algorithm, as defined in 
[7], is divided into two phases. 

Slow-start phase: in which the congestion window is 
increased by one packet for each acknowledgment received: 

W = W + 1   Ack;   

Congestion avoidance phase: If congestion has not been 
detected in at least one round trip time, the window responds to 
each acknowledgment received with the update 

W=W+ α,   

Where α € (0, 1) is a constant parameter. In the event of 
congestion, the congestion window is multiplicatively 
decreased as follows: 

W= β · W,  

Where β € (0, 1) is also constant. Typical values of these 
parameters are α= 0.01 and β = 0.875. Further details on the 
Scalable TCP algorithm are available in [9]. 

III. THE SIMULATION 

In this paper, these algorithms has been successfully 
implemented and evaluated using NS-2 simulator on a 
computer with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU (T6400 processor @ 2.00 
GHz) 2 GB of RAM. 

A random wireless mobile ad hoc network topology was 
used for these experiments. 

 

Figure 1.  The MANET Scenario  

Some of the important parameters of the Ad hoc Network 
simulation are: 

Number of Nodes             20 

Number of Sending Nodes     1 

Topography                   x=500 y=500 

Mobility        0 or 20m/s 

Mobility Start Time         20th Sec 

Routing Protocol            AODV 

Mac Type                  802.11 

Queue   DropTail / PriQueue 

Queue Size   50 

The Traffic Application         FTP 

TCP Packet Size  1448 

TCP Initial Window Size  30000 

As far as the different parameters of congestion algorithm 
are concerned, all default parameters of TCP-Linux have been 
used in all our simulations. For simplicity and clarity of 
outputs, we used only one TCP flow during evaluating the 
algorithms. 
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Simulation Results in MANETs  

In this section, we carried out the simulation results of 

congestion control window, Round Trip Delay Time and the 

Throughput in the Wireless Ad hoc Network without nodes 

movement and the nodes movement after 20 m/s. This 

simulation has been run for 200 seconds.  

1) Control Window in MANETs 
In the experimental network that we have used to perform 

experiments for congestion control window comparison 
between the three algorithms as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 
3. 

Figure 2 shows the congestion control window increasing 
and decreasing in all algorithms without any similarities except 
TCP Vegas. 

 

Figure 2.  The cwnd on Ad hoc Network without nodes movement  

 

Figure 3.  The cwnd on Ad hoc Network nodes movement after 20 ms 

In the above Figure 3, the exponential window size 
increase, linear increase and drop-off occurs irregularly during 
the simulation. In this Mobile Ad hoc Networks the TCP Vegas 
giving good result than other algorithms from this group of 
algorithms. The algorithm Scalable TCP giving second level 
good performance result in the simulation. 

2) Round Trip Delay Time in MANETs 
The Round Trip Delay Time estimation of congestion 

control algorithms on wireless ad hoc network as shown in the 
Figure 4 and Figure 5. This simulation result shows the TCP 
Vegas performance is better than other algorithms. But, the 
algorithm Scalable TCP is the second highest in this simulation 
result. 

 

Figure 4.  The rtt on Ad hoc Network without mobility  

 

Figure 5.  The rtt on Ad hoc Network, the nodes mobility after 20 m/s 

3) Throughput Over Time in MANETs 
Throughput is the average rate of successful message 

delivery over a communication channel to the destination node. 
This data may be delivered over a physical or logical link, or 
pass through a certain network node. The throughput is usually 
measured in bits per second (bit/s or bps), and sometimes in 
data packets per second or data packets per time slot.  

In this simulation, the throughput is the number of packets 
reaching to the destination node per ms/second. Here we find 
out the instant throughput over time. 

Figure 6 shows the throughput over time in the non 
movement (0 ms or no mobility) duration. As per the 
simulation setup after 50 seconds, all algorithms provided 
equal performance. During the initial stage, TCP BIC given 
very low throughput; but over time, all algorithms performed 
well. 
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The Figure 7 shows the throughput over time in the case of 
nodes movement environment. In this network scenario, all 
nodes started to move after the time period of 20 seconds in the 
simulation. As per the simulation result the algorithm Scalable 
TCP performance was better than other algorithms. 

If we carefully observe the two sections (up to 50 seconds 
and 100 to 200 seconds) of Figure 7, we can say that Scalable 
TCP throughput performance is better than other algorithms. 
The algorithm Vegas tried to give better result in the time 
duration of 20 to 50 seconds. But in the overall time duration 
Scalable TCP performance was better than other algorithms. So 
as a final outcome, we selected Scalable TCP is the best 
performer in mobile ad hoc network scenario to long distance 
networks. As per the results, we can say the Vegas can be used 
for short distance communication applications in the less time 
duration of TCP communication applications. 

 

Figure 6.  Throughput without Mobility  

 

Figure 7.  Throughput with Mobility  

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have outlined our implementation and 
deployment experiences with BIC, Vegas and Scalable TCP in 
ad hoc network environment. Our experiments have provided 
the performance of these congestion algorithms in very ideal 
condition without any cross traffic and any additional flows. In 
this small MANET scenario, the algorithm Scalable TCP 
provided good throughput than other algorithms. Algorithm 

Vegas performance is better in the control window and RTT. 
But in the throughput measurement point of view TCP Vegas 
performance is not good for long distance networks.  

Except Scalable TCP, all other assessed algorithms 
provided low throughput in this simulation. So we conclude 
Scalable TCP will be the better algorithm for high throughput 
to long distance data transmission in MANETs. 

VI. FUTURE WORK  

As a further work, we have considered to do the 
improvement on throughput and few more extension in 
Scalable TCP for better performance. Based on the results, we 
would extend the future enhancement towards specific 
application on MANETs. 
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Abstract—We have investigated the performance comparison of 

different hybrid optical amplifiers (RAMAN-EDFA,RAMAN-

SOA,SOA-EDFA,EDFA-RAMAN-EDFA).The proposed 

configuration consists of 16, 32 and 64 Gbps channels at speed of 

10 Gbps. We have realized the different hybrid amplifiers and 

their parameters like quality factor, ber, eye opening and jitter at 

different number of channels. The different combinations can 

provide a better result and better feasibility for long distance 

transmission. It is observed that SOA-EDFA showed good 

performance as it can travel max distance of 220,240,260 km at 

16, 32 and 64 channels respectively. Also, RAMAN-EDFA 

showed a good performance as it has a high QUALITY FACTOR 
(24.27) and BER (1 X 10

-40
) at 16 channels. 

Keywords-RAMAN-EDFA; RAMAN-SOA; SOA-EDFA; EDFA-

RAMAN-EDFA; QUALITY FACTOR; BER; EYE OPENING; 

JITTER. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Technology developments have described that optical is 
fantastic for the transmission. In fiber optic communications, 
WDM is a technology which multiplexes a number of optical 
carrier signals onto a single optical fiber by using different 
wavelengths at speed in Gbps [1-3].WDM of optical signals is 
a promising way to increase transmission capacity of a fiber. 
The development of WDM has allowed us to exploit large 
amount of bandwidth available in optical fiber as low capacity 
channels [4]  

An optical network is optical but switching could be 
optical, electrical or hybrid as well [5] whereas optical 
amplifiers are used which directly amplify the transmitter 
optical signal without conversion to electric forms and also can 
be used for long distance transmission which can be pre or post 
amplifier. An optical amplifier is a laser without a feedback [6]. 
It uses the principle of stimulated emission same as used in 
laser. 

Dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) uses the 
same transmission window but with denser channel spacing. 
Channel plans vary, but a typical system would use 40 channels 
at 100 GHZ spacing or 80 channels with 50 GHZ spacing. The 
cascading a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) and a fiber 
Raman amplifier (FRA or RA) is called hybrid amplifier. There 
are two kinds of hybrid amplifiers (HA): seamless and 
wideband hybrid amplifiers (SWB-HA) and narrowband 
amplifier (NA). Hybrid amplifier increases the transmitter 
power by placing it just after the transmitter and before the 

receiver without any splitters, boosters in between as it 
increases the noises and distortion.  

A Carena et al. [7] investigated on the optimal 
configuration of hybrid Raman/Edfa yielding a closed form 
analysis. In order to compare different system configurations, 
impact of fiber non linearities has been introduced. The 
maximum reachable distance has been evaluated with a target 
signal to noise ratio. Also he demonstrated that Raman 
amplification, combined with EDFAs, allow the increase of the 
maximum reachable distance and/or the span length. Raman 
amplification can also be used to substantially reduce the 
impact of fiber nonlinearity. 

Chieng Hung Yeh et al. [8] demonstrated a new hybrid 
three stage L-band fiber amplifier module composed of a 
semiconductor optical amplifier and two Edfa over gain 
bandwidth of 1540 to 1600 nm. This proposed amplifier also 
provides a broadband amplified spontaneous emission light 
source. Also he experimentally demonstrated a new hybrid L-
band fiber amplifier utilizing a semiconductor optical amplifier 
and two erbium-doped fiber amplifiers over the gain bandwidth 
of 1540 to 1600 nm. This proposed amplifier also provides 
broadband ASE light source. Therefore, this amplifier is useful 
in application to WDM networks. 

Ju Han Lee et al. [9]demonstrated on the performance of 
three different schemes of single pump dispersion 
compensating fiber based Raman/Edfa hybrid amplifier 
together with a DCF based Raman only amplifier in terms of 
static properties, dynamic and system impact. With respect to 
overall gain and system impact, based on BER hybrid amplifier 
was found to have the best performance among other types. On 
the contrary, a much higher transient tolerance was observed in 
the Raman-only amplifier than the hybrid amplifiers since the 
EDF section in the three types of hybrid amplifiers is highly 
sensitive to transient environments. 

Seung Kwan Kim et al. [10] proposed the design of hybrid 
amplifier composed of a distributed Raman amplifier and Edfa. 
They characterize the distributed Raman amplifier by 
numerical simulation based on measured Raman gain 
coefficient of single mode fiber. They estimated the 
performance of the hybrid amplifier for long haul optical 
transmission. In single channel amplification, the crosstalk 
caused by double Rayleigh scattering was independent of 
signal input power and simply given as a function of the 
Raman gain. Compared with erbium-doped fiber amplifiers, the 
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optical signal-to-noise ratio was calculated to be higher by 
more than 3 dB in the optical link using the designed hybrid 
amplifier 

T. Sakamoto et al. [11] designed the gain characteristics of 
the hybrid fiber amplifier that consists of cascaded thulium 
doped fiber amplifiers and Edfa are reported. The results 
showed that the hybrid amplifier have a gain of over 20 dB 
with bandwidth of 20Db and wavelength range of about 1460 
and 1560nm. The low noise figure (NF) below 7 dB was 
obtained in 1460–1540 nm when placing a TDFA in the first 
stage followed by an EDFA and in 1480–1560 nm when 
placing amplifiers in a reversed order. The gain-equalization 
technique was applied, and the hybrid amplifier that had an 
average gain of 20 dB, a gain excursion of less than 2 dB, an 
output power of 14.5 dbm, and an NF of less than 7 dB in the 
77-nm gain band was achieved. 

We pursue and extend the same work which includes 
comparison of only 16 channel whereas we have compared the 
performances of different hybrid amplifiers on various number 
of channels of 16, 32 and 64. 

This paper is organized into four sections. We focus on the 
comparison and performance of hybrid amplifiers. In section 2, 
simulation setup for comparison of different hybrid amplifiers. 
The performance of amplifiers is analyzed here. Section 3 
gives the discussions of results observed after simulation. 
Section 4 gives the conclusion of Quality Factor, Ber, Eye 
Opening, Jitter, and Power at different channels. 

II. SIMULATION SETUP 

To investigate the performance of the hybrid amplifiers, at 
sixteen, thirty two or sixty four user transmitters are used at a 
speed of 10 Gbps speed as shown in fig 1. The signals from 
data source and laser are fed to the external Mach-Zehnder 
modulator, where the input signals from data source are 
modulated through a carrier optical output signal is transmitted. 
These signals are transmitted over spliter to which the optical 
power meter and optical spectrum analyser is attached. The 
optical splitter splits the optical signals into two or more 
outputs. Further a compound component is placed which 
consists of Raman-Edfa, Raman-Soa, Soa-Edfa, and Edfa-
Raman-Edfa. We can also choose any other hybrid amplifiers 
according to the requirements. Again then optical splitter is 
attached to which optical power meter and optical spectrum 
analyser are attached. Later, the receiver is attached which is 
used to detect all signals and converted into electrical signal. 
Different types of optical amplifiers are applied at different 
channels. The optical signal is transmitted and measured over 
different distance using different number of channels. The 
different parameters like quality factor, Ber, eye opening, jitter 
are calculated at different channels and best of it is calculated 
at various channels. Optical signals are amplified using EDFA 
amplifier. The signal power is measured by power meter and 
optical probe. The modulated signal is converted into original 
signal with the help of PIN photodiode and filters. A compound 
receiver is used to detect all the signals and converts these into 
electrical signals. Also a power meter can be attached to 
achieve the power at the receiver end which is needed for the 
project. 

                                Transmitter of 16, 32 and 64 channels                                                                          

               
                                                                                                                                        Receiver of 16, 32 and 64 channels 

Fig 1: block diagram of simulation setup 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The performance of different hybrid amplifiers is compared 
at different distances. As we increase the distance, the output 
power decreases simultaneously. Different components have 
different operational parameters. The comparison of different 
hybrid amplifiers at different channels is discussed. 

 

In order to observe the performance of different amplifiers 
(Raman-Edfa, Raman-Soa, Soa-Edfa, Raman-Edfa-Raman), 
the quality factor versus transmission distance graph is plotted. 
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Fig 2 Distances vs. Quality Factor for 16 channels 

As we increase the transmission distance from 60 km to 
260, the quality factor decreases because of the crosstalk and 
carrier density fluctuation in SOA. The variation in different 
optical amplifier at distance 60 km is 24.273 for Raman-Edfa, 
20.206 for Raman-Soa, 21.019 for Soa-Edfa, and 24.249 for 
Raman-Edfa-Raman. The variation in Quality Factor for 
different optical amplifier at distance 220 km is 6.020 for 
Raman-Edfa, 13.020 km for Raman-Soa, 13.904 for Soa-Edfa, 
6.020 for Raman-Edfa-Raman.  

 
Fig 3 Distances vs. Eye Opening for 16 channels 

In order to observe the performance of different hybrid 
amplifiers, the eye opening versus transmission distance are 
shown in figure 3.This graph shows that as we increase the 
transmission distance from 60 to 260 km, the eye opening 
increases simultaneously from .007676 to 1.61481X10-09. The 
eye opening from different amplifiers verses transmission 
distance is shown in figure 3.Large eye opening means less 
BER and good communication    

 

 

    
Fig 4 Distances vs. Ber for 16 channels 

As shown in figure 3.BER increases with distance from 10-

40 
to .0227501 for Raman-Edfa and 10

-23 
to 10

-06
 for Raman-

Soa. Further for Soa-Edfa, BER increases from 10-29 to    10-05. 
The acceptable bit error rate (BER) for optical transmission is 
1×10-10. Means there is more distortion in the detected signal. 
The BER versus transmission distance is shown in figure. It is 
observed that by increasing the transmission distance from 60 
to 260 km, BER is also increasing. 

         

 

Fig 5 Distances vs. Power for 16 channels 

 As shown in fig 5 the power versus distance, power 
decreases with distance from .112 X 10-06 to .231 X 10-13 db for 
Raman-Edfa,.314 X 10-04 to .128 X 10-10 for Raman-Soa,.143 X 
10-01 to .361X 10-08 for Soa-Edfa and .240 X 1001 to .712 X 10-

06 for Raman-Edfa-Raman for 16 channel The acceptable power 
for optical transmission is 10 db. It is observed that by 
increasing distance from 60 to 260 km, power is also 
decreasing. 
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Fig 6 Distance vs. Quality factor for 32 channels 

In order to observe the performance of different hybrid 
amplifiers, the quality factor versus transmission distance are 
shown in figure 6.This graph shows that as we increase the 
transmission distance from 60 to 260 km, the quality factor 
decreases simultaneously. The quality factor decreases from 
24.645 to 6.020 dB for Raman-Edfa,19.495 to7.52 db for 
Raman-Soa,19.58 to12.157 for Soa-Edfa and 24.32 to 6.020 for 
Raman-Edfa-Raman. 

 
Fig 7 Distances vs. Eye Opening for 32 channels 

In order to observe the performance of different hybrid 
amplifiers, the eye opening versus transmission distance are 
shown in figure 7. Large eye opening means less BER and 
good communication. This graph shows that as we increase the 
transmission distance from 60 to 260 km, the eye opening 
increases simultaneously  

 

 
Fig 8 Distances vs. Ber for 32 channels 

 The BER versus transmission distance for different 
dispersion is shown in figure. It is observed that by increasing 
the transmission distance from 60 to 260 km, BER is also 
increasing. The acceptable bit error rate (BER) for optical 
transmission is 1×10-10.  

 
Fig 9 Distances vs. Jitter for 32 channels 

In order to observe the performance of different hybrid 
amplifiers, the jitter versus transmission distance are shown in 
figure 3.This graph shows that as we increase the transmission 
distance from 60 to 260 km, the jitter decreases and then 
increases simultaneously. 
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Fig 10 Distances vs. Power for 32 channels 

The power versus distance is shown in figure 4.Power 
decreases with distance from .350 X 10-03 db to .163 X 10-10 for 
32 channels for Raman-Edfa. It is because of non linearities 
and losses in the channel. The acceptable power for optical 
transmission is 10 db. It is observed that by increasing distance 
from 60 to 260 km, power is also decreasing. 

 
Fig 10 Distances vs. Quality Factor for 64 channels 

       
This graph shows that as we increase the transmission 

distance from 60 to 260 km, the quality factor decreases 
simultaneously because of the carrier density fluctuation and 
crosstalk in SOA. The quality factor decreases from 24.117 to 
6.020 db for Raman-Edfa, 21.184 to10.521 db for Raman-Soa, 
22.105 to 15.321 for Soa-Edfa and 24.125 to 6.020 for Raman-
Edfa-Raman. 

 
Fig 11 Distances vs. Ber for 64 channels 

The BER versus transmission distance for different 
dispersion is shown in figure. It is observed that by increasing 
the transmission distance from 60 to 260 km, BER is also 
increasing. As shown in figure 11, BER increases with distance 
from 10-40 to .0227501 for Raman-Edfa and 10-31 to .000488 for 
Raman-Soa. Further for Soa-Edfa, BER increases from 10-37 to    
10-09 

 
Fig 12 Distances vs. Power for 64 channels 

The power versus distance is shown in figure 12.Power 
increases with distance from .57 X 1001 to .134 X 10-05db for 64 
channels. The acceptable power for optical transmission is 10 
db. It is observed that by increasing distance from 60 to 260 
km, power is also decreasing. 
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Figure 13(a) SOA-EDFA, 16 channels for Distance = 60 

   
Figure 13(b) SOA-EDFA, 16 channels for Distance = 220 kms 

 It is observed from the simulation result that maximum eye 
opening is obtained from SOA-EDFA is 1.37×10-1, 4.6×10-4 for 
D=60km  and D=220kms respectively. 

                
 Figure 14(a) SOA-EDFA, 32 channels for Distance = 60kms  

 
Figure 14(b) SOA-EDFA, 32 channels for Distance = 240kms  

Eye diagram of signal for 32 channel of SOA- EDFA  at 60 
kms and 240 kms distance shown in figure. The eye opening 
for distance 60 km is 1.7×10-1 and for 240 km is 2.1×10-4 

respectively.  

        
Figure 15(a) SOA-EDFA, 64 channels for Distance = 60 kms 

 
Figure 15(b) SOA-EDFA, 64 channels for Distance =  260  kms 

Eye diagram of signal for SOA-EDFA at 60 km and 260 
distances for 64 channels is shown in figure 3.13. The eye 
opening for distance 60 km is 9.3×10-2 and 1.7×10-4 
respectively. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The performance of different hybrid amplifiers is compared 
at different distances. The result shows that SOA combined 
with EDFA allows the increase of maximum reachable distance 
and span length. In this SOA-EDFA showed good performance 
at all the channels as it can travel max distance. The proposed 
configuration consists of 16, 32 and 64 channels. Hybrid SOA-
EDFA are enabling and promising for future as it can travel the 
maximum distance. It is observed through simulation that 
RAMAN-EDFA provides the best performance in terms of 
quality factor, ber, eye opening and jitter. But as the distance 
increases, the quality factor and power degrades whereas ber 
increases. In case of SOA-EDFA, covers maximum distance 
i.e. 220, 240 and 260 kms with variations in channel.  
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Abstract—: In mobile ad-hoc network (MANET), secure routing 

is a challenging issue due to its open nature, infrastructure less 

property and mobility of nodes. Many mobile ad-hoc network 

routing schemes have been proposed, but none of them have been 

designed with security as a goal. We propose security goals for 

routing in mobile ad-hoc networks, an approach significantly 

different from the existing ones where data packets are routed,  

based on a specific criterion of the nodes called “fidelity” The 

approach will reduce the computational overhead to a lot extent. 

Our simulation results show how we have reduced the amount of 

network activity for each node required to route a data packet 

and how this scheme prevents various attacks which may 
jeopardize any MANET. 

Keywords- fidelity; sequence number; hop destination; flooding 

attack; black hole attack; co-operative black  hole attac,routing. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of 
wireless mobile hosts without fixed network [20] infrastructure 
and centralized administration (Figure-1). Communication in 
MANET [8] is done via multi-hop paths. MANET contains 
diverse resources and nodes operate in shared wireless 
medium. [21] Network topology changes unpredictably and 
very dynamically. Radio link [31] reliability is necessary as 
connection breaks are pretty frequent. Moreover, density of 
nodes, number of nodes and mobility of these hosts may vary 
in different applications. There is no stationary infrastructure. 
Each node in MANET [28] acts a router that forwards data 
packets to other nodes. Therefore selection of effective, 
suitable, adaptive and robust routing protocol is of utmost 
importance. 

 

 

 

 Figure 1:  An ad-hoc mobile network with four nodes. 
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. We have 

discussed related work in section 2 and describe the Fidelity in 
section 3,description of the scheme in section 4,algorithm of 
proposed  scheme in section 5,simulation results in section 6 
,security aspects in section 7, the simulation analysis and 

performance metrics in section 8 and finally present our 
conclusions in section 9. 

II. RELATED WORK 

S. Matri [33] proposed to trace malicious nodes by using 
watchdog/pathrater. In watchdog when a node forwards a 
packet, the node’s watchdog verifies that the next node in the 
path also forwards the packet by promiscuously listening to the 
next node’s transmissions. If the watchdog finds the next node 
does not forward the packet during a predefined threshold time, 
the watchdog will accuse the next node as a malicious node to 
the source node; The proposal has two shortcomings: 1) to 
monitor the behavior of nodes two or more hops away, one 
node has to trust the information from other nodes, which 
introduces the vulnerability that good nodes may be bypassed 
by malicious accusation; 2) The watchdog cannot differentiate 
the misbehavior from the ambiguous collisions, receiver 
collisions, controlled transmission power, collusion, false 
misbehavior and partial dropping. In pathrater algorithm each 
node uses the watchdog’s monitored results to rate its one-hop 
neighbors. Further the nodes exchange their ratings, so that the 
pathrater can rate the paths and choose a path with highest 
rating for routing. Shortcoming of this algorithm is that the idea 
of exchanging ratings genuinely opens door for blackmail 
attack. 

SCAN [11] exploits two ideas to protect the mobile Ad Hoc 
networks [17]: 1) local collaboration: the neighboring nodes 
collectively monitor each other and sustain each other; and 2) 
information cross-validation: each node monitors its neighbors 
by cross-checking the overheard transmissions, and the 
monitoring results from different nodes are further cross 
validated. As a result, the security solution is self-organized, 
distributed, and fully localized. In SCAN once a malicious 
node is convicted by its neighbors, the network reacts by 
depriving its right to access the network by revoking its token. 
A powerful collusion among the attackers will break SCAN as 
it violates the assumption of the polynomial secret sharing 
scheme. 

Gonzalez [24] presents a methodology, for detecting packet 
forwarding misbehavior, which is based on the principle of 
flow conservation in a network. It states that if all neighbors of 
a node vj  are queried for i) the amount of packets sent to v j  for 
forwarding and ii) the amount of packets forwarded by vj to 
them, then the total amount of packets sent to and received 
from vj must be equal. They assume a threshold value for non 
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malicious packet drop. A node vi maintains a table with two 
metrics Tij and Rij, which contains an entry for each node vj to 
which vi has respectively transmitted packets to or received 
packets from. Node vi increments Tij on successful transmission 
of a packet to vj for vj to forward to another node, and 
increments Rij on successful receipt of a packet forwarded by vj 

that did not originate at vj. All nodes in the network 
continuously monitor their neighbors and update the list of 
those they have heard recently. This algorithm does not require 
many nodes to overhear each others’ received and transmitted 
packets, but instead it uses statistics accumulated by each node 
as it transmits to and receives data from its neighbors. Since 
there is no collaborative consensus mechanism, such an 
algorithm may lead to false accusations against correctly 
behaving nodes. 

Himadri [34, 35, 36], in their literatures have shown ways 
to mitigate attacks on different MANET networks. We have 
extended their works n this field.  

III. FIDELITY 

Fidelity is the most important concept of this routing 
protocol. Fidelity is an integer number that is associated with 
each node. This fidelity of a node denotes many things about 
the node itself and also deciphers other information regarding 
the topology of the entire network. It also helps to maintain 
security [29] to some extent.  

To make it understandable in one sentence, ―fidelity is a 
counter that is associated with a node, which is increased 
whenever it forwards a data packet successfully.‖ Whenever a 
node comes in a network its fidelity is zero and whenever it 
goes permanently off from the network its value is again 
refreshed to zero. Otherwise whenever a node will forward any 
data packet it will always increase a counter value and that 
counter value is its fidelity. Note whenever a source node sends 
a data packet to a destination node, all the intermediate nodes 
helping to transmit its data packet will increase their counter 
but the source and the destination node do not increase their 
fidelity value. 

Fidelity is a measure of these two factors:- 

A. How reliable a node is for forwarding a data packet 

Whenever we observe that the fidelity value of a particular 
node is greater that of another node then we can conclude that 
the one having the greater value is a more durable node than 
the other from who’s its value is greater. It is quite logical 
because a node with greater value indicates that it is an 
experienced node in the network and it has transmitted packets 
most dutifully than other nodes. 

B. Network topology 

If we can find some nodes with higher fidelity in a region 
of the network, we conclude that the network activity is higher 
in that region. More precisely we can also infer that the node 
density is also higher in that region for it is impossible to have 
one node having very high fidelity [19] surrounded by nodes 
with low fidelity because a high fidelity [18] node must send 
packets to someone in its vicinity which will make that other 
node’s fidelity value also high. Thus a high fidelity value 

accounts for high network activity as well as high density of 
nodes in its surroundings. 

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE  SCHEME 

The term ―friends of a node‖ used in this paper, indicates 
actually the nodes that fall in the physical range of a particular 
node. When nodes are having messages to send, all the nodes 
will check which nodes are in its neighborhood and they will 
broadcast a request. After getting reply they will make their 
friend list. More precisely the friend list consists of a table that 
contains two attributes. The first one is the address [14] of the 
nodes which are within its range and other is the fidelity value 
of that particular node. When each node is updated then they 
will sort that table according to the decreasing order of the 
fidelity value. Before we enter into the detailed discussion of 
our protocol there are some concepts that need to be 
understood. These are as follows- 

There will be a sequence counter in every node. If a 
message is generated in a node then it will be increased by one. 
This sequence no. will be forwarded as a part of the message. 
Every node will maintain a buffer where (source, sequence no.) 
will be stored for last n no. of received messages. After getting 
a message a node will verify the tuple [24] (source, sequence 
no) of that message with those tuples in its buffer [13]. If 
anyone of them matches with that message then that node will 
reject that message silently. It will prevent flooding attack. 

The timeout period of every node through which message is 
traversed, will be gradually decreased by a critical factor [15] 
i.e. if timeout period of sender node is x then timeout period of 
receiver node will be x/m, where m will be critical factor. This 
factor [23] signifies maximum no of failure a node can endure 
without causing congestion in the network. 

Now the protocol is as follows- 

A node can do either of three activities - message generate, 
message forward, message receive. If it is not doing any of the 
three then it is idle. Now if a message is generated in a node 
and it needs to be sent then the node will remain busy until an 
acknowledgement is received for this message. It is to be noted 
that a busy node can accept & process an acknowledgement 
and can send a fail message. 

Now if destination is directly reachable from generator 
node then it will send message to destination node and will 
wait for acknowledgement, and remain busy until 
acknowledgement is received. If the destination node is busy it 
will send a fail message to generator node. After getting fail 
message or if timeout period exceeds, generator node will keep 
on sending the message after a certain time periodically until 
acknowledgement is received.  

If destination is not directly reachable then generator node 
will send message to the node in its range that has highest 
fidelity value. If generator node get a fail message from that 
node or if timeout period exceeds then it will send the message 
to the node having second highest fidelity value and it will 
continue like this. If the whole list is exhausted in this way then 
the process will again continue from the node having highest 
fidelity value. Only generator node will follow this process. 
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Other nodes will send a fail message to its predecessor if the 
whole list is exhausted.  

When a node receives a message, if it is busy then it will 
send a fail message to sender, otherwise it will check whether it 
itself a destination or not. If it is destination, it will accept the 
message and send acknowledgement to sender otherwise this 
node will send message to the node in its range that have 
highest fidelity value and that process will continue. In that 
acknowledgement message the sequence no. will be same as 
received message but source will be substituted by destination. 

V. ALGORITHMS 

Update friend list 

STEP 1: Send broadcast request for friends to reply 

STEP 2: Receive replies from neighbours 

STEP 3: Update my friend list 

STEP 4: Sort friend list 

Generated data 

STEP 1: Set my status=busy 

STEP 2: If destination directly reachable from here 
o Send packet to destination 

o Wait for ACK 

o If  ACK received consider success 

o Else if timeout occurs or FAIL received, 

arrange for resending 

                      Else  

o Send data packet to the friend having 

highest fidelity value 

o Wait for ACK 

o If  ACK received consider success and go to 

last step 
o Else if timeout occurs or FAIL received, 

arrange for resending to the friend with next 

highest fidelity value 

o Continue above three steps until ACK 

received 

o If list is exhausted without getting an ACK 

then again start from the friend with the 

highest fidelity value and try each node in 

friend list in the manner told above. 

o While trying to send if the list is exhausted 

thrice  abort 

STEP 3: Set my status=free 
Received data 

STEP 1: If my status=busy send FAIL to sender 
 

STEP 2: Else   

o Make my status=busy 

o Process received data 

o Make my status=free 

Process received data 

STEP 1: If message destination=my address  
o Accept data 

o Generate ACK 

o Send the ACK to the node from which it 

directly received the message 

STEP 2: Else  
o Forward data packet 

o Check if forward operation is successful 

o If successful increase my fidelity value by 1 

and send ACK to the node from which it 

directly received the message 

o Else send FAIL to the node from which it 

directly received the message 

Forward data packet 

STEP 1: If message destination is directly reachable 

from here 

o Send packet to destination 
o Wait for ACK 

o If  ACK received consider success 

o Else if timeout occurs or FAIL received, 

arrange for resending to destination. 

o If resending fails 3 times consider failure. 

STEP 2: Else  

o  Send data packet to the friend having  

highest fidelity value 

o Wait for ACK 

o If  ACK received consider success  

o Else if timeout occurs or FAIL received, 
arrange for resending to the friend with next 

highest fidelity value 

o Continue above three steps until ACK 

received 

o If list is exhausted without getting an ACK 

then consider failure. 

VI. SIMULATION  RESULT 

We have simulated this protocol with JAVA. We need to 
know something to make out these simulations. These are- 

1. Small circle signifies node in the network. 

2. Blue circle around node signifies range of that node. 

3. Red color indicates that the node is free. 

4. Black color indicates that the node is busy. 

5. Yellow line indicates probing for neighbors. 
6. Pink line indicates reply of probing. 

7. Red line between two nodes indicates sending of 

message. 

8. Green line between two nodes indicates sending of 

acknowledgement. 

9. Blue line between two nodes indicates sending of fail 

message. 

10. Any node inside the range of a node is its neighbor 

node. 
Now we will describe one test case simulation. 
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This is a network having four nodes. Their corresponding 
fidelity values are written beside the nodes. Here we are trying 
to send a message from node 0 to node 3. This is basically a 
worst case scenario according to our protocol. We will see after 
sending the message a no of times how our protocol makes this 
worst case scenario to a best case one. 

 The design of network is  

 

Figure 2: Design of network. 

The result we get after net designing is given below- 

4 <no of nodes> 
2 4 2 3 

-1 0 0 -1 
 0 -1 -1 -1 

 0 -1 -1 0 
 -1 -1 0 -1 

 we edit the adjacency list.txt as:- 
 4 

 2 4 2 3 
 -1 0 0 -1 

 0 -1 -1 -1 
 0 -1 -1 0 

 -1 -1 0 -1 
 0 <time interval> 

 0 3 hello <source> <destination> <msg> 
 10 <time interval> 

 0 3 hello1 <source> <destination> <msg> 

 10 <time interval> 
 0 3 hello2  <source> <destination> <msg> 

 10 <time interval> 
 0 3 hello3 <source> <destination> <msg> 

 then we run the simulation and see the results. 

 The steps of the visual simulation are given below- 

 

Figure 3: Message generated at node 0. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 4: Node 0 started probing. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 5: Node 0 got replies from neighbour nodes. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 6: Destination is not directly reachable from source node. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 7: Friend nodes are sorted in descending order. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 8: Node 0 is sending message to node 1( right fig.) 

 

Fig 9: Message is received by node 1  ( left fig.) 

Fig 10: Node 1 is trying to send message to node 0. ( right fig.) 

 

Fig 11: Node 0 discarded the message.      . ( left fig.) 

Fig 12: Node 1 is resending the message.     ( right fig.) 

 

Fig 13: No possible ways to send the message.     ( left fig.) 

Fig 14: Message sending fail from node 1 to node 0. ( right fig.) 
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Fig 15: Node 0 resending the message via another path. . ( left fig.) 

Fig 16: Node 0 sending message to node 2 ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 17: Message received by node 2. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 18: Node 2 is sending message to node 3. ( right fig.) 

 

 

Figure 19: Message received by node 3. ( left fig.) 

Figure 20: Node 3 accepts the message. . ( right fig.) 

 
 

 

Figure 21: Node 3 is sending ACK to node 2. ( left fig.) 
Figure 22: Fidelity value of node 2 increases.  ( right fig.) 

 

 

Figure 23: Node 2 is sending ACK to node 0.  ( left fig.)  

Figure 24: Node 0 receives ACK.  ( right fig.)  

 

Figure 25: Node 0 wants to send another message to node 3. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 26: Friend are sorted by node 0 according reliability. ( right fig.) 

 
 

 

Figure 27: Node 0 is sending message to node 1. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 28: Friends are sorted by Node 1. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 29: Node 1 is sending message to node 0. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 30: Node 0 discards the message. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 31: Node 1 fails to send the message. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 32: Node 0 sends the message to node 2. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 33: Node 2 sends the messages to node 3. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 34: Message received by node 3. ( right fig.) 
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Figure 35: Node 3 is sending ACK to node 2. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 36: The fidelity value of node 2 increases to 4. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 37: Node 2 sends ACK to node 0. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 38: Destination unreachable from source ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 39: Node 0 sorts its friends to send another message. . ( left fig.)  

Figure 40: Node 0 is sending message to node 1. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 41: Node 1 is sending message to node 0. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 42: Node 0 discards the message. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 43: Node 1 couldn’t send the message. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 44: Node 0 sends the message to node 2. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 45: Node to can send the message to destination node. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 46: Node 2 sending message to node 3. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 47: Node 3 sends ACK to node 2. . ( left fig.)  

Figure 48: Reliability of node 2 increased. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 49: Node 2 sends ACK to node 0. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 50: New message is generated at node 0. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 51: Source and destination node is not directly connected. . ( left fig.)  

Figure 52: Friends are sorted in descending order at node 0. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 53: Node 0 sending message to node 2. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 54: Message received by node 2. ( right fig.) 
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Figure 55: Node 2 started probing its neighbour nodes. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 56: Node 2 receives reply from neighbours. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 57: Destination node directly reachable from node 2.  . ( left fig.) 

Figure 58: Node 2 sends message to node 3. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 59: Message reached to node 3. . ( left fig.) 

Figure 60: Node 3 accepts the message. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 61: Node 3 sending ACK to node 2.  . ( left fig.) 

Figure 62: Node 2 receives ACK. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 63: Message successfully forwarded by node 2. . ( left fig.)  

Figure 64: Node 2 sending ACK to node 0. ( right fig.) 

 

Figure 65: ACK received by node 0.  . ( left fig.) 

Figure 66: All messages transferred successfully. ( right fig.) 

Message transfer is completed. 

VII. SECURITY ASPECTS 

This scheme can efficiently mitigate Flooding attack [3], 
Black Holes [04] [30], Co-operative Black hole [04], Grey hole 
[03], Black mail attack [03], Rushing attack [01] and 
Wormhole Attack [03]. Our simulation has effectively depicted 
its immunity towards these attacks. This scheme is also safe 
from attacks to which AODV [08] [30], DSDV [1] is 
commonly subjected. 

VIII. SIMULATION ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS 

In order to evaluate the performance of Ad Hoc network 
routing protocols, the following matrices were considered: 

A. Packet Delivery Fraction 

PDF is defined as the ratio between no. of packets 
originated by application layer [26] in the source node to the no 
of packets received by the destination node. It will describe the 
loss rate that will be seen by the transport protocols, which in 
turn affect the maximum throughput that the network supports. 
In terms of packet delivery fraction, our protocol FBRP 
performs well. As the no of nodes getting increased the no 
packets generated is higher so it may not transfer some of the 
packets, but the no of these packets are very small. When the 
no. of nodes is small then in ideal case PDF value is 1. But in 
case of DSR [10] the PDF is very fluctuating it is lesser in 
some of the points with respect to the other protocols but it is 
very higher in some of the points which are not tolerable. 
DSDV [12] is better in more no. of nodes but AODV [7] [2] is 
better in smaller no. of nodes region. 

 

Figure 68.1: Packet Delivery Ratio for AODV, DSR, DSDV, FBOD 
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B. End to End Delay 

The delay is affected by high rate of CBR Packets as well 
as the buffers become full much quicker, so packets have to 
stay in the buffer for a longer period of time before they are 
sent. This can be seen in DSR [8] when it reaches around 2300 
packets in 0 mobility. For average end to end delay, the 
performance of DSR [9] decreases and varies with the number 
of nodes. In our protocol that is in FBRP the delay is getting 
increased with the increased no of nodes as the congestion is 
getting increased. But the rate of this increment id lesser as we 
don’t maintain any kind of buffer. The performance of DSDV 
[9] id degrading due to increase in the number of nodes the 
load of exchange of routing tables becomes high and the 
frequency of exchange also increased. Due to the mobility of 
nodes the performance of AODV [6] decreases and remains 
constant as the no of nodes increases. 

C. Number of Packets Dropped 

The number of data packets that are not successfully sent to 
the destination is the no of packets being dropped. In terms of 
dropped packets AODV’s [8] performance is the worst. The 
performance decreases with the increase in the number of 
packets.  

 

Figure 68.2: Average End to End Delay Ratio for AODV, DSR, DSDV, FBOD 

DSDV [8] [9] performs consistently well with increase in 
the no. of nodes. DSR [10] [9] performs well when no of nodes 
is less but fails slightly when no of nodes is increased. In our 
protocol also in ideal case there is no drop of packets with the 
increase in no of nodes. It performs consistently well.

 

Figure 68.3: Dropped Packets for AODV, DSR, DSDV, FBOD 

IX. CONCLUSION 

This is a very light weight protocol with minimum 
computational overheads. In DSDV, we need to maintain a 
routing table. AODV has a lot of overhead while discovering 
routes, which clogs the network for sending data packets to 
desired destination. Not only does no such complicacy exist in 
our protocol, but it also has some of their benefits. Like AODV 
it is an on-demand routing protocol and the physical hardware 
support needed to implement it is substantially low which 
increases its scalability. This protocol also has added features 
so as to nullify some of the security threats which cause faults 
in the MANET networks. 
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Abstract— the main concern in systems development is the 

integration of technologies to increase customer satisfaction. 
Research presented in this paper focuses mainly in three things 

first to understand the speech or voice of user second is to control 

the home appliances through voice call and third is to finds 

intrusion in the house. The user can make a voice call in order to 

perform certain actions such as switching lights on/off, getting the 

status of any appliance etc. And when system finds intrusion it 

sends an alert voice message to preconfigured cell when the user 

is away from the place. The proposed system is implemented 

using voice Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) 

and wireless technology based on .NET framework and Attention 

(AT) commands. Microsoft speech reorganization engine, speech 

SDK 5.1 is used to understand the voice command of user. As it is 

wireless so more cost effective and easy to use. The GSM 

technology used in system provide the everywhere access of the 

system for security. Experimental results show that the system is 

more secure and cost effective as compared to existing systems. 

We conclude that this system provides solution for the problems 

faced by home owner in daily life and make their life easy and 
comfortable by proposing cost effective and reliable solution. 

Keywords-component; Voice GSM; Voice message; radio 

friquencey (RF);  AT commands.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Home automation control system (HACS) is not a new 
concept a lot of work has done in this field and many solutions 
has proposed. Some of them have used internet and wireless 
technology to communicate and control the appliances [1, 2]. 
Others have used the Bluetooth or GSM technology to send 
the command for controlling the home appliances [3, 4].  

Problem domain related to proposed technique is 
telecommunication remote automation of home appliances 
thorough telecom technology. The proposed research provides 
the cost effective system that helps to satisfy their security 
concerns of home related to daily life such as controlling the 
home appliances and intrusion detection through voice 
message. This system can be used in any environment. It is 
free from the geographical limitations and can be used every 
where being the GSM network available.   

It is affordable to everyone as no expansive hardware is 
used in it. Cell phones are very common these days and almost 
everyone can make a call very easily. That’s why cell phone is 
used in this system that makes it real world application. It is 
free from the geographical boundaries and can be used from 
anywhere where GSM is available. The proposed solution is to 
implement the HACS through voice command that controls 

the home appliances by making a call from the preconfigured 
number to system and receive the voice message from the 
system to preconfigured number about the status of appliances 
over the GSM network.  

AT commands are used to automatically receive the call on 
system from the preconfigured number and system also sends 
the voice message to preconfigured number about the status of 
appliances and intrusion through AT commands. Microsoft 
speech SDK 5.1 is used to reorganization of speech. Hence it 
is a research based real world project and is useful for working 
people and for those who live alone or stay out of their homes 
most of the time. 

The system is implemented using .NET framework. AT 
commands set supporting voice as: 

AT+FCLASS=8           for Voice Mode 

ATD03004108768;       for making a call 

ATA                               for receiving a call 

AT+VSM=128,8000    for Compression Mode 

AT+ VTX                    for Voice Transmition 

The paper is organized in such a way that: section 2 
discusses related work to proposed schemes, section 3 
committed to proposed framework, section 4 discuss proposed 
technique along with algorithm ,section 5 discuss results and 
finally concluding remarks are given in section 6.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Nguyen et al. [1] proposed a Home appliance control 
system. Infrared ray and power line communication are used 
to control the home appliances system. This system helps user 
to checks the status of appliances and controls them remotely 
from everywhere. And this is done through their cellular 
phone or Internet. The simple approach to control the home 
appliances is given in this paper. 

Haque et al. [2] proposed a system that controls the home 
appliances using the personal computer.  This system is 
developed by using the Visual Basic 6.0 as programming 
language and Microsoft voice engine tools for speech 
recognition purpose. Appliances can be either controlled by 
timer or by voice command. 

Khiyal et al. [3] proposed a system for controlling home 
appliances remotely that is useful for the people who are not at 
home mostly. The main objective of the system is to provide 
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security and control the home appliances such as AC, lights 
and alarms. The system is implemented by SMS technology 
that is used to transfer data from sender to receiver over GSM 
network. One or more computers can be used to control the 
home appliances. System send an alert SMS to authorized user 
when any intrusion is detected and user can in turn respond in 
order to overcome the situation. Moreover user can send SMS 
to system to get the status of home appliances and controlling 
them. 

Jawarkar et al. [5] proposed the software system for 
communication between mobile and computer. UART 16550A 
chip is programmed using appropriate control format to 
support AT command. The mobile in this system is used for 
receiving and executing commands from preconfigured users 
and informing status about change in input to the user through 
SMS. The system can also send SMS to specified mobile user 
if there is a change in the status of the input ports. This system 
is not for time critical systems. 

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

 The proposed model is the two way communication 
system user can send the voice command to change the state of 
home appliances and system sends the voice message to 
inform the user about intrusion.  

 

 

Figure 1: Block diagram of controlling home appliances through voice 

commands 

 
The block diagram of proposed model is shown in fig. 1. It 

works in a way that the user with a specific cell number can 
make a call through GSM technology.  System receives the 
call and performs the respective action as instructed by the 
user such as controlling the light through relay based circuit. 
System also sends the voice message to the preconfigured cell 
number to tell the status of appliances or if it finds any kind of 
intrusion at home.  

A. hardware design 

USB voice GSM modem is used to send the return voice 
message to preconfigured number. Voice GSM is used to send 
the wav file to preconfigured number through AT commands.  

A relay based circuit is used to control the appliances this 
circuit is attached with system through DB-23 male parallel 
port [9]. The circuit diagram is shown in fig. 2 

 

Figure 2: circuit diagram 

Two relays are used to control two appliances but as there 
are eight data pins of parallel port so relays can be increased to 
control up to eight appliances. 12 volt adapter is used to give 
voltage to relay. An IC ULN2803 is used to interface the relay 
with parallel port. It is 18 pin IC whose 1 to 8 pins are data 
pins and 18 to 11 are corresponding output pins, pin 9 in 
ground and 10 is supplied with required voltage here it is 
supplied with 12 volts. 

B. software design 
This application is develop in .Net framework using the 

language C#. Microsoft speech SDK 5.0 is used for speech 
reorganization purpose.  

This application has three main parts. One is to understand 
the speech or the voice of user. This is done through speech 
reorganization engine. There are many speech reorganization 
engines available but here Microsoft speech SDK5.1 is used. 
Second is to control the appliances according to the user 
demand. This can be done through relay based circuit that is 
attached with computer through parallel port. And third is to 
sense the intrusion in the home and sends voice message to 
preconfigured number. This can be done through sensors 
attach to the system with parallel port and AT commands 
respectively. 

C. System overview 

User from anywhere being GSM available can make a call 
to system to check the status of appliances or control them as 
describe in fig 3(a). System in return checks the authenticity of 
the number and if it is from the preconfigured number then it 
follows the instruction otherwise it discard the call. As 
computer receives a call timer starts and it automatically 
discard the call after few seconds. The voice is understood by 
the Microsoft speech reorganization engine that is installed in 
the system. If the command is about changing the status of 
appliances it passes the signal to parallel port to follow the 
instruction like turn the appliances on or off. This can be done 
through relay based circuit. If command is to check the status 
of appliances the system returns the voice message to 
preconfigured number using AT Commands telling the status 
of appliances. 
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Figure 3(a): System overview  

On the other hand if system finds any kind of intrusion like 
opening of entrance door etc in the home it sends the voice 
message to user telling him about the intrusion as describe in 
fig 3(b). 

 

 
Figure 3(b): system overview  

IV. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

The proposed technique is simple and cost effective and is 
available to almost every one. The proposed system is given in 
Fig. 1 shows that GSM technology and voice messages and 
calls are used in the system and a relay based circuit is attach 
to the pc through parallel port.  It enables the user to control 
home appliances such as turning the light on or off remotely. It 
detects the intrusion also. 

Algorithm: 

Pseudo code of proposed model is given in fig.4 

Begin  

If hardware test fails 

Return 

End 

Else if hardware tests succeed then   

Successful communication 

If system gets a call 

Check the authenticity 

If call not from the preconfigured number 

Aboad the call 

Else  

Receive the call and listen the command 

If command is about controlling the appliances 

Send the signal to parallel port and control them 

sends the respective voice message 

If command is about knowing the status of appliances 

Check the parallel port status of appliances and 

sends the status to that number 

If system sense some intrusion in the home 

Return the voice message to preconfigured number 

End 

Figure 4: Algorithm of controlling home appliances through 

voice commands 

Test Case 2 

Title: Check the authenticity of number. 

System: Home Appliance Control System (HACS). 

Input Instructions: make a call from any number. 

Output: the system did not receive the call and discard it. 

Result: Test Succeeded. 

Test Case 3 

Title: Check for Light Control. 

System: Home Appliance Control System (HACS). 
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Input Instructions: make a call from preconfigured number 

and ask to turn the light on.  

Output: the light turns on and a confirmation voice message 
is received on the number 

Result: Test Succeeded. 

Test Case 4 

Title: Check for fan Control. 

System: Home Appliance Control System (HACS). 

Input Instructions:  make a call from preconfigured number 

and ask to turn the fan on. 

Output: the fan turns on and a confirmation voice message is 

received on the number. 

Result: Test Succeeded. 

Test Case 5 

Title: Check for fan Control. 

System: Home Appliance Control System (HACS). 

Input Instructions:  make a call from preconfigured number 

and ask to turn the fan off. 

Output: the fan turns off and a confirmation voice message is 

received on the number. 

Result: Test Succeeded. 

Test Case 6 

Title: Test for Security Check. 

System: Home Appliance Control System (HACS). 

Input Instructions: sensors sense the light. 

Output:  the light sensor turns red and a voice command is 
received alerting about intrusion at home on user cell phone. 

Result: Test Succeeded 

A. Graph  of  exparimental results: 

As user makes a call to the system the timer starts and 
when user says a command regarding the appliances the 
system match the command with its vocabulary if it finds 
match it follows the instruction. If the timer exceeds from 
certain limit the system discard the call or if system does not 
find the match it sends the message to preconfigured number 
“sorry could not understand your message”.  

The graphs of average response time of appliances and 
intrusion are given. These have been taken from the test cases 
given above.   

As soon as the system receives the voice command from 
the preconfigured cell phone number regarding any appliances 
like light, AC or Fan to change the status of them or to know 
the current status of them the system response in 4, 6 and 3.5 
seconds respectively. This is the average response time of 
appliances. Graph of response time of appliances like light, 
AC and fan are shown in the fig 3. 

Figure 5: average response time of appliances 

As soon as the system senses the intrusion through sensors 
attach with it, on the Main gate, Living room window or 
Entrance door it sends the signal to computer and computer 
then sends a voice message to the preconfigured cell phone 
number in 3.6, 4 and 3.9 seconds respectively. This is the 
average intrusion detection time in the home.   

Graph of response time of intrusion deduction in the home 
is shown in the fig 4.  

Figure 6: Average intrusion deduction time 

B. Comparison of proposed system with other systems: 
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TABLE 1: COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS 

No. System Technique characteristics 

 Cost effective highly 
Accessible 

security 

1. Ubiquitous Access to Home Appliance Control 
System using Infrared Ray and Power Line 
Communication  [1] 

Power Line 
Communication 
(PLC),IR 

No Yes available 

2. Remote Control using Mobile through Spoken 
Commands [5] 

GSM technology Yes No Not 
available 

3. Friendly Home Automation System Using Cell 
Phone and J2ME with Feedback Instant Voice 
Messages[6] 

GSM technology Yes Yes available 

4. Homes Appliances Controlled Using Speech 
Recognition in Wireless Network 
Environment[7] 

wireless 
technology 

No No Not 
available 

5. Proposed System Voice GSM 
technology, AT 
command 

Yes Yes available 

The comparison of different systems with proposed system 
is given in table 1. Proposed system is using voice GSM 
technology and AT commands for sending and receiving the 
voice command to control the home appliances. This is cost 
effective and provides security and is highly accessible. While 
the other system [1] is not cost effective and [5] does not 
provide security and every where access. In [6] the system is 
proposed that controls the home appliances remotely. Two cell 
phones are used for communication. This system is developed 
by using the J2ME language. The system [7] is not cost 
effective since it uses the internet for communication. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Controlling home appliances with wireless technology has 
revolutionized our way of living.  Home owners can come to 
an ideal environment coming from their daily activities.  
Technique used in this system is not complex.  It is the 
location independent system being GSM available for the ease 
of user. In future many more features can be added in it like 
home appliances can be controlled by using voice call by 
implementing more secure and efficient techniques. 
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Abstract--- Many leading Broadband access technologies and 

their accessing abilities have the capability to meet the future 

requirements of the Broadband consumer.  With the enormous 

growth in the broadband technologies, there is a need of applying 

simmering technology in many applications like video conference 

systems and content transmission systems.  Streaming content 

enables users to get access the files quickly and not have to wait 

until the file is done downloading. Security remains one of the 

main challenges for Content Streaming. Digital Rights 

Management (DRM) system must be implemented to avoid 

content spreading and un-intentional content usage.   Water 

marking technology can also be used to implement the DRM 

system but it has its own limitations and attacks.  A control 

method for the steaming content delivery is required to prevent 

abuse of the content. For this reason, authors have proposed a 

contended methodology that uses traffic volume information 

obtained from routers.  Traducer tracing is one of the essential 

technologies that designs DRM systems, and empowers content 

distributors to notice and control content acquisition.  This 

technology utilizes the main concept of traffic contours that helps 

to determine who is watching the streaming content and whether 

or not a secondary content delivery exists i.e., mainly used to 

determine whether the network is being traced out by the 
intruder or not.       

Keywords- Content Streaming; Traffic Contours; Traducer 

Tracing; Digital Rights Management. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are many new technologies that use Local Area 
Networks and Internet to replace previous systems which use 
leased lines [1], [2]. Streaming technology can also be 
implemented to content delivery systems [3]. For example, 
Internet TV came into existence for telecasting content 
streaming [4] using broadband technology plays a major role 
in the evolution of streaming network infrastructure.  The 
most important feature of this kind of system is that a person 
can obtain the information very efficiently and not to have to 
wait for the complete download of the required information.  
However, these systems need to be securely implemented. For 

this reason, an efficient DRM (Digital Rights Management) 
system has to be implemented [5], [6]. DRM incorporated 
system can efficiently manage the problem of content 
spreading and un-intended content usage.  DRM technology is 
necessitated to avoid some threatened problems like 
possibility of existence of authenticity issues i.e., using 
content without the knowledge of Content holder and Content 
provider.  DRM strategy incorporated system can efficiently 
manage the content transmission and users operations on the 
content in particular phenomena [7].  Watermarking [8] [9] 
and Traffic patterns are the two efficient techniques that can 
effectively drive the DRM system. However, watermarking 
has its own limitations. 

In regards of protection towards the content, an effective 
DRM technology has to be implemented. For this, the content 
is encrypted and decryption keys are securely transmitted to 
users and they can use these keys to avoid data interception 
[10]. This type of protection [8] is unable to control secondary 
distributions of decrypted data [11].  An efficient management 
technology is implemented by the content providers to manage 
and monitor the use of content [12], [13]. This technology is 
called Traducer-tracing technology which provides flexibility 
for the content providers to manage the data. 

Traducer tracing system stands for incorporating unique 
identity to the propagating contents by embedding watermarks 
into them [14], [15].  Use of watermarking concept for unique 
content identification involves much complexity in terms of 
computations.  Major drawbacks in using water marking 
concept are: 

1. System that incorporates water-marking embedded 

techniques need surplus amount of computations to 
encode complex contents.  This result in difficulty for 

evaluating the computational cost related to real-time 

streaming.  
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2. The major lapse of watermarking, content 

conversion, and the known Removal attacks [10], 

[16] has become a serious issue. 

  
Thence, an efficient system must be introduced so that it 

enhances the content distribution to explore the process of 
finding the narrow list of users who may be traducers. In order 
to avoid the user‟s intervention in the normal functioning of 
the system, an effective monitoring process should be 
implemented based on the information obtained at the routers 
in the middle of streaming path.  Process includes gathering 
information about traffic amounts and using this information 
to track user‟s contents reception.  This content is helpful for 
the content providers to lessen the list of traducers and by 
using this concept, content provider can efficiently trace out 
whether the desired content is received by the user or not i.e., 
he can be able to know whether the user is watching the 
content or not and also can be able to determine whether the 
secondary content distribution exists or not [17], [18]. Since, 
the proposed concept is not using the packet information, 
privacy issues of the application is least bothered [19].  

The Content is streamed with the Variable Bit Rate. Bit 
rate of this streaming content varies in accordance with the 
variations in the content.  During the process of content 
delivery to the users from the servers, routers present in the 
middle of the streaming path are configured in such a way that 
they are capable to observe the streaming content and can 
generate unique contours associated with the traffic amount.  
It is possible to determine whether the targeted content is 
being watched out by the user or not, during the process of 
content distribution, only by comparing the user-side contours 
to the server side contours. 

The following is a concise procedure to determine whether 
the user is watching the targeted content or not. Server side 
traffic contours are generated with the help of traffic volume 
information, traffic amount, obtained at the router near the 
content server. User-side contours are generated using traffic 
amount obtained at the routers near the user.  These two 
obtained contours are compared by the management server, to 
decide whether the user is watching the content or not. This 
process does not require any operations on the user‟s 
computer.  On a theoretical basis, this mechanism makes 
impossible for a user to tamper with the tracing process.  The 
major benefit of the proposed mechanism is that, it can be 
implemented with the lower computational cost since it uses 
only traffic volume information but not using mechanisms, 
like water marking which consumes higher computational 
costs.   

A Traducer tracing technique is said to be Network Based 
Traducer Tracing Technique, when it is applied in the network 
comprising of Servers and Users.  In this paper, the details of 
the proposed method, and evaluating it by creating an 
effective environment, using an efficient Simulator called 
Network Simulator (NS2) is shown.   

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 
Overview of DRM Technology, and the research works on 
these technologies are discussed. In Section III, details on 
technologies that construct the proposed Traducer tracing 

system is presented. In Section IV, the results of simulations 
with Network Simulator 2(NS2) are shown. Finally, Section V 
concludes the paper.  

II. RELATED WORK 

There have been many tremendous works done in 
exploring DRM technology [4] and techniques that come 
under DRM technology.  Traditional systems make use of 
classical technologies like Encryption [20], [21] and Access-
conditioning [22] for driving DRM incorporated systems. 
There are many crucial technologies that construct DRM 
system. Traducer tracing system is one among them. With this 
technique, content provider is able to monitor content usage 
and also able to know whether the network is being traced out 
by the intruder or not i.e., whether the user is appropriately 
using the content or not. 

A Simple Traducer tracing system is depicted in fig.1 

 

 

Figure 1 represents the clear elementary traducer tracing 
system. 

The working procedure of the mentioned system is 
described as below: 

 Unique information is embedded into the Content 

using Digital watermarking, by the content provider 

and generates copies of the content. 

 The generated copies are propagated to different 

users. 
 Application running at user analyses the content data 

and re-assembles the embedded information. 

  According to the analyzed and extracted 

information, user‟s application notifies that he or she 

is watching the content. 

 
The following figure shows a scenario of a network 

comprises of a Content Server, Users  and the two contents, 
which are made unique by using the concept of Digital 
Watermarking, and depicts a mechanism to find out whether 
secondary distribution of content exists or not and to trace out 
the originator or run-off source of the secondary content. 

 

Figure 1: Example of Simple Traducer tracing. 
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The following is the mechanism to find out whether the 

secondary content distribution exists or not. 

 Content server S delivers a unique content C1 to U1 

and the user application at U1 analyzes the 

Watermarked information, W1, and notifies it to S.  

 In case of existence of un-authorized content 

distribution between user1 and user2, W1 also found 

from U2‟s content and application running at U2 
notifies W1 to S. 

 Finally, S finds duplicated W1 and concludes that 

there is an existence of secondary content distribution 

says C1 in detail W1, in between U1 and U2. 

 
There are two main issues that are associated with the 

above mechanism.  They are  

1. It includes lot of computational costs in encoding the 

content and also in embedding the watermarks, since 

an individual content has to be propagated to each 

user. Let „C‟ and „W‟ be the costs involved in 

encoding the content and embedding watermarks into 

it. Then, there will be at-least N(C+W) total cost 

involved in propagating the content, which has the 
traceability of traducers. „N‟ is the number of content 

users. This does not suite better for the real-time 

streaming contents. That is why an efficient method 

is needed to track the traducers with minimum cost. 

2. Second issue is the use of Watermarking concepts for 

tracing traducers and for embedding information into 

the host signal has its own

 limitations.  There are known attacks against 

Watermarks such as Copy attack, Collusion attack, 

Removal attack and Sensitivity attack [23], [24].  

Watermarking concept does not go forward or does not 
suite in the field of complex networks.  Since, it shows 
problems because of unclear network environment and users. 

Hence, Traducer tracing systems with Watermarking need 
additional mechanisms to tighten the scope of application by 
shortening down the possible list of traducers.  A convenient 
and the most efficient method to track the content stream 
without using the Watermarking technology is by the use of 
Traffic Volume Information obtained at the routers present in 
the middle of the streaming path. This method avoids the need 
of decrypting and decoding the streaming content. 

In Section III, an efficient system is proposed to trace a 
multimedia streaming content. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Modules 

The proposed work has been segmented into three phases.  
The first phase deals with building network environment.  The 
second phase establishes communication among the hosts and 
servers.  This phase also deals with the re-configuration or re-
construction of new paths in case of path failures.  The third 
phase will explain about the mechanism to detect the flow of 
streaming content in variety of networks i.e., to find out 
whether the user is watching the streaming content or not.  
This is an effective mechanism find out whether the network 
is being traced out by the intruder or not.  

Figure 3 represents the flow chart of the modules and their 
description was in below sections. 

1)  Build network: 
In the first phase, a system is proposed by considering a 

network comprises of Servers, Clients (Users), Intermediate 
Routers [24]. Servers are configured to run two types of 
applications. One server is configured to implement effective 
content delivery. Content Server and the other, is configured 
to perform vital functionalities in detecting the traducer in the 
network, Management Server.  There are intermediate routers 
at the side of each communicating party that have a capability 
to observe the traffic amount and propagate the obtained 
information to the Server that manages the built network.  

2) Establish Communication: 
In the second phase, a communication among the network 

entities has been established.  The content has to be streamed 
from the Content Server to different Clients say Users, via 
intermediate routers.  Content Servers make use of DRM 
technology in generating unique content and propagating it to 
different users. 

 

Figure 2: Technique to verify the existence of secondary content 

distribution and to find the runoff source of it. 
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3) Core Module of the Application: 
In the third phase, a concise review of the proposed system 

is introduced. The framework of the proposed strategy is 
shown below. 

 

 

Figure 4 represents a Network of Servers, Users and 
Routers which has the capability to drive the proposed 
mechanism.  

The mechanism of the contended methodology is as 
follows: 

Content Server spreads the content C and the users U1 and 
U2 receives the content. Routers in the middle of the 
streaming path say R1, R3 and R4 observe the traffic amount.   
For instance, Router R1 supervises the flow of content server 
S and mass up the sizes of the packets.  Information obtained 
at the routers is sent to the Management Server using 
protocols such as ICMP and SNMP.  

Management Server constructs the traffic contour from the 
traffic amount information obtained by the routers. Router R1 
observes the content at the content server S during its 
propagation and transmits the observed data to the 
Management Server M, which generates the Server side traffic 
contour.  Similarly, the routers at user side say R3 and R4 
observes the traffic amount for few minutes and transmits the 
observed data to Management server that generates User side 
traffic contour.  Transformations are performed on the 
obtained traffic contours to avoid breach errors.  Management 
Server then performs comparison to find out the degree of 
similarity between the User-side and Server-side traffic 
contours.  Based on the results obtained from the similarity 
matching, Content provider can able to know who is watching 
the streaming content. If the contours match, all the network 
behaviors are normal. If they don‟t, the user is not watching 
the content i.e., some additional noise has been added to the 
streaming content which can be done by the interception of the 
participated communicating party. Thence, there is a 
possibility to say that there is a traducer in the network and by 
the mentioned mechanism; it is possible to decide that the 
network is being traced out by the intruder. 

 The suggested system has a capability to ascertain the 
flow of gushing content in different breeds of networks. The 
contended methodology is befitting for bountiful kinds of 
applications.  Appliances include QuickTime servers 
administered by Apple. The recommended procedure is 
suitable for streaming content and is not applicable for the 
downloaded content, since monitoring of the network can be 
done on the propagating content.  The proposed system is 
brought to bear for a precise degree of confined networks. For 
instance, this totally suits for the video streaming systems 
using corporate LANS. With the contended mechanism, the 
executives of the streaming systems can effectively administer 
the propagating content and know who is watching them.  This 
diminishes not only the aegis hazard on caper by the third 
party but also by the administrator. 

B. Elucidation of Traffic Contours and Congruity 

In this thesis, Variable bit rate simmering content is 
spotlighted and embrace of traffic contours to boast the 
streaming content continuance. 

The traffic contour is elucidated as the heap of traffic for a 
certain period of time ∆t [sec] and expressed as an N-
dimensional vector in the following expression. 

Figure 3: Flow chart to implement traducer tracing system using Traffic 

volume information. 

Figure 4: Framework of the proposed strategy. 
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C = (c1, c2,...,cN)T,   T = N ∆t   (1) 

Where „T‟ in seconds is the length of the traffic contour 
and „N‟ is the number of slots.  c1 is the traffic contour 
observed in first time slot and c2 is the traffic contour observed 
in second time slot. 

In the proposed strategy, while the network is in running 
state, router present at the server observes the traffic amount 
throughout the content transmission and transmits this 
information to obtain the Server side traffic contour which is 
expressed as 

CS= (c1,c2,...,cs)
t
,                          according  to  (1) 

User side traffic contour is expressed as  

CU = (c1,c2,...,cu)
t 

In the above expressions, S and U are the number of time 
slots.  The length of the Server side traffic contour or 
observation is greater than User side observation i.e., S>U. 

To find out the similarity of these contours, a partial 
pattern PU of finite length say U (length of the User side 
contour) of the contour CS, is snipped off and is compared 
with the contour CU. 

Before computing the congruity of two contours, PU and 

CU are normalized as,   
   =  
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In the above expression,  ̅ and   ̅ are the means of each 
vector,    and    are the standard deviations.  After 

normalizing, the means of    
  and    

  are zero and variances 
are 1. Finally, by obtaining the computed values, these values 
are used in the below equation to find out the similarity 
between the user side contour and the part of server side 
contour. 
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     (3) 

When the two contours are in congruence,       
approximates to 1. 

By using the above process, the similarity between the 
contours can be obtained only if there are of same length. As 
mentioned earlier, the length of the server side contour CS is 
greater than the length of the user side contour CU.  In this 
contented methodology, similarity between the contours of 
different length has to be computed.  For this reason, a concept 
of “window” is used. Here, a part of window of length equals 
to the length of the user side contour is considered and is used 
to snip off the partial part PU, of the server side traffic contour.  
By using the partial contour PU, of the server side traffic 
contour, the contended strategy computes the similarity      
by moving the window from left to right on the server side 
traffic contour CS. 

C. Confrontation of Traffic Contours using Similarity 

The framework of comparison of traffic contours is 
explained in systematic way using the following three steps.  
In the first step, a window is considered that snips-off the 
partial contour PU from the Server side contour CS.  In the 
second step, similarity between the partial contour PU and 
User side traffic contour CU. In this step, transformations are 
applied on the contour to avert from the consequences of burst 
errors. In the final step, window is advanced from left to right 
by one slot.  After advanced to next slot, the mentioned three 
step process repeats and then applied to next slot, this process 
continues till the window arrives the rightmost component of 
the Server side contour. In total, S-U+1 values of similarity 
are obtained from the above computation.  The following 
figure depicts the above mentioned process. 

 

 

Figure 5 shows the systematic steps to perform the 
comparison of traffic contours.  

1) Alleviation against Burst Errors 
It becomes arduous to compute the similarity as burst 

errors vitiates the User side traffic contour. Transformations 
on the considered contours (partial contour and the user side 
contour) are performed to avert from the consequences of the 
burst errors.  Due to the presence of the burst errors, the user 

Figure 5: Framework for comparison of Traffic contours. 
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side traffic contour moderately drops.  The following is the 
sequential procedure to transform the contours.  A precise 
value is computed which is referred to a threshold value and is 
used as a reference to apply transformations.  In the first step, 
user side traffic contour is speculated and the values less than 
or equal to the threshold are considered and are removed from 
the contour.  In the second step, partial contour is considered 
and amputate its elements conferred to user side removal 
routine.  Characteristically, in the partial contour, the 
components that are at the same position where the elements 
of user side contour are removed, are taken out.  In the third 
step, the outlived components are consociated. 

The above mentioned routine has to be implemented 
before the similarity comparison mechanism invokes.  The 
traffic contours do not modify by this procedure, when there is 
no burst errors.  The accuracy and performance of the 
contended mechanism depends on the appropriateness of the 
Threshold value.  To compute the threshold value, a 
charismatic and dynamic procedure is used. 

2) Active resolution of Threshold value 
It is trivial to discover the apex value in the similarity 

graph using static threshold determination procedure.  Packet 
loss compels the contended methodology.  If packets drop 
during the process of content propagation, then the user side 
traffic contour gets decayed i.e., the larger value of similarity 
becomes smaller ones.  In order to overcome this problem, a 
dynamic strategy is introduced to find out the threshold value, 
which can be easily adapted to the altering network 
environment.  The similarity data that is obtained by this 
contended methodology is small and it is normally distributed 
around zero since, the cross-correlation values of the two 
distinguished random waveforms are approximated to be 
distributed normally.  More similar patterns yield greater value 
of similarity.  That value can be termed as an “Outlier”.  The 
following equation is used to determine the threshold value 
that helps in finding out the outlier among some values. 

TC = min (µC + 4σC , 1.0) 

In the above equation, µC and σC are the mean and variance 
of the obtained similarity values.  They are estimated based on 
the analysis.  Each and every user side contour has its own µC , 
σC values.  The coefficient of variance can be adjusted to 
balance the trade-off between the detection ratio and false-
positives.  Greater value of variance coefficient results in low 
false positive ratio at low detection ratio cost.  Accordingly, 
the similarity value which is greater than TC is considered as 
an outlier, which is numerically distant from the outlived 
values on the profile.  

The computational cost needed to deploy the contended 
methodology is less when compared with the traditional 
mechanisms which include water marking and encoding 
techniques.  In the proposed technique, Management Server is 
configured to compute the similarity of traffic signifiers.  The 
total number of multiplications computed in the proposed 
system can better be explored in terms of three parameters.  
They are length of the user side contour (U), length of the 
server side contour (S) and the number of multiplications 
performed to compute the measure of similarity (M).  The 
total number of multiplications are (S-U+1) M.   

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The network components are configured in such a way 
that, they can perform their respective functionalities with 
minimum computation costs.  This result in the less 
computational cost incurred in implementation of contended 
methodology. 

Below figure depicts the network model of ten components 
and their connections. 

 

Figure 6 shows the organization of network and their 
connections. 

The network components in figure 6 has to be configured 
at a particular time instant to perform their functionalities and 
is shown is in Figure 7. 

Figure 6: Network of ten components and their connections. 
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Figure 8 shows the scenario of labeling the network 
participants involved to implement the contended 
methodology. 

 

Figure 9 depicts a scenario of content simmering from 
content server to intermediate router at user (Router4) through 
intermediate router at server (Router1). 

Below figure shows the immediate instance of the previous 
scenario. 

 

 

Figure 7: Configuration of network components. 

Figure 8: Labeling of network components. 

Figure 9: Content propagation from content server to intermediate router 

at user. 

Figure 10: Content streaming from server to destined user. 
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Figure 10 represents streaming of contents from content 
server to destined user via routers in the middle of the 
streaming path. 

The contended methodology employed in the simulation 
makes the network acquiring the property of self-healing.  Self 
Healing means system can automatically recover to stable 
state without external interference.  In this aspect, even there 
is a link failure in the network, the system has a capability to 
re-establish the path. In the meanwhile, the proposed strategy 
finds the alternate path to the destined user. 

Below figure shows the scenario of link breakage between 
the routers present in the middle of the streaming path. 

 

 

Figure 11 shows the instance describing about the link 
failure between the routers in the middle of the streaming path. 

Below figure shows the adaptation of alternate path by the 
contended methodology to avoid data loss to the destined user.   

 

 

Below figure show the re-establishment of original path. 

 

 

Figure 13 shows the scenario of re-establishment of 
original path in order to avoid the situation of content loss at 
the destined user. 

Below figure shows the traffic contour generated by the 
Management server using the traffic volume information 
obtained from the router at the server. 

 

 

Below figure shows the User side traffic contour generated 
at an instance by the management server using the traffic 
volume information obtained from the router at the destined 
user.   

Figure 11: Link failure between the routers Router1 and Router4. 

Figure 12: Adaptation of alternate path. 

Figure 13: Re-Construction of original path. 

Figure 14: Server-side traffic contour. 
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Figure 15 depicts an instance that describes about the 
traffic contour of the user generated using the traffic volume 
information. 

Below figure shows the degree of similarity between the 
generated traffic contours of Server and User. 

 

 

From figure 16, the traffic contours in the time slot 
between 4 to 7 exhibits maximum similarity. This concludes 
that the destined user is receiving the content and the network 
exhibits ideal behavior.  

V. CONCLUSION 

To prevent exploitation of the content, a subjugate 
approach for simmering content delivery is required.  For this 
purpose, traducer tracing technology is introduced. 
Conventional techniques to trace out the traducers involve 
high load and complex computations to produce multiple 
contents and watermarking has its own known limitations.  To 

enable betterment in the security of the content delivery, an 
efficient mechanism is introduced which is based on traffic 
contours. To assess the accomplishment of the contended 
methodology, simulations were administered.   

The contended methodology can also be incorporated with 
the previous DRM technology however, the computational 
cost involved in implementing the proposed strategy is less 
when compared with the costs involved in implementing 
watermarking and encoding techniques used in general 
traducer tracing techniques.  The network components are 
configured in such a way that, they can perform their 
respective functionalities with minimum computation costs.  
This result in the less computational cost incurred in 
implementation of contended methodology.  The proposed 
concept is not using the packet information, privacy issues of 
the application is least bothered. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a method to improve the 

security challenges in Nigeria by embedding literally hundreds of 

invisible computers into the environment with each computer 

performing its tasks without requiring human awareness or a 

large amount of human intervention to monitor human 

behaviour, natural disasters and search for stolen or lost items. 

Ubiquitous Dynamic Surveillance cameras embedded with Radio 

frequency identification (RFID) is proposed for this security 
system.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The issue of security of life and property in Nigeria has 
taken a frightening dimension and an issue of great concern to 
citizens and the government. 

The need to tap from the power of Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) to enhance national security 
operations is paramount. For some time, the issue of security of 
life and property in Nigeria has taken a frightening dimension 
and an issue of great concern to citizens and the government. 
The problem of security spans from kidnapping in the eastern 
region and traverses the religious disturbances in the north, 
political gansterism in the west and bomb-blast becoming 
issues of the moment [1]. Terrorism and atrocious crimes are 
increasing on a world-wide scale. Moreover, natural disasters, 
such as earthquakes and tsunamis, have also occurred 
frequently in many parts of the world. Figure 1 shows the death 
toll reported from 2003 to 2008 in various types of natural 
disasters. During this five-year period, the death toll reached 
over 482,000 as a result of such disasters. Death toll reported in 
various disaster types from 2003 to 2010 is shown in the Figure 
2. Several earthquakes around the world proved to be the most 
deadly disasters which caused 406,866 deaths in the last five 
years [2]. The number of people reported to be affected by 
these disasters (142 million) dropped by 10 per cent, while the 
number of people reported killed is 23833 [3]. The 2008 death 
toll of 235,816 was more than three times the annual average of 
the previous eight years [4]. In 2009 there were only 25 
geophysical disasters reported compared to the 2000-2008 
annual average of 37. Of these, 18 were earthquakes, four 
tsunamis, two volcanic eruptions and one a landslide [5]. The 
year 2010 was characterized by a large number of natural 
disasters that have claimed four times more victims than in the 

past thirty years for a total of 295,000 victims [6] 

 

Figure 1.  ten worst disaster of 21st century 

 
Figure 2.  Average Death toll 2003 - 2010 

The safety of human life is threatened by disasters caused 
by man and natural disasters. 

 

http://www.alertnet.org/db/an_art/20316/2010/03/16-144444-1.htm
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In the fields of security, law enforcement, crime detection, 
inventory and industrial process monitoring, there is often a 
need to effectively identify individual subjects whether they be 
humans, goods or pieces of infrastructure. 

II. UBIQUITOUS COMPUTING 

Ubiquitous computing network is an emerging concept in 
computing, which integrates computation capabilities into the 
physical environment rather than being perceived as a visible 
object, so that it can provide widespread access to shared 
services through a variety of diverse devices irrespective of 
whether individuals are mobile or not.  

Ubiquitous computing refers to methods of enhancing 
computer use by making networks of sensors and computers 
available and embedded in the physical environment [7]. The 
technologies on which ubiquitous computing applications are 
based span automatic identification (Auto-ID), such as Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID); (wireless) communication 
systems, such as Global Standard for Mobile Communication 
(GSM); positioning services, such as Global Positioning 
System (GPS); and sensor networks. Together, these 
technologies are making new or improved security. 

The term “ubiquitous computing” is a very broad term that 
is often overloaded to mean diverse things to different research 
projects. In many cases, researchers define ubiquitous 
computing by example, with respect to their own research. 
Ubiquitous computing allows us to realize additional 
abstractions that did not exist in traditional computing 
paradigms. The salient features of ubiquitous computing 
include the following according to [8]. 

 Extending Computing Boundaries. While traditional 

computing encompassed hardware and software 

entities, ubiquitous computing extends the boundaries 

of computing to include physical spaces, building 

infrastructures, and the devices contained within. This 

aims to transform dull, passive spaces into interactive, 

dynamic, and programmable spaces that are 

coordinated through a software infrastructure and 

populated with a large number of mobile users and 

devices. 

 Invisibility and non-intrusiveness. In current 
computing models, computers are still the main focus 

of attention. In effect, people have to change some of 

their behaviour and the way they perform tasks so that 

these tasks can be computerized. To boost 

productivity, it is important that computing machinery 

disappears from the spotlight. Computers should 

blend in the background allowing people to perform 

their duties without having machines at the centre of 

their focus. 

 Creating smart and sentient spaces. A dust of invisible 

embedded devices and sensors are incorporated to 
turn physical spaces into active, smart surroundings 

that can sense, “see,” and “hear,” effectively, making 

the space sentient and personalized. Ultimately, the 

space should become intelligent enough to understand 

users’ intentions and become an integral part of users’ 

everyday life. 

 Context awareness. A ubiquitous computing model 

should be able to capture the different contexts and 

situational information and integrate them with users 

and devices. This allows the active space to take on 
the responsibility of locating and serving users and 

automatically tailoring itself to meet their expectations 

and preferences. 

 Mobility and adaptability. To be truly omnipresent, 

the ubiquitous computing environment should be as 

mobile as its users. It should be able to adapt itself to 

environments with scarce resources, while being able 

to evolve and extend once more resources become 

available. 

III. RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID) 

RFID is an area of automatic identification that is gaining 
momentum and is considered by some to emerge as one of the 
most pervasive computing technologies in history [9]. RFID or 
Radio Frequency Identification Tag Reader has revolutionized 
the way we live. RFID tag reader has made it possible to track 
any type of object by using radio frequency technology. Today 
RFID is a generic term for technologies that use radio waves to 
automatically identify people or objects (RFID Journal). There 
are several methods of identification, the most common of 
which is to associate the RFID tag unique identifier with an 
object or person. In most commonly touted applications of 
RFID, the microchip contains Electronic Product Code (EPC) 
with sufficient capacity to provide unique identifiers for all 
items produced worldwide. When an RFID reader emits a radio 
signal, tags in the vicinity respond by transmitting their stored 
data to the reader [10]. 

The principal advantages of RFID system are the non-
contact, non-line-of-sight characteristics of the technology. 
Tags can be read through a variety of visually and 
environmentally challenging conditions such as snow, ice, fog, 
paint, grime, inside containers and vehicles and while in 
storage [11]. 

An RFID system consists of three main components, 
namely, tag, antenna, and reader. An RFID tag consists of a 
microchip attached to an antenna. Tags are either active or 
passive. Passive tags derive the power from the field generated 
by the reader. An RFID antenna is connected to the RFID 
reader. The antenna activates the RFID tag and transfers data 
by emitting wireless pulses. 

The RFID reader handles the communication between the 
information system and the RFID tag. The signals transfer to 
the host computer and pass through to the electronic product 
code (EPC) network. After that, the data is stored in the 
database server or other business application systems. There is 
an important tool called RFID middleware which consists of a 
set of software components that act as a bridge between the 
RFID system components (i.e., tags and readers) and the host 
application software. In other words, middleware tools are used 
to manage RFID data by routing it between tag/readers and the 
systems within the businesses. Middleware solutions filter 
duplicate, incomplete, and erroneous data that it receives. After 
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digesting all data from the various sources, middleware 
forwards only the meaningful events to the enterprise systems. 
The tasks of the RFID middleware include data filtering, 
classification, data normalization, and aggregation of data 
transmitted between tags and readers for integration with the 
host application [12]-[21]-[28]. 

 RFID is a type of Auto-ID technology sometimes referred 
to as dedicated short-range communication (DSRC), RFID is 
“a wireless link to identify people or objects” [13]. RFID is, in 
reality, a subset of the larger radio frequency (RF) market, 
which encompasses an array of RF technologies, including the 
following: 

• Cellular phones 

• Digital radio 

• The Global Positioning System (GPS) 

• High-definition television (HDTV) 

• Wireless networks [14] 

A. Element of RFID 

RFID systems consist of four elements: the RFID tags, the 
RFID readers, the antennas and choice of radio characteristics, 
and the computer network that is used to connect the readers. 

B. RFID Tags 

RFID tagging is the use of very small electronic devices 
(called 'RFID tags') which are applied to or incorporated into a 
product, animal, or person for the purpose of identification and 
tracking using radio waves. 

The tag is the basic building block of RFID. Each tag 
consists of an antenna and a small silicon chip that contains a 
radio receiver, a radio modulator for sending a response back to 
the reader, control logic, some amount of memory, and a power 
system. An active tag will be used to build this system. The 
reasons for the choice of this tag are because of their reading 
range and reliability. With the proper antenna on the reader and 
the tag, a 915MHz tag can be read from a distance of 100 feet 
or more [18]. The tags also tend to be more reliable because 
they do not need a continuous radio signal to power their 
electronics as in passive tags.  

IV. RELATED WORK 

One of the first applications of a radio frequency 
identification system was in “Identify Friend or Foe” (IFF) 
systems deployed by the British Royal Air Force during World 
War II 0. IFF allowed radar operators and pilots to 
automatically distinguish friendly aircraft from enemies via RF 
signals. IFF systems helped prevent “friendly fire” incidents 
and aided in intercepting enemy aircraft. Advanced IFF 
systems are used today in aircraft and munitions, although 
much of the technology remains classified [31]. 

Identification of people, objects and locations is an obvious 
application of RFID technology. Security systems that use 
RFID proximity cards to control access to restricted areas are 
perhaps the most common RFID application in use today [32]. 

Even in developing countries, such as Bangladesh, hospitals 
are using RFID-enabled staff ID cards [33]-[32]. Other 

hospitals have extended the use of staff ID cards to control 
access to computers and applications [34] - [32]. 

At the Georgia Veteran’s Medical Centre RFID has been 
used for location identification [35]-[32]. Patients with visual 
impairments can navigate around the hospital by reading these 
location tags with using a cane containing an RFID reader. 

RFID technology is being used to track thousands of 
wheelchairs, beds, IV pumps and other pieces of expensive 
medical equipment at several hospitals, including Bielefeld 
City Clinic in Germany [38], Lagos de Moreno General 
Hospital in Mexico [36], and the Walter Reed Army Medical 
Centre in the US [37]. Each item is tagged and can be located 
in real time via a network of RFID readers throughout the 
hospital. Some such systems, often referred to as Real Time 
Location Systems (RTLSs), also keep track of whether the 
equipment is available, in use, awaiting cleaning, or 
undergoing maintenance [32]. 

A. Proposed System 

In this section we describe a framework of a surveillance 
system that ensures that many computers are available 
throughout the physical environment, but making them 
effectively invisible. More precisely, a proliferation of 
hundreds or thousands of computing devices, sensors and 
embedded processors that will provide new functionality, offer 
specialized services with the surrounding environment and 
available resources. 

 

Figure 3.  Tagging object from real world to the visual in a database [16] 

After vigilantly studying the Camera Based Surveillance 
Architecture, and judged on the basis of the following 
parameters as provided by [17]: 

i. Automation 

ii. Time efficiency 

iii. Ease of monitoring and administration of its 

operations by naive hands 

iv.  Impenetrable 
v.  Efficient for mobile and immobile objects and 

regions 

vi.  Installation cost of system 
 It is found that it doesn’t overall fulfil the demands for 

ubiquitous due to technological limitations. We have come up 
with a roadmap using ubiquitous computing to overcome the 
limitations of Camera Surveillance Mechanism.  The objectives 
of the proposed system include 
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 To enhance national security 

 To enhance the recovery of missed and stolen items. 

 To identify object and their respective location. 

 To enhance policies on identifying the rightful owners 

of an object. 

 
Surveillance cameras with video camera embedded with 

RFID is proposed in this paper to enhance national security. 
These surveillance cameras are connected to a recording 
device, IP network, and is been watched by a law enforcement 
officer. 

 

Figure 4.  Mapping of barcode to Internet pages  adapted from [29] 

The cameras sense motion and footage. Analysis of footage 
is made by automated software that organizes digital video 
footage into a searchable database, and by automated video 
analysis software which can be VIRAT, HumanID [30]. The 
amount of footage is also drastically reduced by motion sensors 
which only record when motion is detected.  

The surveillance cameras are embedded with RFID data 
server which will be communicating with both the RFID tag 
and RFID main data server. It is used for capturing images 
whether still or frames and records activities in a particular 
location over time. The purpose for combining both RFID and 
surveillance cameras is for Dynamic Surveillance which 
focuses over motion, location, identification and gives visual 
support to the system when needed. Big Brother provides a 
Surveillance Technique which can’t be mistuned technically, 
manually or by any other means [17] because of RFID tag 
embedded with it.  

 

Figure 5.  Taking stock of RFID tag objects 

The Database consists of Product name, model number, 
electronic product code and readers IDs. Tags information are 
stored in the database and linked to the tags. The readers and 
tag identify objects and information about the objects, the 
objects are embedded with the RFID tag while in the case of 
humans an attachment is made to the individual cloths or in the 
form of any wearable device. Prototype object tag information 
database is shown above which provides information about the 
object. 

 

Figure 6.  RFID framework 

The RFID tag reader then sends an electronic signal to the 
embedded tag. The RFID tag responds to this signal by sending 
back a radio frequency signal. This signal can give the location 
of the object along with the product information. [15]. 
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Figure 7.  Ubiquitous computing Scenerio 

B. RFID tags for earthquake detection 

According to new research conducted by International 
Journal of Innovation and sustainable development, Radio 
frequency identification, RFID, could be used in the immediate 
aftermath of a major earthquake to save lives [19]. In addition, 
in earthquakes or tsunami, animals were the first to detect these 
natural disasters days before it happens and run for safety [20]. 
Big Brother is used to track unnatural motion in animals by 
combining mini GPS tracker, RFID and gyrometer chip. RFID 
tags are attached to a couple of hundred animals in the 
earthquake prone area. When these animals start to flee, the 
RFIDs would transmit the co-ordinates of the fleeing motion to 
a central computer. The GPS tracker would provide the co-
ordinates where animal behaviour is abnormal to pinpoint the 
location of a potential earthquake. RFIDs would provide 
wireless transmission of the data and the gyrometer can detect 
uneasy motions in the animal and send warning to the 
connected central computer with an alarm. 

C. RFID Tags for Human Identification 

Big Brother can be used to identify patients in hospitals, 
prevent theft, and track shipments. This system provides a 
rapid way to read data about an individual. It can reliably 
identify human being and can also be used for animal 
identification. However, at present the most prevalent use for 
RFID tags is tracking merchandise. Retailers are using RFID 
tags to check on their merchandise to see whether they are in 
the premises or being transported. Big Brother (RFID) can also 
be incorporated into National passport just like countries like 
Malaysia, UK and the US now using RFID tags in passports 
[21]. 

Big Brother monitors and acts as a tracer for easy location 
identification.  For Pupils going to school, trigger areas are set 
at some point in the school zone which provides alert to parent 
and school authority about passage of their children.  

 

Figure 8.  Checking system for prevention of kidnapping [22]  

V. RECOMMNEDATIONS 

Several technical problems should be considered 
beforehand in line with the security of the RFID system. Some 
of the security requirement includes [23]:  

Availability: When constructing the RFID system, failure in 
hardware or software may occur due to deliberate action or not. 
Therefore, if the RFID tag cannot provide service due to 
attacks or physical failure during the construction of the 
system, the availability of the RFID system should be provided 
to restore the service promptly. 

Forward channel security: Forward security is required to 
generate and provide the service through secure 
communication between the RFID tag and the RF reader. This 
is because the attacker can prey on the various information 
transmitted or received from the RFID tag [23]. 

Secure status acquisition technology: When constructing 
the RFID-based network, a safe service acquisition process is 
required to know the status of all RFID tags. This must be 
performed by checking the current status of all tags in the 
RFID system in order to ensure the availability of the service 
against potential physical failure that may happen during 
denial-of-service (DoS) attacks or during the construction of 
the RFID system [23].  

Finally, This cost of implementation can be reduced by 
employing existing wireless networks. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Most Surveillance agencies like National Association for 
the Criminal Rehabilitation of Offenders (NACRO), Home 
Office USA etc [27]-[17] accept the failure of Camera 
Surveillance due to technical, manual or any other 
discrepancies in the system. Thus there arises a need for better 
technology for Surveillance. RFID provides a Surveillance 
Technique which can’t be mistuned technically, manually or by 
any other means [17]. In our work, we proposed a surveillance 
camera system embedded with RFID reader. 

Some of the Challenges of the system include: 
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 Forgery: forgery is a major problem in RFID, user 

with illegitimate identification would devise various 

means to imitate legitimate tags. 

 Cost: obviously, the cost of implementation is a major 

hurdle to consider before embarking on it. The cost of 

implementation can be significant, depending on the 
area to be covered, the number of items to be tracked, 

and the accuracy required.  

 Denial of service attack: attackers unable to conduct 

forgery attack will leave the system communication 

channels jam preventing RFID readers from identify 

tags. An attacker could also seed a physical space with 

“chaff ” tags intended to confuse legitimate readers or 

poison databases. Locating and removing chaff tags 

might be very difficult in a warehouse environment 

[30]. 

 Security and Privacy: many people consider this as in 
invasion of privacy because it tracks their movement 

and visually their activities and therefore will not 

allow such systems be installed around them. 
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Abstract- Most anomaly based NIDS employ supervised 

algorithms, whose performances highly depend on attack-free 

training data. Moreover, with changing network environment or 

services, patterns of normal traffic will be changed. In this paper, 

we developed intrusion detection system is to analyses the 

authentication records and separate UNFEIGNED and 

fraudulent authentication attempts for each user account in the 

system. Intrusions are detected by determining outliers related to 

the built patterns. We present the modification on the outlier 

detection algorithm. It is important problems to increase the 

detection rates and reduce false positive rates in Intrusion 

Detection System. Although preventative techniques such as 

access control and authentication attempt to prevent intruders, 

these can fail, and as a second line of defense, intrusion detection 

has been introduced. Rare events are events that occur very 

infrequently, detection of rare events is a common problem in 

many domains. Support Vector Machines (SVM) as a classical 

pattern recognition tool have been widely used for intrusion 

detection. However, conventional SVM methods do not concern 

different characteristics of features in building an intrusion 

detection system. Also evaluate the performance of K-Means 

algorithm by the detection rate and the false positive rate. All 

result evaluate with the new model of KDD dataset. Result 

generates in ROC Curves and compared both result of K-Means 
and SVM in Matlab. 

Keywords- Anomaly detection; Intrusion Detection; Expectation 

Maximization; MATLAB; UNSOUND authentication; 

UNFEIGNED;  reduce false. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ECURITY techniques such as authentication and access 
control have been developed to achieve the objective of 
computer security namely to prevent unauthorized intruders 
from accessing and manipulating information. The security 
administrator is now faced with the problem of selecting 
suitable IDS for his/her particular computer system. Rapid 
expansion of computer network throughout the world has 
made security a crucial issue in a computing environment. 
Anomalies pattern sometimes exist within tiny or rare classes 
of similar anomalies. Anomaly-based network intrusion 
detection is a complex process. The challenge is thus 
important to identify “rare events” records in data set. As 
defined in, intrusion detection is “the process of monitoring 
the events occurring in a computer system or network and 
analyzing them for signs of intrusions. It is also defined as 
attempts to compromise the confidentiality, integrity, 

availability, or to bypass the security mechanisms of a 
computer or network”. Anomaly Intrusion Detection Systems 
(IDS) aim at distinguishing an abnormal activity from an 
ordinary one. 

Intrusion detection is a critical component of secure 
information systems. Many approaches have been proposed 
which include statistical, machine learning, data mining and 
immunological inspired techniques. Events that may not be 
actual security violations but those that do not fit in the normal 
usage profile of a user may be termed as suspicious events. 
Monitoring suspicious activities may help in finding a possible 
intrusion. 

There are two main intrusion detection systems. Anomaly 
intrusion detection system is based on the profiles of normal 
behaviors of users or applications and checks whether the 
system is being used in a different manner.  

The second one is called misuse intrusion detection system 
which collects attack signatures, compares a behavior with 
these attack signatures, and signals intrusion when there is a 
match. It is often impossible to analyze the vast amount of 
whole data, but one has to focus the analysis on an important 
portion of the data such as using some criteria, only the classes 
of interest can be selected for analysis or processing while the 
rest is rejected. This paper suggests the use rough set as a 
dimensionality reduction technique to avoid this information 
loss. 

The theory of rough sets has been specially designed to 
handle data imperfections same as in fuzzy logic. Rough sets 
remove superfluous information by examining attribute 
dependencies. It deals with inconsistencies, uncertainty and 
incompleteness by imposing an upper and a lower 
approximation to set membership. Rough sets estimates the 
relevance of an attribute by using attribute dependencies 
regarding a given decision class. It achieves attribute set 
covering by imposing a discernibility relation With the 
tremendous growth of network-based services and sensitive 
information on networks, the number and the severity of 
network-based computer attacks have significantly increased. 
Although a wide range of security technologies such as 
information encryption, access control, and intrusion 
prevention can protect network-based systems, there are still 
many undetected intrusions. Thus, Intrusion Detection 
Systems (IDS) play a vital role in network security. Network 
Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) detect attacks by 
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observing various network activities, while Host-based 
Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS) detect intrusions in an 
individual host. 

To overcome the limitations of supervised anomaly based 
systems, a number of IDS employ unsupervised approaches. 
Unsupervised anomaly detection does not need attack-free 
training data. It detects attacks by determining unusual 
activities from data under two assumptions: The majority of 
activities are normal. Attacks statistically deviate from normal 
activities. The unusual activities are outliers that are 
inconsistent with the remainder of data set. Thus, outlier 
detection techniques can be applied in unsupervised anomaly 
detection. Actually, outlier detection has been used in a 
number of practical applications such as credit card fraud 
detection, voting irregularity analysis, and severe weather 
prediction. 

II. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

Data presented to algorithm is generated by picking one of 
two Gaussians at random and then sampling from the selected 
distribution. If each Gaussian describes on of two users – 
UNFEIGNED and fraudulent, trying to authenticate, knowing 
from which Gaussian each sample of our data originated 
would completely solve our ID problem. Gaussian type 
distributions are assumed here for both UNFEIGNED and 
fraudulent user, So what are the hidden variables in this 
problem? Well, if we knew which sample in our set is 
generated by which distribution we could easily solve the 
problem. It would then be easy to calculate sample mean and 
variance for each distribution. All that would be left in this 
situation would be to somehow classify the new samples (i.e. 
new authentication attempts) as members of one or the other 
Gaussian.  

The k-Means clustering is a classical clustering algorithm. 
After an initial random assignment of example to k clusters, 
the centers of clusters are computed and the examples are 
assigned to the clusters with the closest centers. The process is 
repeated until the cluster centers do not significantly change. 
Once the cluster assignment is fixed, the mean distance of an 
example to cluster centers is used as the score. Using the 
kmeans clustering algorithm, different clusters were specified 
and generated for each output class. There are two problems 
that are inherent to k-Means clustering algorithms. The first is 
determining the initial partition and the second is determining 
the optimal number of clusters. 

Algorithm 1. k-means 

Step 1: Choose k cluster centers to coincide with k 
randomly-chosen patterns or k randomly defined points inside 
the hyper volumn containing the pattern set.  

Step 2: Assign each pattern to the closest cluster center. 

Step 3: Recomputed the cluster centers using the current 
luster memberships. 

Step 4: If a convergence criterion is not met, go to step 2. 
Typical convergence criteria are: no (or minimal) 
reassignment of patterns to new luster centers, or minimal 
decrease in squared error  

In this experiment, we use a standard dataset the raw data 
used by the KDD Cup 1999 intrusion detection contest. This 
database includes a wide variety of intrusions simulated in a 
military network environment that is a common benchmark for 
evaluation of intrusion detection techniques. Test data use 
filename “corrected.gz” contains a total of 38 training attack 
types. It consists of approximately 300,000 data instances, 
each of which is a vector of extracted feature values from a 
connection record obtained from the raw network data 
gathered during the simulated intrusion and is labeled normal 
or a certain attack type. The 41 features can be divided into 
three groups; the first group is the basic feature of individual 
TCP connections, the second group is the content feature 
within a connection suggested by domain knowledge, and the 
third group is the traffic feature computed using a two-second 
time window. The distribution of attacks in the KDD Cup 
dataset is extremely unbalanced. Some attacks are represented 
with only a few examples, e.g. the phf and ftp_write attacks, 
whereas the smurf and neptune attacks cover millions of 
records. In general, the distribution of attacks is dominated by 
probes and denial-of-service attacks; the most interesting and 
dangerous attacks, such as compromises, are grossly under 
represented. 

The data set has 41 attributes for each connection record 
plus one class label. There are 24 attack types, but we treat all 
of them as an attack group. A data set of size N is processed. 
The nominal attributes are converted into linear discrete values 
(integers). After eliminating labels, the data set is described as 
a matrix X, which has N rows and m=14 columns (attributes). 

III. TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In This thesis we are take 1000 sample data and two 
algorithms K-Means, and SVM and there result are given 
below  

First we taken SVM algorithm and sample data 1000 so we 
get result in following:-  

a) False Positive rates.    b) True Positive Rates 

Receiver operating characteristic curve 

We summarize our experimental results to detect intrusions 
using the unsupervised outlier detection technique over the 
KDD’99 dataset. We first describe the datasets used in the 
experiments. Then we evaluate our approach and discuss the 
results. 

Under the sponsorship of Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) and Air Force Research 
Laboratory (AFRL), MIT Lincoln Laboratory has collected 
and distributed the datasets for the evaluation of computer 
network intrusion detection systems [20, 21]. The DARPA 
dataset is the most popular dataset used to test and evaluate a 
large number of IDSs. The KDD’99 dataset is a subset of the 
DARPA dataset prepared by Sal Stofo and Wenke Lee [25]. 
The data was preprocessed by extracting 41 features (e.g., 
protocol type, service, and flag) from the tcpdump data in the 
1998 DARPA dataset. The KDD’99 dataset can be used 
without further time-consuming preprocessing and different 
IDSs can compare with each other by working on the same 
dataset. Therefore, we carry out our experiments on the 
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KDD’99 dataset. The full training set, one of the KDD’99 
datasets, has 4,898,431 connections, which contains attacks. 
The attacks in the dataset fall into four categories [26]: DoS 
(Denial of Service), R2L (unauthorized access from a remote 
machine), U2R (unauthorized access to root privileges), and 
probing. The dataset is labeled by type of attacks. Since our 
approach is unsupervised, the dataset does not satisfy the 
needs of our experiments. We must remove the labels that 
indicate types of attacks from the dataset. 

To generate new datasets for our experiments, we first 
separate the dataset into two pools according to the labels. One 
includes normal connections. Another includes attacks. Then, 
we remove all the labels from the pools. However, we need the 
data labeled by service to build patterns of services, 

So we use service feature in the dataset as label. As a 
result, all the data contains 40 features and is labeled by 
service. For our experiments, we choose five most popular 
network services: ftp, http, pop, smtp, and telnet. 

Five different types of data were chosen with 40 attributes 
each [27]. The data contain 24 attack types which are 
classified into four categories. They are Denial of Service 
(DOS), unauthorized access from a Remote Machine (URM), 
unauthorized access to Local Super user (ULS) and Probing 
and Surveillance (PAS). Denial of service (DOS) is a class of 
attack where an attacker makes a resource too busy to handle 
authorized request and in turn deny access to the authorized 
users. URM is a class of attack where an attacker exploits the 
vulnerability of the machine by sending packets to the 
machine, to gain illegal access as a user. In the case of ULS an 
attacker starts with gaining access to the account of a normal 
user and then exploits the systems vulnerability. PAS is a class 
of attack where an attacker scans a network to know the 
vulnerabilities and exploits them. The 40 variables are given in 
Table 5.1 the variables from 24 to 40 are modeled using 
normal distribution. The variables 8 and 9 are modeled using 
they are numerically viable. All the data are normalized 
between 0 and 1. A clustering algorithm is used for classifying 
them into five classes namely, NORMAL, PAS, DOS, URM 
and ULS. The true positive rates and false positive rates for 
are obtained using the formula 

 
a) True positive rate = (positives correctly 

classified)/ (total positives) 
b) False positive rate = (total negatives – negatives 

incorrectly classified)/ (Total negatives). 
 

TABLE1. VARIABLE 
 

Variable Name Variable Name 

Duration Is-guest _login 

Protocol Type Count 

Service Srv_count 

Flag Serror_rate 

Src_bytes Srv_serror_rate 

Dst_bytes Rerror_rate 

Wrong fragment Srvr_rerror_rate 

Urgent Same_srv_rate 

Hot Diff_srv_rate 

Num_failed _logins Srv_diff_host_rate 

Logged_ in Dst_host_count 

Num_compromized Dst_host_srv_count 

Root_shell Dst_host_same_srv_rate 

Su_attempted Dst_host_diff_srv_rate 

Num_root Dst_host_same_src_port_rate 

Num_file_creations  Dst_host_srv_diff_host_Rate 

Num_shells Dst_host_serror_rate 

Num_access_files Dst_host_srv_serror_rate 

Num_outbound_cmds Dst_host_rerror_rate 

Is_host_login Dst_host_srv_rerror_rate 

 
A. Evaluation and discussion from K-Means 

We carry out the first experiment over the attack dataset. 
We first optimize the parameters of K-Means algorithm by 
feeding the dataset into the NIDS. The NIDS builds patterns of 
the network services with different values of the parameters. 

With the optimized parameters, we build the patterns of the 
network services. Over the built patterns, the NIDS calculates 
the Iteration of each connection. Since the attacks are injected 
at the beginning of the dataset, the figure shows the Iteration 
of the attacks is much higher than most of normal activities. 
Some normal activities also have high Iteration. That leads to 
false positives. The NIDS will raise an alert if an Iteration of a 
connection exceeds a specified threshold. 

We evaluate the performance of K-Means algorithm by the 
detection rate and the false positive rate. The detection rate is 
the number of attacks detected by the system divided by the 
number of attacks in the dataset. The false positive rate is the 
number of normal connections that are misclassified as attacks 
divided by the number of normal connections in the dataset. 
We can evaluate the performance by varying the threshold of 
outlier-ness. 

TABLE 2 THE PERFORMANCE OF EACH ALGORITHM OVER THE KDD’99 

DATASET [1] 

 
 

In intrusion detection, ROC (Receiver Operating 
Characteristic) curve is often used to measure performance of 
IDSs. The ROC curve is a plot of the detection rate against the 
false positive rate. Fig. 1 plots ROC curve to show the 
relationship between the detection rates and the false positive 
rates over the dataset. The result indicates that K-Means 
algorithm can achieve a high detection rate with a low false 
positive rate. Compared to other unsupervised anomaly based 
systems [2, 10], our system provides better performance over 
the KDD’99 dataset while the false positive rate is low.  
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A. Evaluation and discussion from K-Means Vs SVM 

We carry out the first experiment over the attack dataset. 
We first optimize the parameters of K-Means and SVM 
algorithm by feeding the dataset into the NIDS. The NIDS 
builds patterns of the network services with different values of 
the parameters. 

In intrusion detection, ROC (Receiver Operating 
Characteristic) curve is often used to measure performance of 
IDSs. The ROC curve is a plot of the detection rate against the 
false positive rate. Fig. 1 plots ROC curve to show the 
relationship between the detection rates and the false positive 
rates over the dataset.  

The result indicates that K-Means algorithm can achieve a 
high detection rate with a low false positive rate. Compared to 
other unsupervised anomaly based systems [2, 10], our system 
provides better performance over the KDD’99 dataset while 
the false positive rate is low.  

TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF ROC CURVES SVM ~ K-MEAN 

   
  AUC SE a 95% CI b  

Test_Data_In_SVM 0.718 0.0739 0.689 to 0.746 

Test_Data_K_mean 0.766 0.0512 0.738 to 0.791 

   
Show that the detection rate is reduced significantly when 

the false positive rate is low. Although our experiments are 
carried out under different conditions, Fig. 1 shows that our K-
Means algorithm still provides relatively higher detection rates 
when the false positive rates are low. For example, the 
detection rate is 97.9% 

TABLE 4 PAIR WISE COMPARISON OF ROC CURVES  

   

Test_Data_In_SVM ~ Test_Data_K_mean 

Difference between areas  0.0470 

Standard Error c 0.0631 

95% Confidence Interval  -0.0766 to 0.171  

z statistic  0.745 

Significance level P = 0.4560 

 
To evaluate our system under different number of attacks, 

we carry out the experiments over attack dataset. Fig. 1 plots 
the ROCs for each dataset using comparison of ROC curves. 
The result shows that the performance tends to be reduced 
while increasing number of attacks. 

 
 

Figure 1. The comparison of ROC curves for the datasets 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this Paper’ goal was to provide the scientific evidence 
that one-class SVMs and K-Means algorithm can be regarded 
as suitable method for detecting intrusions in flow-based 
network data The performance of K-Means algorithm is 
comparable to that of other reported unsupervised anomaly 
detection approaches. Especially, our approach achieve higher 
detection rate when the false positive rate is low. It is more 
significant for NIDSs, since high false positive rate will make 
NIDSs useless. Due to high complexity of the unsupervised 
anomaly detection algorithm, low detection speed performance 
of the approach makes real time detection impossible. 
However, the approach can detect novel intrusions without 
attack-free training data. The detected novel intrusions can be 
used to train real time supervised misuse detection systems. 
Therefore, the trained misuse detection systems can detect the 
novel intrusions in real time. 

The results also show that the performance tends to be 
reduced with increasing number of attack connections. That is 
a problem of unsupervised systems. Some attacks (e.g., DoS) 
produce a large number of connections, which may undermine 
an unsupervised anomaly detection system. To overcome the 
problem, we will incorporate both anomaly based and misuse 
based approaches into the NIDS in the future. Misuse 
approach can detect known attacks. By removing known 
attacks, the number of attacks can be reduced significantly in 
datasets for unsupervised anomaly detection. Misuse detection 
has high detection rate with low false positive rate. Anomaly 
detection can detect novel attacks to increase the detection 
rate. Therefore, combining misuse and anomaly detection can 
improve the overall performance of the NIDS.  
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Abstract—Heterogeneous networks are integrated in fourth 

generation. To have seamless communication and mobility 

between these heterogeneous wireless access networks, support of 

vertical handoff is required. Vertical handover is convergence of 

heterogeneous networks for e.g.:- handover between WLAN and 

cellular networks. 

 In this paper, three algorithms on RSS based vertical handoff 

are discussed. First, algorithm is adaptive lifetime based vertical 

handoff, which combines RSS and estimated lifetime (expected 

duration after which the MT will be able to maintain its 

connection with WLAN) to decide the vertical handover. Second 

algorithm, is based on dynamic RSS threshold which is more 

suitable for handover from WLAN to 3G network. Third 

algorithm is a traveling distance prediction method, which works 

well for WLAN to cellular networks and vice versa. This avoids 
unnecessary handoff and also minimizes failure probability. 

Keywords- RSS; WLAN; 3G; VHD. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Convergence of heterogeneous network is getting a lot of 
attention. To be precise, in 4G network, a mobile terminal 
incorporated with multiple interfaces will be able to choose the 
appropriate available access links. In 4G systems, handoff 
management is more complex, as it covers not only horizontal 
handoff but also vertical handoff. In horizontal handoff, where 
an MT moves between two different cells or access points 
within the same wireless communication system. While in 
vertical handover, MT moves from one wireless system to 
another wireless system, for example, from cellular network to 
wireless LAN system. In this paper, we do not address the 
horizontal handoff, as traditional RSS based algorithms which 
works good to support the horizontal handoff . RSS based 
handoff algorithm is generally applied to homogeneous 
network and can be extended to heterogeneous network. 
Numerous Vertical handover decision algorithms are proposed 
in various research papers which takes into  account several 
parameters  such as  Bandwidth, Power consumption, Cost, 
Security etc. Based on these parameters, cost function 
algorithm and multiple attribute decision algorithms may be 
used. These algorithms use different set of parameters [5] to 
provide better handoff.  

Some of the problems associated with these algorithms are  

1) Too many parameters may affect the performance of 
VHD algorithms and relationship between these parameters is 
very complicated, therefore, how to select those most important

parameters as decision factors, and also take into account the 
effects of other parameters, so that handoff performance can be 
guaranteed and proper performance tradeoff can be achieved is 
an important & difficult problem. 

2) MADM algorithms are the most challenging ones 
because of their pre training requirements. Hence it suffers 
from longest handover delay. Also the system is complex.   

RSS based algorithms are less complex and can be used 
between macro cellular and microcellular networks.  

High handover failure probability is observed for algorithm 
without inclusion of RSS. 

In this paper, we will be focusing on various Mathematical 
Models in RSS based vertical handover decision algorithms. 

We make an attempt to provide a comparative analysis of 
three RSS based vertical handoff algorithms.  

II. RSS BASED VHD ALGORITHMS 

In this, the handoff decisions are made by comparing RSS        
(received signal strength) of the current network with the preset 
threshold values. These algorithms are less complex and may 
be combined with other parameters such as bandwidth, cost etc. 
to have a better handover decisions. We describe here three 
RSS based algorithms in the following sections.  

A. ALIVE-HO (adaptive lifetime based vertical handoff) 

algorithm. –  

Zahran , Chen and Sreenan [6]proposed algorithm for 
handover between 3G Networks and WLAN by combining the 
RSS with an estimated life time (duration over which the 
current access technology remains beneficial to the active 
applications ). ALIVE-HO always uses an uncongested 
network whenever available. It continues using the preferred 
network (i.e. WLAN) as long as it satisfies the QoS 
requirements of the application.  

Two different vertical handoff scenarios are discussed: 
Moving out of the preferred network (MO) and Moving in to 
the preferred network (MI), where the preferred network is 
usually the underlay network that provides better and 
economical service. Hence, extending the utilization of the 
WLAN, as long as it provides satisfactory performance is the 
main considerations of vertical handoff algorithm design.  

We observe the method through the following scenarios.  
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In first scenario, when the MT moves away from the 
coverage area of a WLAN into a 3G cell, a handover to the 3G 
network is initiated. The handover is done under the conditions 
that  

(a) RSS average of the WLAN falls below predefined 
threshold. (MO threshold) and (b) the estimated life time is 
atleast equal to the required handoff signaling delay. The MT 
continuously calculate the RSS mean using the moving average 
method.[4]   

  RSS [K] =  
Wav

1
  ikRSS

Wav

i






1

0

 

Here RSS [k] is RSS mean at time instant k, and Wav is the 
window size, a variable that changes with velocity of the 
velocity of mobile terminal. Then, the lifetime metric EL [k] is 

calculated by using   RSS [k], ASST Application signal 
strength threshold),S[k],RSS change rate. 

EL[k] = RSS [k] – ASST 

                       S[k] 

ASST (Application signal strength threshold) chosen to 
satisfy the requirements of the active applications. S [K] 
represents RSS decay rate.In second scenario, when the MT 
moves towards a WLAN cell, the handover to the WLAN is 
done if the average RSS is larger than  MI Threshold. WLAN 
and the available bandwidth of the WLAN meet the bandwidth 
requirement of the application. Table given below shows lost 
frames during the handoff transition area for the received 
stream. 

ASST (in dBs) -90 -89 -88 -87 -86 -85 

Lost 

frames_100kbit/s 

13.3 5 3 0.67 0 0 

Lost 

frames_300kbit/s 

38 28 4 0.33 0 0 

TABLE 1.1 FRAMES LOST CORRESPONDING TO ASST 

Based on the obtained results and subjective testing, the 
optimal value for UDP based streaming is chosen as -86dB. 

By introducing EL[k] the algorithm adapts to the 
application requirements and  reduces unnecessary 
handovers. Second, there is an improvement on the average 
throughput for user because MT prefers to stay in WLAN cell 
as long as possible. 

However packet delay grows, due to the critical fading 
impact near the cell edges, which may result in severe 
degradation in the user perceived QoS. This phenomenon 
results in a tradeoff between improving the system resource 
utilization and satisfying the user Qos requirements. This issue 
can be critical for delay sensitive applications and degrade their 
performance. ASST is tuned according to various system 

parameters, including delay thresholds, MT velocities, 
handover signaling costs and packet delay penalties. 

B. Algorithm on Adaptive RSS Threshold 
 

Mohanty and Akyildiz[2] in paper “A cross-layer ( Layer 2 
+ 3 ) Handoff  Management Protocol” proposed a WLAN to 
3G handover decision method. In this method, RSS of current 
network is compared with dynamic RSS threshold (Sth) when 
MT is connected to a WLAN access point. We observe the 
following notations with reference to fig 1.1 which shows a 
handoff  from current network (AP) referred as WLAN, to the 
future network (BS), referred as 3G.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 1.1 Analysis of handoff process 

* Sth : The threshold value of the RSS to initiate the 
handover process. Therefore, when the RSS of WLAN referred 
to as ORSS(old RSS) in fig drops below Sth, the registration 
procedures are initiated for MT’s handover to the 3G network. 

* a :The cell size we assume that the cells are of hexagonal 
shape. 

d: is the shortest distance between the point at which 
handover is initiated and WLAN boundary. We observe the 
Path loss Model [1] given by  

  Pr(x) = Pr (d0) 












x

d0
+   

Where x is the distance between the AP and MT, and    
Pr(d0) is the received power at a known reference distance (d0) . 
The typical value of d0  is 1 km for macrocells, 100m for 
outdoor microcells, and 1 m for indoor picocells.  

The numerical value of Pr (d0) depends on different factors, 

such as frequency, antenna heights, and antenna gains,   is 

the path loss exponent. The typical values of   ranges from 3 
to 4 and 2 to 8 for macrocellular and  microcellular 
environment. 

WLAN 
3 G 

Network 

P 

BS AP 
a 

d 

Sth  

Smin  

ORSS NRSS 
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   - is a Zero mean Gaussian random variable that 
represents the statistical variation  in Pr(x) caused by 

Shadowing. Typical std. deviation of   is 12 dB.  

 We observe the path loss model applied to the 
scenario. 

  Pr (a – d) = Pr (a) 












 da

a
 +   

 Pr (a – d) = Pr (a) + 10 log 10 








 da

a
 

  Sth =  Smin + 10  log 10 








 da

a
 

When the MT is located at point P, the assumption is that it 
can move in any direction with equal probability, i.e. the pdf of 

MT’s direction of motion   is 

f    = 



 2

1

)(

1
     -  <   <   ………….(1) 

 As per assumption, that MT’s direction of motion and 
speed remains the same from point P until it moves out of the 
coverage area of WLAN. As the distance of P from  WLAN 
boundary is not very large, this assumption is realistic.  

 The need for handoff to cellular network arises only if 

MTs direction of motion  from P is in the range [     

 11,  ] 

 Where 1   = arctan ,
2










d

a
 otherwise the handoff 

initiation is false. The probability of false handoff initiation is  

  Pa = 1 -   





 df


1

1

 

P (unfavourable event) = 1 – P ( favourable event ) 

               = 1 -  12
2

1



 

  = 1 - arc


1
 









d

a

2
tan  ……………..(2) 

When the direction of motion of MT from P    

  11,   the time it takes to  move out of the coverage 

area of WLAN cell is given by  

   time  =  
speed

cedis tan
 

  From fig   Cos   = 
x

d
 

   Sec    = 
d

x
    , x = d sec   

   Hence t = 
v

x
 

   

   t =  
v

d sec
   ………….. (3) 

  Pdf of   is  

  f    = *
 

   
            

                                               {  0       otherwise 

From (3), t is a function of    i. e.  t = g (   )  in                    

[ 11,   ]         

                        ( )  
     

 
   

Therefore pdf of t is given by 

  

 
 
( )  ∑

 
  (  )

   ( 
 
)

 

 

 

Where βi  are the roots of equation  t = g (   ) in  [ 

11,   ]         

And for each of these roots 

  fβ(βi)=  

12

1


    for i = 1 and 2 
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 where   g  '
  is derivative of g    given by  
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 g  '
 = t 

2

22

d

tv
               from (3) ……7 

 Using (6) & (7), the pdf of t is given by  

 f  tt  =  
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d
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dtvt

d
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222
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  { 0        otherwise  ………………..(8) 
  

The probability of handoff failure is given by  
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     -  Handoff signaling delay 
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Now using (9)  &  (10) 
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The use of adaptive RSS threshold helps reducing the 

handoff failure probability and also reducing unnecessary 
handovers. The exact value of Sth will depend on MT’s speed 
and handoff signaling delay at a particular time. Adaptive Sth is 
used to limit handoff failure. However, in this algorithm, the 
handover from 3G  network  to a WLAN is not efficient when 
MTS traveling time inside a WLAN cell is less than the than 
the handover delay. This may lead to wastage of network 
resources.  

C. A Traveling Distance Prediction Based Method. 

To minimize unnecessary handover over Mohanty’s 
Method. Yan et al[3] developed  VHD algorithm that takes 
into consideration the time the mobile terminal is expected to 
spend within a WLAN cell. A handover to a WLAN is initiated 
if the WLAN coverage is available and the estimated traveling 
time.  Inside the WLAN cell is larger than the time threshold. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 1.2 Prediction of traveling distance in WLAN cell 
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Assume that the MT starts receiving a sufficiently strong 
signal at point Pi and the signal strength drops below the usable 
level at point P0.  

Angles  i and  0 are both uniformly distributed in               

[0, 2  ] where     =  i -  0     

The probability density function (pdf) of   as fallows 

fθ    = 


1
  












2
1


   ,   0          2  

By replacing l with   , d with 2  l ranges from  0  to d 

From the geometric configuration in fig 
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The Pdf of d is expressed as from (3) & (4) 

 fD(d)  = 
224
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The cdf of d can be derived by integrating 
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We observe a distance threshold parameter L whichwill be 
used to make handover decisions. Whenever  the estimated 
traveling distance d is greater than L, the MT will initiate the 
handover procedures. L may be calculated by using spanning 
algorithm. 

 P=  
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Thus the value of L for a maximum tolerable failure or 
unnecessary handover probability as   

 L = 2R Sin (Sin P
R

v
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The time threshold ( TWLAN ) is calculated as  

 TWLAN  = 






 








 P
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SinSin

v

R

22

2 1 
  

 P   is maximum tolerable handover failure or 

 unnecessary handover probability.  

  is the handover delay from cellular network to  WLAN. 
In this method, VEPSD algorithm can be used to estimate v 
and τ respectively 

The traveling time (tWLAN) 

 tWLAN   = 

 
 ins

ins

ttv

ttvlosR




2

2222

 

 Where R   radius of WLAN Cell,  

 los   distance between access point and where the
 MT takes RSS.sample.  

 ts  & tin    are the times at which RSS sample is 
 taken and MT enters the WLAN cell coverage 
 respectively.   

 tWLAN > TWLAN    handover is initiated. 

Even though the speed of the MT increases, the 
probabilities remain in the same. For higher speeds,  our 
method yields lower probability of handover  failures and 
unnecessary handover than the Mohanty’s Method.  

But the method relies on sampling and averaging RSS 
points, which introduces increased handover delay.  

III. CONCLUSION 

As per the discussion above, we conclude that                 
Adaptive lifetime based method gives an                 
Improvement in average throughput for user because MT 
prefers to stay in WLAN cell. But, packet delay grows near 
edges of the WLAN cell due to fading of signal which results 
in degradation of Qos. To solve this issue ASST is tuned 
according to various parameters such as delay thresholds, MT 
velocities, handover signaling costs and packet delay penalties. 
Adaptive RSS threshold algorithm works good for handover 
from WLAN to 3G network .It helps in reducing                 
handoff failure probability and also reducing                 
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unnecessary handover between WLAN to 3G as                 
dynamic RSS threshold is dependent on MTs speed and 
handoff signaling delay. This algorithm is not efficient when 
handover is from 3G to WLAN, if traveling time inside WLAN 
cell is less than the handover delay. For this case traveling 
distance prediction based method works fine.                  

These algorithms minimize unnecessary handover for 
handover from 3G to WLAN. But the method relies on 
sampling and averaging RSS points which introduce increased 
handover delay. But, the sampling of RSS periodically will                 
eliminate the assumption of MTs speed being fixed in WLAN 
cell.  

IV. FUTURE DIRECTIONS  

A improvement to the scheme is to periodically               
sample the RSS, recalculate and refine the                 

estimations for v to improve the performance, and eliminate 
the assumption that the MTS speed  remains fixed inside the 
WLAN cell. Based on the  application and economic point of 
view ( i.e cost ) the handover decision  inside the WLAN Cell 
can be taken. User can be given the choice of selecting the 
network depending on the factors such as cost or critical 
application which requires cellular network.  
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Abstract— Today’s wireless networks are vulnerable in many 

ways including illegal use, unauthorized access, denial of service 

attacks, eavesdropping so called war chalking. These problems 

are one of the main issues for wider uses of wireless network. On 

wired network intruder can access by wire but in wireless it has 

possibilities to access the computer anywhere in neighborhood. 

However, securing MANETs is highly challenging issue due to 

their inherent characteristics. Intrusion detection is an important 

security mechanism, but little effort has been directed towards 

efficient and effective architectures for Intrusion Detection 

System in the context of MANETs. We investigate existing 

Intrusion Detection Architecture design Issues, challenges and 

proposed a novel architecture  based on a conceptual model for 

an IDS agent that lead to a secure collaboration environment 

integrating mobile ad hoc network and the wired backbone. In 

wireless/mobile ad hoc network, the limited power, weak 

computation capabilities of mobile nodes, and restricted 

bandwidth of the open media impede the establishment of a 
secure collaborative environment. 

Keywords- Ad hoc network; Intrusion Detection System; Mobile 

Network.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile ad hoc networks are complex distributed systems 
that comprise wireless mobile nodes that can freely and 
dynamically self-organise into arbitrary and temporary, 
„„adhoc‟‟ network topologies. They allow people and devices 
to seamlessly internetwork with no pre-existing communication 
infrastructure and central administration [1]. 

Ad hoc networks are a new wireless networking paradigm 
for mobile hosts. Unlike traditional mobile wireless networks, 
ad hoc networks do not rely on any fixed infrastructure. 
Instead, hosts rely on each other to keep the network 
connected. The military tactical and other security-sensitive 
operations are still the main applications of ad hoc networks, 
although there is a trend to adopt ad hoc networks for 
commercial uses due to their unique properties. One main 
challenge in design of these networks is their vulnerability to 
security attacks. The goal is to investigate the development of a 
suite of protocols and algorithm that enables to securely 
collaborate over mobile ad hoc networks as well as the wired 
backbone. Collaboration requires secure information sharing 
and communication among a large number of academic, 
governmental, and military sites. A series of experiments in 
key management, malicious intruder identification, and 

detection of denial of service attacks will be conducted to 
provide the secure networking. 

Ubiquitous access to information anywhere, anyplace, and 
anytime, will characterize whole new kinds of information 
systems in the 21st Century. These are being enabled by 
rapidly emerging wireless communication systems, based on 
radio and infrared transmission mechanisms, and utilizing such 
technologies as cellular telephony, personal communication 
systems, wireless PBXs, and wireless local area networks. 
These systems have the potential to dramatically change 
society as workers become “untethered” from their information 
sources and communication mechanisms. While there is a rich 
body of knowledge associated with radio system engineering, 
the needed expertise must build upon this to encompass 
network management, integration of wireless and wire line 
networks, system support for mobility, computing system 
architectures for wireless nodes/base stations/servers. User 
interface appropriate for small handheld portable devices, and 
new application that can exploit mobility and location 
information. 

Enormous amounts of data are collected from the network 
for network based intrusion detection. This poses a great 
challenge. Raw network traffic needs to be summarized into 
higher-level events, described by some features, such as 
connection records before feeding the data to a machine 
learning algorithm. Selecting relevant features is a crucial 
activity and requires extensive domain knowledge. 

In this paper, we propose the novel conceptual architecture 
for IDS agent for detecting Intrusions effectively. Section 2 
gives the general information regarding Intrusion Detection 
Systems, Section 3 gives the problems with the current 
Intrusion Detection Techniques, Section 4 gives the novel 
conceptual model for intrusion agent and finally we conclude 
in section 5 and give future directions for this work. 

II. INTRUSION DETECTION 

The concept behind intrusion detection is a surprisingly 
simple one: Inspect all network activity (both inbound and 
outbound) and identify suspicious patterns that could be 
evidence of a network or system attack. Nowadays, network 
based computer plays an important role in society. There are 
many advantages of network: one can easily connect anyone on 
the network, one can share and use the files, folders, and data, 
they can also call their loved once on the net. At the same time, 
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there are many disadvantages of it too. One welcomes one‟s 
enemy, hackers, criminals. There may be chance of misuse of 
the data. When an intrusion (defined as “any set of actions that 
attempt to compromise the integrality, confidentially, or 
availability of a resource [2]) takes place, intrusion prevention 
technique, such as encryption and authentication (e.g., using 
passwords or biometrics), are usually the first line of 
defense[3]. An intrusion detection system (IDS) inspects all 
inbound and outbound network activity and identifies 
suspicious patterns that may indicate a network or system 
attack from someone attempting to break into or compromise a 
system.    

A. Wireless Vs Wired Intrusion 

Wired – Physically attached:  Intruder/attacker needs to 
plug directly into the network 

Wireless – Intruder can stay anywhere and intrude unseen 

 No exact “border” between internal and external network- 
losing exact classification to insider and outsider attacks  

Sometimes people assume that  host based systems prevent 
insider attacks where as network based system invites outsider 
attacks. We may not agree with this practice, but as soon as you 
add a Wi-Fi signal, the border of defense becomes unclear and 
not sharply defined.  

The primary assumptions of intrusion detection are: user 
and program activities are observable, for example via system 
auditing mechanism; and more importantly, normal and 
intrusion detection activities have distinct behavior. In the 
network based IDS, normally, it runs on the gateway of a 
network packets that go through the network hardware 
interface. 

In misuse detection, the IDS analyze the information it 
gathers and compares it to large databases of attack signatures. 
Essentially, the IDS looks for a specific attack that has already 
been documented. Like a virus detection system, misuse 
detection software is only as good as the database of attack 
signatures that it uses to compare packets against. In anomaly 
detection, the system administrator defines the baseline, or 
normal, state of the network traffic load, breakdown, protocol, 
and typical packet size. The anomaly detector monitors 
network segments to compare their state to the normal baseline 
and look for anomalies [4]. 

III. PROBLEMS OF CURRENT IDS TECHNIQUES 

There are two different types of networks - wireless and 
wired network. There has always been having problem of 
security, collaboration, management and integration. Thus  
there is a need of intrusion detection system as there may be 
chances of misusing of data while communicating between 
these two. There is a big problem to fix IDS between Wired 
and Wireless network as the wireless network perhaps may not 
have fix infrastructure.      

There is a big difference between how the data transfer in 
Wireless Ad-Hoc network and Wired network. There  is always 
some limitation while communicating through wireless Ad-
Hoc network. One may face the problem of bandwidth, data 
may be loss, high cost, slower links etc. Intrusion detection in 

MANETs, however, is challenging for a number of reasons 
[12,13,14].  

The major limitations with the current Intrusion Detection 
Systems are[5]  

 Noise can severely limit an Intrusion detection systems 

effectiveness. Bad packets generated from software bugs, 

corrupt DNS data, and local packets that escaped can create 

a significantly high false-alarm rate.  

 It is not uncommon for the number of real attacks to be far 

below the false-alarm rate. Real attacks are often so far 

below the false-alarm rate that they are often missed and 
ignored.  

 Many attacks are geared for specific versions of software 

that are usually outdated. A constantly changing library of 

signatures is needed to mitigate threats. Outdated signature 

databases can leave the IDS vulnerable to new strategies.  

A. NIDS Performance Issues 

It is an independent platform that identifies intrusions by 
examining network traffic and monitors multiple hosts. 
Network intrusion detection systems NIDS [6,7,8] gain access 
to network traffic by connecting to a network hub, network 
switch configured for port mirroring, or network tap. In an 
NIDS (figure 1), sensors are located at choke points in the 
network to be monitored, often in the demilitarized zone 
(DMZ) or at network borders. Sensors capture all network 
traffic and analyze the content of individual packets for 
malicious traffic[9]. An example of an NIDS is Snort.  

 

Figure 1.  A Network Based IDS 

Network Intrusion Detection Systems are usually deployed 
as a dedicated component on a network segment. There is some 
debate as to where to place a single NIDS (inside or outside of 
a firewall), but most agree that multiple NIDS are better. It will 
then compare captured network data to a file of known 
malicious signatures. If there is a match, the IDS will log and 
send an alert according to how it was configured by the 
network or security administrator[10]. 

A major difficulty is that true performance statistics are 
very hard to obtain, especially in a lab. However, a recent test 
by NSS Labs is probably one of the best[11]. The issue is not 
how many attacks that an NIDS can detect that is the most 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_hub
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_switch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_switch
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Port_mirroring
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_tap
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demilitarized_zone_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snort_(software)
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important factor (and often the only bench mark used in lab 
tests), but how effectively the NIDS can pick out one attack in 
a mass of normal background traffic. It is often not the mass of 
attacks that an NIDS has problems dealing with, but the 
proverbial “finding a needle in a haystack”. This becomes 
especially difficult when SSL (Secure Socket Layer) traffic is 
involved, because the NIDS cannot read encrypted traffic. It 
wastes valuable CPU cycles realizing that it can‟t do anything 
with the traffic and then discards it! 

A second core performance element to consider is the size 
of packets. In tests, NIDS vendors usually look at an average 
packet size of 1024 bytes, however if the packet sizes are 
smaller, the NIDS will run a lot slower (e.g. consider the 
negative impact when monitoring a large DNS server). 

A third key driver in how fast an NIDS can run is the actual 
policy that is running on the NIDS. Typically NIDS have 
hundreds of attack signatures that they are looking for at any 
given time. The more signatures they are looking for in a 
stream of data, the longer it will take to look at the next stream. 
This is more critical for pattern matching based systems than 
those that utilize protocol analysis. 

The nature of mobile computing environment makes it very 
vulnerable to an adversary's malicious attacks. First of all, the 
use of wireless links renders the network susceptible to attacks 
ranging from passive eavesdropping to active interfering. 
Unlike wired networks where an adversary must gain physical 
access to the network wires or pass through several lines of 
defense at firewalls and gateways, attacks on a wireless 
network can come from all directions and target at any node. 
Damages can include leaking secret information, message 
contamination, and node impersonation. All these mean that a 
wireless ad-hoc network will not have a clear line of defense, 
and every node must be prepared for encounters with an 
adversary directly or indirectly. 

IV. NEW ARCHITECTURE 

Though many IDS architecture have been designed for 
infrastructure-based networks, they are not applicable in 
Mobile Environment. Motivated by this consideration, we 
propose the modified    architecture  based on a conceptual 
model for an IDS agent proposed by Yongguang Zang and 
Wenke Lee[3]. The model is extended by introducing two 
novel ideas, the Data collection is divided in two parts and one 
Global Data Collection Module is introduced as the outer most 
layer of the model. 

IDS should be both cooperative and distributed to satisfy 
the need of the wireless Ad-Hoc network. In the proposed 
architecture, every node in the wireless Ad-Hoc network 
participate in intrusion detection and response. Each of these 
nodes is responsible for signaling the intrusion locally and 
independently. Also this IDS model identifies the black list and 
white list requests. 

The internal of an IDS agent can be fairly complex, but 
conceptually it can be structured in eight pieces (Figure 2).  
The data collection module is responsible for gathering local 
audit trace and activity logs. Next the Identifier will use this 
data to identify the detection; Notification will take the 

appropriate action if the intrusion occurs. The Global Data 
Collection will store all the calls which have been occurred.  

A. Data Collection Module 

This has been further divided into black list and white list. 
It gathers all the necessary streams of the data that has been 
arrive at a time of request. The black list Module stores all the 
details of the source that may lead to misuse. That is there may 
be chance of intrusion. Whereas the white list module will store 
all the details of the most frequently calls and which are 
authentic. Depending on the intrusion detection   algorithms, 
these useful data streams can include system and user activity 
within the mobile node. Multiple data collection modules cab 
consist in one IDS agent to provide multiple audit streams for a 
multi-layer integrated intrusion detection method.   

B. Identifiers 

Identifiers can be a local Identifier or Group detection. The 
local Identifier uses the data from the Data Collection module 
and identifies whether the intrusion is occurred or not. If yes, 
then, it sends the signal to the Notification module where it will 
be proceed.  As the days going, there will always been created 
a newer attacks for the system and to secure a system is not an 
easy task even more and more devices become wireless so 
security must be increased accordingly. To establish a new and 
best security for the mobile Ad-Hoc network is not so easy. So 
IDS model should be used different statistical and 
mathematical model to solve the problems.    

Figure 2.  A Conceptual model for IDS Agent 

C. Notification 

Notification can be local notification or universal 
notification. According to the type of network the notification 
has been made to the system. When the system is in the 
network at that time it will notified universally i.e. it will 
broadcast the message to its neighbor alongwith the details of 
the intrusion description and the address of that particular 
system which initiates the intrusion. In this case, all the system 
updates their data collection module and put this description in 
the black list of that module. Also they can refer it in the future 
to identify the intrusion. 

System calls 

Global Data Collection Module 

 

Neighboring IDS Agent   

Local Notification Universal Notification 

Local Identifier Group detection 

Data Collection 

Black listed 

White listed 

Secure Communication 
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In the Local Notification, it will notify itself that the 
intrusion has occur then it will terminate the connection with 
that particular system and update the black list data collection 
module.   

When an intrusion occurs, at that time, it will send the 
intrusion state information to its neighboring node. Then each 
node can update the Data Collection module and can initiate 
appropriate action against that Intruder. 

D. Global Data Collection Module 

The core and the heart of the new Intrusion detection 
system as it is centralized and stores all the streams and actions 
carried out by the system in the network. When any system 
initiates, the request, at that time, first it will store in this 
module which can be further used to identify the intrusion by 
the Data collection module. This module also implements the 
Cache concepts as it is updated at every interval by itself. The 
cross checking will be done for every instance of the node to 
secure the Ad-hoc network and to identify the unauthorized 
user. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Here the argument is that any system on the network may 
find intrusion and their privacy may be exploited. This is 
especially true for wireless Ad-hoc network. Intrusion detection 
can help intrusion prevention technique to improve intrusion 
technique. So that new technique must be developed to solve 
this problem. 

By the continuous investigation, it is shown that how a new 
model can be developed and how a Global Data Collection 
module will help IDS Agent to identify the occurrences of the 
intrusion. Firstly when any system initiates the request, it will 
be checked in the Global Data Collection Module if it will not 
found in that it will be put in the Black list and the broad cast 
of the message is made thus all the neighboring node can know 
the intrusion point, and can take appropriate action. 

At present time, the investigation of the architecture issues 
is still going on to solve it, implementing it practically and 
studying its performance issues. In short we are focuses more 
on the issues that raises in the IDS and try to identify the best

solution among all.       

In future, the algorithm which supports the model will be 
developed to identify the Intrusion in cost effective way. 
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Abstract— A Congestion control is a key problem in mobile ad-

hoc networks. The standard TCP congestion control mechanism 

is not able to handle the special properties of a shared wireless  

channel. Many approaches have been proposed to overcome these 

difficulties. ideas and show their interrelations. mobile agent 

based congestion control Technique routing  is proposed to avoid 

congestion in ad hoc network. Some mobile agents are added in 

ad hoc network, which carry routing information and nodes 

congestion status. When mobile agent travels through the 

network, it can select a less-loaded neighbor node as its next hop 

and update the routing table according to the node’s congestion 

status. With the aid of mobile agents, the nodes can get the 

dynamic network topology in time. In this paper, we give an 

overview over existing proposals, explain their key ideas, TCP 

Issues, Reduce the  Congestion, delay in mobile ad-hoc  network  
and  proposed  solution 

Keywords- Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs); mobile agents 

(MA); TCP. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

An ad hoc network is also called as infrastructure less 
networks which is a collection of mobile nodes which forms a 
temporary network without the help of central administration or 
standard support devices regularly available in conventional 
networks. Mobile ad hoc wireless networks have the ability to 
establish networks at anytime, anywhere to possess the 
assurance of the future. These networks do not depend on 
irrelevant hardware because it makes them ideal candidate for 
rescue and emergency operations. The constituent wireless 
nodes of these network build, operate and maintain these 
networks. Each node asks the help of its neighboring nodes to 
forward packets because these nodes usually have only a 
limited transmission range [1]. 

Congestion occurs in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) 
with limited resources. In such networks, packet transmissions 
suffer from interference and fading, due to the shared wireless 
channel and dynamic topology. Congestion leads to packet 
losses and bandwidth degradation, and wastes time and energy 
on congestion recovery. A congestion-aware routing protocol 
can preempt congestion through bypassing the affected links 
[2]. Several distinct congestion-related problems have been 
identified and tracked down, including severe throughput 
degradation and massive fairness problems. They have been 
shown to originate from the MAC, routing, and transport layers 
[4]. 

TCP congestion control works very well on the Internet. 
But MANETs exhibit some unique properties that greatly 
affect the design of appropriate protocols and protocol stacks in 
general, and of congestion control mechanism in particular. As 
it turned out, the vastly differing environment in a mobile ad-
hoc network is highly problematic for standard TCP. 

o Route failures trigger inappropriate TCP congestion 

control reactions.  

o The standard TCP retransmission timeout grows too 

fast in MANET environments.  

o The locally shared medium induces unfairness 
between TCP flows.  

o TCP has a long feedback path.  

o Data and acknowledgment packets interfere on the 

shared medium.  

o TCP over saturates the network.  

o On the shared medium, there is intra-flow contention 

between successive data packets.  

o The TCP acknowledgment scheme generates a lot of 

packets.  

o TCP traffic is bursty.  

o TCP’s basic design decisions do not fit a MANET 
environment well. [4] 

TCP congestion control has an implicit assumption, which 
is that any packet loss is due to network congestion. However, 
this assumption is no longer valid in the MANET as packet 
losses may well be due to channel bit errors, medium 
contention, and route failures. [14] 

Congestion is a major cause for packet loss in MANETs 
and reducing packet loss involves congestion control running 
on top of a mobility and failure adaptive routing protocol at the 
network layer. Congestion non-adaptive routing in MANETs 
may lead to the following problems:  

 Long delay: It takes time for a congestion to be 
detected by the congestion control mechanism. In 

severe congestion situations, it may be better to use a 

new route. The problem with an on-demand routing 

protocol is the delay it takes to search for the new 

route. 

 High overhead: In case a new route is needed, it takes 

processing and communication effort to discover it. If 

multipath routing is used, though an alternate route is 

readily found, it takes effort to maintain multiple 

paths. 
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 Many packet losses: Many packets may have already 

been lost by the time congestion is detected. A typical 

congestion control solution will try to reduce the 

traffic load, either by decreasing the sending rate at 

the sender or dropping packets at the intermediate 

nodes or doing both. The consequence is a high 
packet loss rate or a small throughput at the receiver 

[3]. 

 
Flow control is a good mechanism to avoid the congestion 

problem. But it is another major challenge in the network 
research that adapts the transmission rate to the available 
resources capacities in order to avoid congestion [13]. 

II. RELATED WORK  

This section presents a brief review of the work already 
done in this field.  

Kazuya Nishimura et al [5] have discussed a routing 
protocol that uses multi-agents to reduce network congestion 
for a Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET). They have extended 
a dynamic routing protocol using mobile agent’s protocol to be 
more generic, so that it can be effective in the face of network 
congestion. They have developed both simulation environment 
and protocols, and performed simulations under different 
conditions of mobility and traffic patterns to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of their approach. 

Yao-Nan Lien et al [6] proposed a new TCP congestion 
control mechanism by router-assisted approach. Based on the 
information feed backed from routers, a TCP sender is able to 
adjust its sending speed dynamically in order to avoid 
overshooting problem. 

Wei Sun et al [7] have compared the general AIMD-based 
congestion control mechanism (GAIMD) with Equation-based 
congestion control mechanism (TFRC TCP-Friendly Rate 
Control) over a wide range of MANET scenario, in terms of 
throughput fairness and smoothness. Their results have shown 
that TFRC and GAIMD are able to maintain throughput 
smoothness in MANET, but at the same time, they require only 
a less throughput than the competing TCP flows. Also their 
results show that TFRC changes its sending rate more smoothly 
than GAIMD does, but it gets the least throughput compares 
with TCP and GAIMD. 

Consolee Mbarushimana et al [8], have exposed the 
performance of MANETs routing protocols is highly dependent 
on the type of traffic generated or routed by intermediate 
nodes. They have proposed a Type of Service Aware routing 
protocol (TSA), an enhancement to AODV, which uses both 
the ToS and traditional hop count as route selection metrics. 
TSA avoids congestion by distributing the load over a 
potentially greater area and therefore improving spatial reuse. 
Their simulation study reveals that TSA considerably improves 
the throughput and packet delay of both low and high priority 
traffic under different network operational conditions.  

Yung Yi et al [9] have developed a fair hop-by-hop 
congestion control algorithm with the MAC constraint being 
imposed in the form of a channel access time constraint, using 
an optimization-based framework. In the absence of delay, they 

have shown that their algorithm is globally stable using a 
Lyapunov-function-based approach. Next, in the presence of 
delay, they have shown that the hop-by-hop control algorithm 
has the property of spatial spreading. Also they have derived 
bounds on the “peak load” at a node, both with hop-by-hop 
control, as well as with end-to-end control, show that 
significant gains are to be had with the hop-by-hop scheme, 
and validate the analytical results with simulation. 

Umut Akyol et al [10] have studied the problem of jointly 
performing scheduling and congestion control in mobile adhoc 
networks so that network queues remain bounded and the 
resulting flow rates satisfy an associated network utility 
maximization problem. They have defined a specific network 
utility maximization problem which is appropriate for mobile 
adhoc networks. They have described a wireless Greedy Primal 
Dual (wGPD) algorithm for combined congestion control and 
scheduling that aims to solve this problem.  They have shown 
how the wGPD algorithm and its associated signaling can be 
implemented in practice with minimal disruption to existing 
wireless protocols. 

S.Karunakaran et al [11] have presented a Cluster Based 
Congestion Control (CBCC) protocol that consists of scalable 
and distributed cluster-based mechanisms for supporting 
congestion control in mobile ad hoc networks. The distinctive 
feature of their approach is that it is based on the self-
organization of the network into clusters. The clusters 
autonomously and proactively monitor congestion within its 
localized scope. 

Kazuya Nishimura et al [12] have discussed a routing 
protocol that uses multi-agents to reduce network congestion 
for MANET. In their work, two kinds of agents are engaged in 
routing. One is a Routing Agent that collects information about 
network congestion as well as link failure. The other is a 
Message Agent that uses this information to get to their 
destination nodes. 

III. THE  PROPOSED WORK 

Congestion adaptive routing has been investigated in 
several studies as we explained in section 2. The approaches in 
all the cited studies converge in evaluating or assessing the 
level of activity in intermediate nodes by measuring either the 
load or the delay. Based on the gathered information, the 
optimal path is established trying to avoid the already or likely 
to become congested nodes. However, none of the research 
reported has evaluated the effect service type of the traffic 
carried by intermediate nodes has on the performance of 
routing protocols [8]. 

The route discovery process of most of MANETs routing 
protocols do not consider the status of their queues, before 
advertise themselves as candidate to route traffic to the 
destination. This might result into long delays or packet drops 
for newly arriving traffic, failing to be transmitted ahead of the 
already queuing traffic [8]. 

The performance of the mobile ad hoc networks is strongly 
influenced by the congestion problem. A congestion control 
scheme consists of a routing algorithm and a flow control 
scheme. In earlier research, the routing and the flow control 
problems have been considered separately. To achieve better 
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performance and better congestion control, the routing and the 
flow control must be considered jointly [13]. 

In this paper, we propose to design and develop an agent 
based congestion control architecture in fig.-1, In this 
architecture, all the nodes are mobile and information about 
network congestion is collected and distributed by mobile 
agents (MA). Each node has a routing table that stores route 
information for every destination. MA starts from every node 
and moves to an adjacent node at every time. The MA updates 
the routing table of the node it is visiting. 

In this proposal, the node is classified in one of the four 
categories depending on whether the traffic belongs to 
background, best effort, video or voice AC respectively. Then 
MA at each node estimates the congestion level for each traffic 
class by checking the queue status and a priority is assigned for 
the node based on the measured congestion level. Using this 
classification, a node with no traffic or with delay-insensitive 
traffic is considered more priority so that it can receive more 
traffic than a low priority node. The congestion level of every 
node is updated every time there is change in traffic type, and it 
is periodically propagated to neighbors.  

IV. AGENT BASED CONGESTION CONTROL ROUTING  

The agent based congestion routing can be explained from 
the following figure: 

Figure 1.   Agent Based Congestion Routing 

Step 1: The source S checks the number of available one hop 

neighbors and clones the Mobile Agent (MA) to that 

neighbors. 

 

Step 2: The Mobile Agent selects the shortest path of the route 

to move towards the destination D as given in the figure 1 

such as P1, P2 and P3. 

 

Step 3: The MA1 moves towards the destination D in a hop-

by-hop manner in the path P1 and MA2 in P2 and MA3 in P3 

respectively. 
 

Step 4: Then the MA1 calculates the Total Congestion 

Metric(TCM), TCM1 of that path P1 and similarly MA2 

calculates the TCM2 of P2 and MA3 calculates the TCM3 of 

P3. 

 

Step 5: Now the destination D sends the total congestion 

metrics TCM1, TCM2 and TCM3 of the paths P1, P2 and P3 

respectively to the source.  

 

Step 6: Now the source selects path using min (TCM1, TCM2, 

and TCM3) and sends the data through the corresponding path 
which has the minimum congestion.  

V. MOBILE AGENTS TECHNIQUE 

   Mobile agents are software entities that act on behalf of 
their creators and move independently between hosts. In 
general, a mobile agent executes on a machine that hopefully 
provides the resources or services that it needs to do its work. If 
a machine does not contain the needed resources or services, 
the mobile agent can transfer itself to a new machine. Lange 
and Oshima [15] enumerate several beets of using mobile 

agents. Of particular interest to MANET routing are: 

 

   • Mobile agents are able to upgrade protocols in use by 

moving to a destination and setting up communications 

operating under revised policies. 
 

   • After being dispatched, mobile agents become indecent-

dent of the process that created them and can operate 

asynchronously and react dynamically and autonomously to 

environmental changes. 

 

   • Mobile agents can reduce network load and latency by  

running remotely. 

 
   Recently, a number of mobile agent systems have been 

developed to address applications in areas including telecom-
munication services, E-commerce and personal assistance. 
Included among these are Agent TCL [16] (later 
D’Agents),ARA [17], Concordia [18], and Aglets [19]. All 
such systems provide common functions including agent 
migration, inter-agent communication and security. One 
potential drawback of using mobile agents is that the agents 
require an “execution environment” in which to run. This has 
become less of an issue in recent years as mobile devices 
become more capable and the execution environments become 
somewhat leaner. 

A. Routing Using Mobile Agents  

Early work on routing in dynamic networks using mobile 
agents by Kramer et al. [20] concentrated on route discovery 
using agents to continuously track the network topology and 
update routing tables at all mobile hosts reached. When a route 
is requested, an agent is sent to discover routes to the 
destination.  

These agents analyze the routing tables on the hosts they 
arrive at and either return a discovered route to the sender or 
move on to another machine if no route is found. 
Unfortunately, this method increases network load 

B. Mobile Agent Technology 

      Mobile Agent is a novel way of building distributed 
software system. Traditional distributed systems are built out of 
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stationary programs that pass data back and forth across a 
network [21]. It is usually kept a certain state. It is able to 
exchange information for its owners and other nodes in order to 
work together. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have discussed an agent based congestion 
control technique and TCP issues. In our technique, the 
information about network congestion is collected and 
distributed by mobile agents (MA). A mobile agent starts from 
every node and moves to an adjacent node at every time. A 
node visited next is selected at the equivalent probability. The 
MA brings its own history of movement and updates the 
routing table of the node it is visiting. The MA updates the 
routing table of the node it is visiting. In this technique, the 
node is classified in one of the four categories depending on 
whether the traffic belongs to background, best effort, video or 
voice AC respectively.  our proposed technique attains high 
delivery ratio and throughput with reduced delay when 
compared with the existing technique 
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Abstract— We have successfully demonstrated a long-haul 

transmission of 32 × 10 Gbit/s  and 64 × 10 Gbit/s over single-

mode fiber of 650 km and 530 km respectively by using RAMAN-

EDFA hybrid optical amplifier as inline and preamplifier 

amplifiers. The measured Q-factors and BER of the 32 and 64 

channels after 650 and 530 km respectively (16.99–17 dB) and 

(10
-13

) were higher than the standard acceptable value, which 

offers feasibility of the hybrid amplifiers including EDFA optical 
amplifiers for the long-haul transmission. 

Keywords- HOA; RAMAN; EDFA; BER; Q-FACTOR; EYE-

OPENING; DISPERSION; TRANSMISSION DISTANCE; WDM 

and DWDM. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is basically 
frequency division multiplexing in the optical frequency 
domain, where on a single optical fiber there are multiple 
communication channels at different wavelengths [1]. A WDM 
system uses a multiplexer at the transmitter to join the signals 
together and a demultiplexer at the receiver to split them apart. 
By using WDM and optical amplifiers, they can accommodate 
several generations of technology development in their optical 
infrastructure [2].  Optical gain depends on the frequency of the 
incident signal and also on the local beam intensity. Dense 
wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is a technology 
that puts data from different sources together on an optical 
fiber, with each signal carried at the same time on its own 
separate light wavelength [3]. Optical amplifiers have several 
advantages over regenerators. Optical amplifiers can be more 
easily upgraded to a higher bit rate. In an optical 
communication system, as the optical signals from the 
transmitter propagate through optical fiber are attenuated by it 
and losses are added by other optical components, such as 
multiplexers and couplers which causes the signal to become 
too weak to be detected. Before this the signal strength has to 
be regenerated [4]. Most optical amplifiers amplify incident 
light through stimulated emission, its main ingredient is the 
optical gain realized when the amplifier is pumped to achieve 
population inversion. The optical gain, in general, depends not 
only on the frequency of the incident signal, but also on the 
local beam intensity at any point inside the amplifier [5]. To 
understand how optical amplification works, the mutual or 
reciprocal action of electromagnetic radiation with matter must 
be understood [6]. Optical amplification uses the principle of 
stimulated emission same as used in a laser. Optical amplifiers 
can be divided into two basic classes: optical fiber amplifiers 

(OFAs) and semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [1]. An 
amplifier can boost the (average) power of a laser output to 
higher levels. It can generate extremely high peak powers, 
particularly in ultra short pulses, if the stored energy is 
extracted within a short time. It can amplify weak signals 
before photo detection, and thus reduce the detection noise, 
unless the added amplifier noise is large. In long fiber-optic 
links for optical fiber communications, the optical power level 
has to be raised between long sections of fiber before the 
information is lost in the noise [7]. The combination of an 
erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and a fiber Raman 
amplifier (FRA or RA) is called a hybrid amplifier (HA), the 
RAMAN-EDFA. Hybrid amplifier provides high power gain. 
Raman amplifier is better because it provides distributed 
amplification within the fiber. Distributed amplification uses 
the transmission fiber as the gain medium by multiplexing a 
pump wavelength and signal wavelength. It increases the 
length of spans between the amplifiers and regeneration sites. 
So this provides amplification over wider and different regions 
[8]. HYBRID Raman/erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (HFAs) 
are an advance technology for future. Hybrid Raman/erbium-
doped fiber amplifiers are designed to maximize the long-haul 
transmission distance [9].  

H.S. Chung et al. [10] have successfully demonstrated a 
long-haul transmission using cascaded Raman and linear 
optical amplifiers as inline amplifiers of 16 × 10 Gbit/s over 
single-mode fiber of 1040 km. Q-factors of the 16 channels 
after 1040 km (12.7–14.5 dB) were higher than the error-free 
threshold of the standard forward-error correction, which offers 
feasibility of the hybrid amplifiers including semiconductor 
optical amplifiers for the long-haul transmission. 

Tetsufumi Tsuzaki et al. [11] have successfully developed a 
64nm hybrid optical repeater amplifier for a long-distance 
WDM transmission system. The gain variation after 40 
concatenations was reduced below 3dB with the optimal 
equalization techniques. Using these repeaters, transmitted 
3.2Tb/s (1 60 x 20 GB/s RZ) over 1,500 km using 64nm hybrid 
optical repeater amplifier for a long-distance WDM 
transmission system. 

Seung Kwan Kim et al. [12] describes the multiple channel 
amplification, using commercially available pump laser diodes 
and fiber components, they determined and optimized the 
conditions of three-wavelength Raman pumping for an 
amplification bandwidth of 32 nm for C-band and 34 nm for L-
band using design of a hybrid amplifier composed of a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demultiplexer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical_amplifier
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distributed Raman amplifier and erbium- doped fiber 
amplifiers for C- and L-bands. 

T.N.Nielsen et al. [13] has demonstrated ultra-high capacity 
WDM transmission systems based on either dual C- and L-
band transmission, or distributed Raman amplification with 
aggregate capacities of more than 1 Tbls. In this paper they 
demonstrate a record capacity of 3.28-Tb/s by, for the first 
time, combining these three techniques in one system. The 
3.28-Tb/s is comprised of forty 100-GHz spaced WDM 
channels in the C-band and forty-two 100-GHz spaced WDM 
channels in the L-band. 

Unlike the previous work [9] with the hybrid amplifiers 
based on LOAs, we used RAMAN- EDFA and a variable span 
R of different lengths, which includes the transmission of 32 × 
10 Gb/s and 64 × 10 Gb/s upto 650 and 530 km respectively 
using raman/edfa hybrid optical amplifiers, which offers 
feasibility of the hybrid amplifiers including EDFA optical 
amplifiers for the long-haul transmission. 

This paper is divided into different sections for 
transmission of 32 × 10 and 64 × 10 Gb/s using hybrid 
raman/edfa amplifiers. In section 2, the simulation set up for 
the transmission of 32 and 64 channels at 10 Gb/s speed. 
Section 3 gives the discussion of the results observed after the 
simulation. And section 4 gives the conclusion of the system 
performance. 

II. SIMULATION SETUP 

In the figure shown below, 32 and 64 channels are 
transmitted at 10 Gb/s speed. Input signals are pre-amplified by 
a booster and these signals are transmitted over optical fiber of 

different transmission distances. The figure shows the 
compound component composed of RAMAN/EDFA at 
different distance and dispersion. This transmitter compound 
component consists of the data source, electrical driver, laser 
source and external Mach-Zehnder modulator in each 
transmitter section. The data source is generating signal of 10 
Gb/s with pseudo random sequence. The electrical driver 
converts the logical input signal into an electrical signal. The 
CW laser sources generate the 16 laser beams at 191.9 THz to 
193.4 THz with 100 GHz channel spacing. These beams have 
random laser phase and ideal laser noise bandwidth. The 
signals from data source and laser are fed to the external Mach-
Zehnder modulator, where the input signals from data source is 
modulated through a carrier. optical output signal is transmitted 
over different distance for 100,100,100,90,90,90,80 km for 32 
channel and 100,90,90,90,80,80 km for 64 channels at 2 
ps/nm/km dispersion. Optical power meter and optical 
spectrum analyser with splitter are used for calculating signal 
power and spectrum. Receiver is used to receive 32/64 output 
signals and these signals are then converted into electrical 
signal. Optical Power meter and Optical probe with splitters are 
used for measuring the signal power at different levels. Optical 
signals are amplified using EDFA amplifier. The signal power 
is measured by power meter and optical probe. The modulated 
signal is converted into original signal with the help of PIN 
photodiode and filters. A compound receiver is used to detect 
all signals and converts these into electrical fo R is the variable 
span length of 100, 100, 100, 90, 90, 90, 80 km for 32 channel 
and 100, 90, 90, 90, 80, 80 km for 64 channels for long hual 
transmission of optical fiber using raman/edfa Optical 
amplifiers. 

Transmitter of 16 and 32 channel                                                      R                                   

 
                                                                                   Receiver of 32 and 64 channel 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Simulation Setup

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the previous section, we have discussed various 
components used in the simulation setup. Using this setup we 
are taking measurements of BER, Q-factor, eye closure and 
output power at 10Gbps with respect to the length. The result 
discussed below gives optimized parameters of hybrid optical 

amplifiers (RAMAN-EDFA). The optimization is done on the 
basis of BER, Q-factor, eye closure and output power for 
hybrid optical amplifier by changing the transmission distance 
varying from 100 to 650 km and 100 to 530 km for 32 and 64 
channel respectively. 
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Figure 2: Quality factor vs. distance for 32 channels 

 

In order to observe the performance of RAMAN-EDFA, the 

quality factor versus transmission distance are shown in figure 

2.This graph shows that as we increase the transmission 
distance from 100 to 650 km, the quality factor decreases 

simultaneously. The transmission distance is varied with R 

(R= 100, 100, 100, 90, 90, 90, 80 km). The quality factor 

decreases from 29.5 to16.9 db for 32 channels. 
 

 
Figure 3: BER vs. distance for 32 channels. 

 

As shown in figure 3, BER increases with distance from 10-40 

to 10-13. The acceptable bit error rate (BER) for optical 

transmission is 1×10-10. The BER versus transmission distance 

for different dispersion is shown in figure. It is observed that 

by increasing the transmission distance from 100 to 650 km, 

BER is also increasing. 

 

 
Figure 4: power vs. distance for 32 channels 

 

The power vs. distance is shown in figure 4, Power increases 

with distance from -55.525 to 10.658 db for 32 channel and 

quality factor decreases from 29.5 to 16.9 db. The acceptable 
power for optical transmission is 10 db. It is observed that by 

increasing distance from 100 to 650 km, power is also 

increasing. 
 

 
Figure 5: Q-factor vs. distance for 64 channels Figure 7: Power vs. distance 

for 64 channels 

In order to observe the performance of RAMAN-EDFA, the 

quality factor versus transmission distance are shown in figure 

5.This graph shows that as we increase the transmission 

distance from 100 to 530 km, the quality factor decreases 
simultaneously. The quality factor decreases from 28 to 17db 

for 64 channels. 
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Figure 6: BER vs. distance for 64 channels 

As shown in figure 6 BER increases with distance from 10-

40 to 10-13. The acceptable bit error rate (BER) for optical 
transmission is 1×10-10. The BER versus transmission distance 
for different dispersion is shown in figure. It is observed that by 
increasing the transmission distance from 100 to 530 km, BER 
is also increasing. 

 
Figure 7: Power vs. distance for 64 channels 

As shown in figure 7, Power vs transmission distance from 
100 to 530 km, Power increases with distance from -56.415 to 
7.178 db for 64 channel and quality factor decreases from 28 to 
17 db. The acceptable power for optical transmission is 10 db. 
It is observed that by increasing distance from 100 to 650 km, 
power is also increasing. The performance of Raman 
amplification depends on the properties of the transmission 
fibers used. The Raman gain efficiency, determining how much 
Raman gain can be obtained from a given amount of pump 
power,  depends on a number of factors, including the Raman 
effective area, the composition of the fiber, and the pump and 
signal wavelengths.  

The output power characteristics of the HA are determined 
by the EDFA. EDFA‟s offer available output powers of up to 
30dBm, the main determining factor is the pump power. 
Raman amplifiers are broad-band and wavelength agnostic. 
Raman amplifiers can be distributed, lumped or discrete, or 
hybrid. Also, in Raman amplifiers the amplification and 
dispersion compensation can be combined in the same fiber 
length.  

For high channel count systems, as will be deployed in the 
next few years, Raman amplifiers‟ efficiency actually exceeds 
even 1480-nm pumped -band EDFAs. Consequently, Raman 
amplifiers should see a wide range of deployment in the next 
few years. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Eye Diagram for RAMAN/EDFA at 100 km for 32 channel 

As shown in figure 8, Eye diagram of signal after 
RAMAN/EDFA at 32 channels with 100 km distance is shown 
in figure 8.  

The eye opening for 100 km is 0.002316, quality factor 
decreases from 29.5 to 16.9 db and BER is also increasing. 

 

Figure 9: Eye Diagram for RAMAN/EDFA at 650 km at 32 channel 

Eye diagram of signal after RAMAN/EDFA at 32 channels 
with 650 km distance is shown in figure 9.  

The eye opening for 650 km is 3.18696, quality factor 
decreases from 29.5 to 16.9 db and BER is also increasing. 
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Figure 10: Eye Diagram for RAMAN/EDFA for 64 channel at 100 km 

It is observed from the simulation result from the figure 10, 
that maximum eye opening is obtained from RAMANEDFA at 
64 channel is 0.00206 and 2.25773 at 100 km and 530 km 
transmission distance respectively. 

 

 
Figure 11: Eye Diagram for RAMAN/EDFA for 64 channel at  530 km 

As shown in figure 11, it is observed from the simulation 
result from the figure 10, that maximum eye opening is 
obtained from RAMANEDFA at 64 channel is  and 2.25773 at  
530 km transmission distance. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this Paper, we have successfully demonstrated long-haul 

WDM transmissions using RAMAN/EDFA as the inline 
amplifiers.The results offered the feasibility of the 
Raman/EDFA as inline amplifiers for long distances of 650 and 
530 km. We have been observed that before 650 and 530 km, 
we have an acceptable BER, Q-factor, Power and eye-opening.  

After that we observed that the quality factor and ber 
increases. The performance of optical amplifiers was evaluated 
using the eye patterns, BER measurement, eye opening, Q 
factor and power. The simulation results show that RAMAN-
EDFA has quality factor of 16.99 db, BER of 7.01 × 10-13, Eye-
Opening of 4.928 and power of 10.65  at 650 km for 32 
channel at 10 Gb/s and Quality factor of 17 db, BER of 6.5 × 
10-13, power of 7.17 at 530 km for 64 channel at 10 Gb/s.  

The output power, Q factor and eye opening are decreasing. 
Also there is an increment in BER after 650 Km and 530 km 
for 32 and 64 channels respectively. 
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